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“Look Dave, I can see you’re really upset about this. I honestly think you
ought to sit down calmly, take a stress pill, and think things over.”
HAL9000, 2001: A Space Odyssey
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Abstract
This thesis provides some novel frameworks for learning human activities
and for further classifying them into categories. This field of research has been
largely studied by the computer vision community however there are still many
drawbacks to solve.
First, we have found few proposals in the literature for learning human ac-
tivities from limited number of sequences. However, this learning is critical in
several scenarios. For instance, in the initial stage after a system installation the
capture of activity examples is time expensive and therefore, the learning with
limited examples may accelerate the operational launch of the system. More-
over, examples for training abnormal behaviour are hardly obtainable and their
learning may benefit from the same techniques. This problem is solved by some
approaches, such as cross domain implementations or the use of invariant fea-
tures, but they do not consider the specific scenario information which is useful
for reducing the clutter and improving the results. Systems trained with scarce
information face two main problems: on the one hand, the training process may
suffer from numerical instabilities while estimating the model parameters; on
the other hand, the model lacks of representative information coming from a di-
verse set of activity classes. We have dealt with these problems providing some
novel approaches for learning human activities from one example, what is called
a one-shot learning method. To do so, we have proposed generative approaches
based on Hidden Markov Models as we need to learn each activity class from
only one example. In addition, we have transferred information from external
sources in order to introduce diverse information into the model. This thesis
explains our proposals and shows how these methods achieve state-of-the-art
results in three public datasets.
Second, we have studied the recognition of human activities in unconstrained
scenarios. In this case, the scenario may or may not be repeated in training
iii
and evaluation and therefore the clutter reduction previously mentioned does
not happen. On the other hand, we can use any labelled video for training the
system independently of the target scenario. This freedom allows the extraction
of videos from the Internet dismissing the implicit constrains when training with
limited examples. Having plenty of training examples both, generative and
discriminative, methods can be used and by the time this thesis has been made
the state-of-the-art has been achieved by discriminative ones. However, most of
the methods usually fail when taking into consideration long-term information
of the activities. This information is critical when comparing activities where
the order of sub-actions is important, and may be useful in other comparisons as
well. Thus, we have designed a framework that incorporates this information in
a discriminative classifier. In addition, this method introduces some flexibility
for sequence alignment, useful feature when the activity segmentation is not
exact. Using this framework we have obtained state-of-the-art results in four
challenging public datasets with unconstrained scenarios.
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Resumen
Esta tesis propone nuevas metodolog´ıas para el aprendizaje de actividades
humanas y su clasificacio´n en categor´ıas. Aunque este tema ha sido amplia-
mente estudiado por la comunidad investigadora en visio´n por computador, au´n
encontramos importantes dificultades por resolver.
En primer lugar hemos encontrado que la literatura sobre te´cnicas de visio´n
por computador para el aprendizaje de actividades humanas empleando pocas
secuencias de entrenamiento es escasa y adema´s presenta resultados pobres. Sin
embargo, este aprendizaje es una herramienta crucial en varios escenarios. Por
ejemplo, un sistema de reconocimiento recie´n desplegado necesita mucho tiempo
para adquirir nuevas secuencias de entrenamiento as´ı que el entrenamiento
con pocos ejemplos puede acelerar la puesta en funcionamiento. Tambie´n la
deteccio´n de comportamientos ano´malos, ejemplos de los cuales son dif´ıciles
de obtener, puede beneficiarse de estas te´cnicas. Existen soluciones mediante
te´cnicas de cruce dominios o empleando caracter´ısticas invariantes, sin embargo
estas soluciones omiten informacio´n del escenario objetivo la cual reduce el ruido
en el sistema mejorando los resultados cuando se tiene en cuenta y ejemplos de
actividades ano´malas siguen siendo dif´ıciles de obtener. Estos sistemas entre-
nados con poca informacio´n se enfrentan a dos problemas principales: por una
parte el sistema de entrenamiento puede sufrir de inestabilidades nume´ricas
en la estimacio´n de los para´metros del modelo, por otra, existe una falta de
informacio´n representativa proveniente de actividades diversas. Nos hemos en-
frentado a estos problemas proponiendo novedosos me´todos para el aprendizaje
de actividades humanas usando tan solo un ejemplo, lo que se denomina one-
shot learning. Nuestras propuestas se basan en sistemas generativos, derivadas
de los Modelos Ocultos de Markov, puesto que cada clase de actividad debe
ser aprendida con tan solo un ejemplo. Adema´s, hemos ampliado la diversidad
de informacio´n en los modelos aplicado una transferencia de informacio´n desde
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fuentes externas al escenario. En esta tesis se explican varias propuestas y se
muestra como con ellas hemos conseguidos resultados en el estado del arte en
tres bases de datos pu´blicas.
La segunda dificultad a la que nos hemos enfrentado es el reconocimiento
de actividades sin restricciones en el escenario. En este caso no tiene por que´
coincidir el escenario de entrenamiento y el de evaluacio´n por lo que la reduccio´n
de ruido anteriormente expuesta no es aplicable. Esto supone que se pueda em-
plear cualquier ejemplo etiquetado para entrenamiento independientemente del
escenario de origen. Esta libertad nos permite extraer v´ıdeos desde cualquier
fuente evitando la restriccio´n en el nu´mero de ejemplos de entrenamiento. Te-
niendo suficientes ejemplos de entrenamiento tanto me´todos generativos como
discriminativos pueden ser empleados. En el momento de realizacio´n de esta
tesis encontramos que el estado del arte obtiene los mejores resultados emple-
ando me´todos discriminativos, sin embargo, la mayor´ıa de propuestas no suelen
considerar la informacio´n temporal a largo plazo de las actividades. Esta in-
formacio´n puede ser crucial para distinguir entre actividades donde el orden de
sub-acciones es determinante, y puede ser una ayuda en otras situaciones. Para
ello hemos disen˜ado un sistema que incluye dicha informacio´n en una Ma´quina
de Vectores de Soporte. Adema´s, el sistema permite cierta flexibilidad en la alin-
eacio´n de las secuencias a comparar, caracter´ıstica muy u´til si la segmentacio´n
de las actividades no es perfecta. Utilizando este sistema hemos obtenido resul-
tados en el estado del arte para cuatro bases de datos complejas sin restricciones
en los escenarios.
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Introduction
“Grandpa! What are you looking for? The keys? You are already holding
them!”
In many situations it is not difficult for us, human beings, to guess what other
people are doing and help them or anticipate to their moves. And not only that,
but we are also able to guess with more or less success the mood of people around
us. Thanks to these abilities many complex interrelation among people are
achieved. On the other hand, remembering the initial quote of this thesis from
the Sci-Fi movie 2001: A Space Odyssey, where HAL9000, a computer, guesses
the mood of Dave, a human astronaut, we can realize how this human-computer
interrelation continues to be Sci-Fi. Nevertheless, the objective for a human-
computer interrelation is different from the humans case and accomplishing the
human behaviour understanding by computational techniques may lead to some
useful interactions. However, despite the great advances accomplished in the last
years by the machine learning community, this objective is still Sci-Fi in most
environments.
In human behaviour understanding a key objective is the recognition of what
the humans are doing, which is called the activity. In the literature there is not
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a consensus with the term activity and we can find the terms activity, action and
event used interchangeably. Sometimes the use of these terms is defined by their
level of granularity defining actions as the small meaningful movements that are
indivisible whereas activities are defined by several concatenated actions. Other
authors use the terms actions and atomic actions instead. An action, or atomic
action, can be viewed as the basic activity composed by only one indivisible
meaningful movement. This thesis proposes general purpose methods for the
recognition of both, complex and basic activities (actions), therefore the term
activity, which includes both concepts, is preferred. On the other hand, event is
a more general concept that involves any change in the scenario related or not
to humans.
Although an ambitious objective to accomplish would be the recognition of
not only the activity but also the mood and intention of the subject, as described
in the first paragraph, this thesis has been focused on some unresolved scenarios
for activity recognition. Namely, the automatic recognition of activities based
only in roughly acquired movement which still presents several difficulties and
their solution would ease some human-computer interactions. Specifically, we
have studied two fields: the learning of activities from limited training examples
and the inclusion of the whole activity temporal information in a recognition
system.
The ubiquity of sensors, mainly video cameras, and the increase of compu-
tational capability in the daily used devices are booming the research in ap-
plications involving the automatic understanding of human behaviour. In fact,
really simple systems has been around for a while, for instance motion detec-
tors present in automatic flushers, taps, hand-dryers, doors, lighting, in burglar
alarms, etc. These systems guess the activity of the subject based only on the
probability that someone present in the specific place is doing what it is sup-
posed, and then the system responds accordingly. We have to go back to 1953
to find out what can be considered the first modern motion detector, when in a
patent for a burglar alarm issued to Samuel Bagno in New York [Bagno, 1953]
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Figure 1.1: Pictures of a horse galloping captured in the study “Sallie Gardner
at a Gallop” by Eadweard Muybridge.
was included the design of a presence detector operated by ultrasonic sound.
But activity recognition has evolved since then, and the need for recognizing
complex activities has led to the use of sensors that provide more information
than the simple presence. Here comes handy the use of video cameras which
nowadays capture a lot of information being relatively cheap. These charac-
teristics have probably lead them to be the most used and studied sensors in
activity recognition. Moreover, the video has been used to study the movement
from its very beginning. On June 15, 1878, Eadweard Muybridge (1830 – 1904,
Kingston Upon Thames), using 24 cameras in a row parallel to a horse’s path,
captured a sequence of pictures of a horse galloping at 58 km/h, published in
his famous work “Sallie Gardner at a Gallop”1 from which some frames are
shown in Figure 1.1. The shutter of each camera was triggered by a thread as
the horse passed, obtaining what is considered the first film. Former governor
of California, Leland Stanford, hired Muybridge for finding a definitive answer
1I am happy to mention this work not only because of being the origin of the video, clearly
related to this thesis, but also because I spent three months of my thesis research period in
the University of Kingston Upon Thames, birth and death place of Muybridge.
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to the question whether all four feet of a horse were off the ground at some
point during the gallop, and thanks to the study they gave a scientific answer
to that popularly debated question. In 1879, he also invented what is consid-
ered a precursor to cinematography, an early moving picture projector called
the Zoopraxiscope.
Since the first video and the first activity recognition system were created,
both fields have experienced a great evolution and merged in several applica-
tions. Nowadays video cameras are ubiquitous, from mobile devices and web-
cams to closed-circuit television (CCTV) for surveillance or television station
cameras in crowded events. Thousands of videos are continuously recorded and
many of them uploaded to the Internet. As an example, the most famous con-
tent platform, Youtube, states that 300 hours of video are uploaded to their
servers every minute and hundreds of millions of hours are watched every day,
and this is only one platform of many, and numbers are growing. This huge
amount of data and people interacting makes it logical the investment in un-
derstanding the overwhelming information in an “intelligent” manner, helping
people to find the meaningful content they are looking for. In most of the cases
the search involves some kind of event, usually produced by humans, forming
the research field of recognizing human activities in any kind of footage. More-
over, the ubiquity of cameras allows the use of activity recognition for on-line
human-machine interaction in smart environments.
The search of meaningful clips in a footage where some activity is performed
has led to many applications, facilitating the human-machine interaction and
making some tedious tasks easier. Improvements in the training with limited
data and the better inclusion of temporal information, pursued in this thesis,
could be applied in some of these applications like the ones explained below.
A direct use of the video based activity recognition is indexing video clips
which has a direct application in search engines. Current search engines are
mainly based in tags written by hand, which implies a tedious work. Therefore,
the tagging process usually relies on users comments from where the system
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extracts the meaningful information, as machine learning techniques for text
documents are usually trustworthy. However, with this process, lots of videos
are kept unlabelled or mislabelled. On the other hand, there are already sys-
tems that look for specific image classes, labelling them automatically with an
interesting degree of accuracy. Looking for the video clips where certain ac-
tivity is performed, however, involves one more dimension, time, complicating
the system in two manners: first, the computational load is increased and then
more time or more powerful computers are needed, and second, the time dimen-
sion has different characteristics to spatial dimensions thus, the systems should
include complexer algorithms in order to deal with both space and time.
Surveillance is another field where the activity recognition is a key tool.
Currently, most of the surveillance videos are never seen and they are only
checked after the report of an important event. However, if a system is able
to automatically discover when something important is happening, it would be
possible to prevent several undesired behaviours as robberies, fights and so on,
having a quick response. At the moment, most of the so called “smart” cameras
incorporate simple systems based mainly in presence detectors but, slowly, more
complex algorithms are being introduced which are trying to identify aspects of
the subjects, for instance behaviour, object carrying, etc. Being located in fixed
positions, the recording from a usual surveillance camera can be used to learn
scenario based information reducing the clutter for the activity recognition. On
the other hand, the so called important events rarely happen and therefore they
are difficult to train in a specific scenario as a system needs to wait until they
naturally happen or they have to be acted, loosing part of the natural behaviour.
Continuing with the review of application fields, in gaming industry activity
recognition plays an important role as the player and the computer can interact
without remote control, increasing the game possibilities. A well known technol-
ogy is the one used by Microsoft with the Kinect, which is a range camera that
increases the conventional rgb images information recorded by a conventional
camera with a depth map, improving recognition in constrained environments.
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This technology is also being used out of the gaming field as long as in a con-
strained environment.
Leaving the best for last, in my personal opinion, Ambient Assisted Living
(AAL) is one of the most promising fields where human activity recognition
can be a pillar. Thanks to medicine advances the life expectancy is increasing
and so the number of dependant people, including not only elderly but also sick
and disable ones. Furthermore, the total fertility rate (TFR) is low in many
developed countries, as Spain for instance. This data can be validated in most
of the statistics services, the National Statistic Institute of Spain (INE)INE
[2014]. The increase of dependent people and the, at least, stagnation of the
TFR makes it impossible to rely on younger generations for future assistance
of the dependent population, and this quite certain future makes even more
important the development of AAL. Even if it were possible to rely on human
assistants, people would usually prefer to be independent as much as possible.
Therefore, the help of automated assistance will improve the quality of life of
many people. This automated assistance may benefit from the understanding
of the subject behaviour and therefore the recognition of the activity being
performed. As explained in surveillance systems, the constraints of the scenario
present in an AAL system suppose an advantage for cluttering reduction but,
on the other hand, the need of training examples in the new scenario restricts
the suitability of the system in initial stages after its installation. Many times,
the system should be able to detect unusual events, as for instance an erratic
behaviour of the subject that might signal some kind of health alarm, and these
unusual events are difficult to obtain due to their rare frequency and even more
to obtain enough examples for a trustworthy training of the activity. It is
worth noting that when developing AAL systems concerns about privacy arise,
especially when working with video recording. The overcome of the different
issues affecting an AAL system makes the field still immature but promising.
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Audiovisual sensing
Wearable camera:
- Room recognition
- Object recognition
Wearable microphone:
- Word recognition
- Enviromental sound recording
Semantic intepretation
Semi-supervised learning
of places, objects and actions
Create profile, 
find trends, habits
Electronic sensors
Atached to some specific devices:
- Recognition of Activities of Daily Living (ADLs)
- E.g. door sensor, TV set sensor, cooking machine sensor
Memory lane
Reminder of future actions
- Agenda
- Health
Temporal video blog
- TV screen, phone
- Life navigation
For e-health
- Heart rate, body temperature
- Blood preasure
Figure 1.2: Diagram of Memory Lane project.
1.1 Context
This thesis has been made in the Computer Vision Laboratory (CVLab) of the
Arago´n Institute for Engineering Research (I3A) in the University of Zaragoza.
The group has an extensive trajectory in computer vision techniques with one
of its branches focused in human behaviour understanding.
The origin of the thesis dates back to a proposal made in the project (En-
torno para el seguimiento de personas y ana´lisis de trayectorias encaminado a
la comprensio´n del comportamiento social) that could roughly be translated as
(Human tracking and trajectory analysis framework focused on the social be-
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haviour understanding). Moreover, previous know-how facilitated the evolution
to an AAL project named Memory Lane which integrates different technologies
in an intelligent environment to support the independent living of users. These
two projects have made the environment where the thesis has been developed.
Specifically, Memory Lane has supposed the base project for the thesis and, as
we can see in its global diagram depicted in Figure 1.2, the semantic interpre-
tation of input information is a key stage. A system that captures information
along time, as the proposed in Memory Lane, has the interpretation of sequential
data as an essential feature. In this regard, after identifying some drawbacks in
the proposed methods for human activity recognition existing in the literature,
we determined the following goals for the thesis.
1.2 Goals
This thesis covers two problems existing in the activity recognition field and
looks for some solutions to them. First, the unstable training produced with
a scarce number of available sequences, which happens for instance when a
system is deployed in a new scenario. The second addressed problem is the
poor long-term information representation of complex activities in state-of-the-
art methods which may be essential in some cases, for instance, if the order of
atomic actions determines the activity class.
Imagine a house where a smart home system for AAL is going to be installed,
or a warehouse where the owners want to install a new surveillance system. This
kind of systems usually includes fixed cameras which will always record from
the same location avoiding many of the possible variabilities, so the systems
can learn from the scenario reducing the clutter and improving the results in
recognition tasks. However, just after the installation there is not a single
recorded sequence of any activity in the scenario and it is expensive, at least
in time, to capture several sequences for training the system. Moreover, many
times, the desired recognizable activities are unusual ones with a low frequency
8
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Figure 1.3: Two activities from Virat Release 2.0 dataset with contradictory
order. First row: person opens car door, goes out of the vehicle, closes door
and walks. Second row: person walks, opens car door, gets into the vehicle and
closes door.
of happening and their recordings are hard to obtain. Most of the current
reliable methods use lots of examples in the training process, being unusable
with few training sequences, which delays the proper running of the system.
The first goal of the thesis is to find a reliable recognition system using as few
training sequences as possible. We consider two restricted scenarios: one where
only one sequence per class is available and other even more restricted where
just a single sequence from any class is used for training. These configurations
are called one-shot learning methods.
On the other hand, despite having lots of training examples in unconstrained
scenarios, most of the state-of-the-art methods in activity recognition make
a poor representation of long-term information or just discard it, failing to
recognize some complex activities. Long-term information is defined as the
temporal structure of the whole activity as opposed to short-term information
which only includes data from few frames being shorter than atomic actions and
mid-term information which cover a length typical of atomic actions. The second
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goal of the thesis is the design of an activity recognition method that suitably
incorporates the long-term information. This method should be able to keep at
least the recognition rates of state-of-the-art methods in simple activity classes
but at the same time improving the results in complex activities, which overall
means an improvement of the system. As an example of complex activities,
Figure 1.3 shows two activity classes from the Virat Release 2.0 dataset where
the order of actions is the most determinant information to distinguish between
them, deciding if the person is getting out of the vehicle or is getting into the
vehicle.
1.3 Contributions
As stated before, two problems present in some activity recognition scenarios
are covered: scarce data in training and complex activities where basic actions
order determines the class. In both cases a pre-segmentation of the activity
clips is assumed. In activity recognition, the classical application of a recogni-
tion system implies a previous segmentation of the footage where the activity
happens, this stage is out of the scope of the thesis so the reader should check
the literature if it is interested in it, for instance a good starting point is the re-
view found in [Weinland et al., 2011]. As summary we divide the contributions
of the thesis into two parts:
One-Shot Learning. One of the main goals of the thesis consists in training
the recognition system with few examples, even as few as one. However, the lack
of information may suppose the infeasibility of training the different parame-
ters involved in the classifier. Therefore, we design a Transfer Learning process
which enriches the available information using data from different sources and
not only from the target scenario. Moreover, a system trained with only one
sequence is not a classifier but an activity model obtained through a generative
method. Thus, we propose the use of the generative method Hidden Markov
10
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Model (HMM) [Rabiner, 1989]. HMM trains unstable models when operating
with scarce data but our modified proposals overcome this problem. We have
used two HMM modifications so that it works with global and local features. A
global feature represents the information of the whole activity sequence in a sin-
gle descriptor whereas several descriptors are obtained in the neighbourhood of
some selected voxels of the activity video for local features. To work with global
features we use a modification of the classical discrete HMM designed with a
soft-assignment and avoiding the problems derived from the lack of training
data. We use the approach Fuzzy Discrete Hidden Markov Model (FDHMM)
proposed by [Uguz et al., 2008] applied to these observations. A more reli-
able method is developed from the HMM in order to use local spatio-temporal
features such as Improved Dense Trajectories (IDT) introduced by [Wang and
Schmid, 2013]. We propose to encode the video into a sequence of normalized
Bag of Features (BoF) obtained from sliding frame-windows, with each sequence
element belonging to a unit Simplex, ∆ = {v ∈ RK : vk ≥ 0 :
∑K
k=1 vk = 1}.
The constraints of the Simplex allow us to design a method that produces stable
models with scarce data. We show the improvement of our approaches applying
them into three public and well known datasets: Weizmman, KTH and IXMAS.
These datasets contain videos captured from fixed viewpoint cameras and there-
fore are suitable for the validation of the methods. The approaches description
and the obtained results are detailed in chapters 4 and 5.
Long-term Information Inclusion. For the second main goal of the the-
sis, the recognition of complex activities where long-term information might be
determinant, we have designed a Time Flexible Kernel. Thanks to this kernel
formulation, the use of a Support Vector Machine (SVM) in the classification
process without discarding the long-term temporal information is possible. This
kernel improves the methods accuracy in two scenarios: when the descriptors are
local spatio-temporal features with short temporal information and when the
complexity of the activities produces errors if they depend on atomic actions
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order, even using IDT that includes some medium-term information. Moreover,
its combination with the classical SVM approach produces a more reliable sys-
tem. We apply this method using sequences of Fisher Vectors computed with
short-term and mid-term features extracted from sliding frame-windows. The
evaluation in the four large unconstrained datasets HMDB51, UCF50, Olympic-
Sports and Virat Release 2.0, shows state-of-the-art-results. The method and
the experimentation are explained in Chapter 6.
The thesis is completed with a comprehensive review of related works in
Chapter 2, a description of the proposed feature extraction in Chapter 3 and a
discussion of the contributions as well as a look into future work in Chapter 7.
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Related Work
The automatic understanding of human activities through machine learning
techniques has taken a great attention of the research community, producing
an extensive literature. In this chapter we go across a comprehensive review
of previous works in human activity recognition and specifically in vision-based
techniques related to the main objectives of this thesis. First, we describe how
a video-based recognition system works and the different issues that affect its
performance and later we review how the community has dealt with the activity
recognition contributing to different solutions.
2.1 Vision-Based Activity Recognition System
A video is a sequence of frames, when digitalized, can be viewed as a 3-dimensional
matrix of pixels, two dimensions provide the space localization and the third
one is related to time. A pixel can be represented by a scalar, if the frames are
in gray scale, or an n-dimensional vector in other scales. Usually 3-dimensions,
as in RGB scale, although more information can be added increasing the dimen-
sionality, as for instance a depth map or an infra-red layer. When displayed on a
13
Figure 2.1: Video-based activity recognition system.
screen, as a sequence of images, humans are able to easily distinguish among ac-
tivities, what denotes that the discriminant information is present in the video,
however the same task is extremely challenging for a computational method in
the current state of knowledge.
There is not just one way to capture the information of the performed activi-
ties using vision computer techniques since the more the technology has evolved
the more recording techniques have appeared. The classical approach consists
in an external camera, fixed or held by a cameraman, that records the activity.
Nowadays, it is possible to add depth information using range imaging tech-
niques, for instance using time-of-flight cameras, stereo-vision, interferometry,
structure-light, and so on, however these technologies increase the complexity
of the systems, sometimes needing a calibration stage and always being more
expensive than the classical ones and therefore, they are less common. On
the other hand, an approach that has gained importance recently is the use
of wearable cameras where the classical external viewpoint is exchanged by an
egocentric recording. A great advantage of this viewpoint is the reduction of
concerns about privacy since the subject is not recorded, although it still keeps
some issues about privacy, for instance the recording in private rooms or the
appearance of interacting people. Additionally, despite the recent interest with
wearable cameras there are still few researches and the technology is less de-
veloped than the external cameras, keeping some worries about if the images
contains the discriminant information for the activities the subject is perform-
ing, as sometimes the activities are hardly recognizable even for humans.
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In Figure 2.1 a simple diagram of a generic recognition system based on
computer vision is depicted. The first stage is the video acquisition, where
camera, viewpoint, scenario, etc. are defined. From the different techniques and
technologies previously mentioned, this thesis is focused on the external cameras
although most of the proposed methods can be exportable to any approach or
even outside the video-based activity recognition field. The videos obtained from
external cameras have several sources of variability that affect the recognition
system performance and should be taken into consideration. In Figure 2.2 we
observe a classification of the variability sources:
1. Actor. Activities are performed by subjects with various shapes, clothes,
and no activity is exactly repeated in the same way even being performed
by the same actor.
2. Scenario. There exist two kinds of approaches depending on the appli-
cation. In the first case, as for instance in surveillance, the scenario is
constrained by using a fixed camera, although a versatile recognition sys-
tem should allow changes in the background, the illumination and the
existence of occlusions. In the second case the recognition is processed in
unconstrained scenarios, meaning that the videos have been recorded in
multiple locations so there is not a common background or viewpoint.
3. Camera Settings. In the case of unconstrained scenarios, each recording
can be obtained with a different camera, so resolution, frame rate, lens,
etc. will vary from video to video.
The second stage of the recognition system is the activity encoding. Al-
though the classical name of this stage is feature extraction we refer to it as
activity encoding in order to distinguish between the actual extraction of local
or global features encoded in specific descriptors and the final encoding of the
data suitable for the classifier process, which normally is obtained after a pro-
cessing of the descriptors. Later in this chapter the description of both stages
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Figure 2.2: Sources of variability in a human action recognition system based
on computer vision.
is extended. In the activity encoding design it is essential to keep in mind what
kind of information has been captured, the first stage of the process, and how
it is going to be classified, the last stage of the recognition system. As we have
seen, there are several sources of video recordings and the encoding will vary
depending if the videos come from a fixed camera or from a moving one, from
a single scenario or from several ones, if the information is in gray scale, RGB
or depth map, etc. Moreover, the kind of activities to recognize demarcates the
discriminant information that should be kept or the clutter information that
should be discarded.
Finally, the last stage is the classification process which depends among
others on the goals of the system, the activity encoding, the availability of
training data and the computational capacity. Although the three stages are
defined separately, they are interdependent and any design should take into
account all of them.
The rest of the Chapter is used to review several aspects involved in the
16
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activity recognition systems. First, in Section 2.2, we present the different
sensors used for capturing information from human activity performances. In
Section 2.3 we review how to extract discriminative information in different
descriptors and the two main encoding applied to those descriptors. Later,
we make a summary of classifiers in Section 2.4. In sections 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7
we review the literature in three aspects related directly with the two goals of
the thesis: Transfer Learning, learning with limited examples and long-term
information inclusion respectively. Finally, in Section 2.8 we describe the public
datasets used for evaluate the different proposals made in the thesis.
2.2 Sensor-Based and Vision-Based Activity Cap-
ture
Before the use of any machine learning technique in a human activity recognition
system it is necessary to acquire the data suitable for the task. In terms of the
type of sensor used to capture the information, systems are generally divided
into two groups: sensor-based and vision-based systems.
Sensor-based systems capture information from all kind of sensors but video
cameras. An extensive review on sensor-based activity recognition systems is
presented in [Chen et al., 2012]. The usual captured data is a time series of some
parameter values such as orientation, location, acceleration, pressure, tempera-
ture, etc., which is advantageous over video recordings since the anonymity of
the recorded subjects is almost completely preserved, or at least the user con-
cerns are usually vanished. Depending on the location of the sensors it is possi-
ble to divide the approaches into two groups, namely using external or wearable
sensors. In addition, the subgroup of wearable sensor approaches where recog-
nition is performed with smartphone sensors is enough distinguishable to form
its own group due to the relevance they have acquired in recent years. These
three configurations are depicted in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Sensor-based activity recognition environments using three config-
urations: external sensors (in a Smart-Home), wearable sensors and smartphone
sensors
Since the introduction of the first external sensors, there has been a techno-
logical evolution reducing the size of the sensors, introducing wireless connec-
tivity, increasing the computational capacity, reducing the battery consumption
and including a diverse ecosystem of sensors that currently allows an ubiqui-
tous presence of them, forming networks of sensors integrated in networks of
processing devices. The easy availability of many classes of sensors makes it
possible to attach them to most of the objects in a room creating what is called
a dense-sensing environment, allowing a deep knowledge of subjects interaction.
These sensor frameworks provide an information useful for many smart-home
or smart-buildings utilities, [Ding et al., 2011], improving the AAL systems.
The technological evolution has also favoured a blooming on wearable sensors.
Looking for non uncomfortable and invasive systems the frameworks are evolv-
ing from bulky rucksacks with obtrusive sensors attached to small sensors inte-
grated on the clothes and easily wearable devices such as watches or necklaces.
These sensors are used in health monitoring, tracking and, of course, in human
activity recognition. [Lara and Labrador, 2013] explain a comprehensive review
of the human activity recognition systems using wearable sensors. Finally, the
amount of sensors included in the current smartphones (gyroscope, accelerom-
eter, barometer, GPS, and so on), and the fact that most of the people carry
one constantly, makes it possible to recognize activities through the provided
18
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Figure 2.4: Vision-based activity recognition environments using two types of
configurations: external cameras being fixed or held by a person, and wearable
cameras using a framework or integrated in the clothes. Last two images belong
to the commercial devices GoPro Hero3 and First V1sion respectively.
information in a cheap and unobtrusive manner, as recent works gathered in
surveys [Shoaib et al., 2015] [Su et al., 2014] confirm.
It is worth noting the audio-based human activity recognition, that although
not being as fruitful as vision-based systems, it is easily separable from the other
sensor-based methods due to the existence of a large community in audio and
speech processing. Using a microphone, or several of them, the recorded audio
is discriminative enough of several daily life activities we perform, although
many others are indistinguishable. There are some researches pursuing this aim
[Stork et al., 2012] but in most of the cases they are used as complementary
information [Choudhury et al., 2008] [Kolovou and Maglogiannis, 2010].
From all the sensors available, video cameras are the ones that provide more
information attracting the human activity recognition research community for
this reason and making the vision-based methods the most studied among all
[Turaga et al., 2008] [Poppe, 2010] [Weinland et al., 2011] [Ke et al., 2013]. In
a similar process as the one experimented by other sensors, video cameras have
evolved by reducing their size, consuming less energy, increasing their resolution
and so on, what as well has driven to their ubiquitous presence. This ubiquity
makes them present in several environments from where discriminative infor-
mation of activity performances can be obtained. Attending to the perspective
from where the information is captured there are two groups of systems: the
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ones based in external cameras that are used to record the subjects performing
the different activities, and the systems that use egocentric cameras recording
the subjects interaction with the environment but without the subject presence
in the images. This last group has been less studied as until recently few de-
vices had been developed. A recent comprehensive review has been written by
[Nguyen et al., 2016]. In Figure 2.4 the first two images represent external cam-
eras, one from a fixed viewpoint and the other with a moving viewpoint. On the
other hand, the last two images represent wearable cameras that provide egocen-
tric viewpoints, showing how these devices are becoming more integrated and
less obtrusive. The video cameras have also evolved into more complex devices
that provide a greater amount of information. Their use in activity recogni-
tion has covered infrared sensors [Han and Bhanu, 2005] and currently a great
number of researches have focused in range cameras that give deep information,
as the Kinect one [Xia et al., 2012] [Cottone et al., 2013]. An important issue
with external cameras comes from the loss of privacy and, in order to preserve
it, some researches have proposed the use of methods for hiding the subject
without loss of discriminative information [Padilla-Lopez et al., 2015].
The great ecosystem of methods for capturing information makes it infea-
sible to deal with all of them and makes the specialization in a specific field
necessary. Even after this specialization in a recording method, the extensive
number of methods involving the different stages of the recognition process force
to a subsequent specialization that reduce a work, like this thesis, to just a small
portion of the whole cake. However, an overview of the whole ecosystem pro-
vides a global perspective that may facilitate the inclusion of advances in one
field to others. As already mentioned, this thesis in particular is focused on
external video-cameras, avoiding privacy concerns and restricting to the usual
RGB channels captured by most devices, although the developed methods are
general and might be included in diverse fields.
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2.3 Activity Encoding
Once a specific event of an activity is recorded in a video-clip, a recognition
system needs to extract the discriminative information and encode it in a ma-
nipulable format for the classifier algorithm. A video stores a lot of information
that makes the use of raw video in the recognition systems unmanageable in
most of the cases. However, the recent use of the raw information has gained
importance in computer vision thanks to the success of Deep Learning methods
based on Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), what is specially noteworthy
is their use in images [Krizhevsky et al., 2012]. The increase in computational
capacity has encouraged Deep Learning methods in human activity recognition
but the cost is still high and the few developed researches still do not reach the
most successful methods [Baccouche et al., 2011]. However, they can be used as
feature extractors without ad-hoc definitions obtaining interesting results [Si-
monyan and Zisserman, 2014] [Xu et al., 2015]. Despite the high computational
cost involved, Deep Neural Networks (DNN) is a research field with a promising
future. Nevertheless, in this thesis the classical approach of feature extraction
is used as the base for the proposed methods although a switch to DNN based
feature extraction would be immediate.
As previously explained, a distinction between the feature extraction stage
and the encoding is made below. Through this distinction two processes are
separable: the extraction of information and its combination in a manageable
format.
2.3.1 Feature Extraction
The idea behind features extraction is to obtain the discriminative information
discarding the useless one and store it in what are called descriptors. Feature
extraction is a key element in recognition systems thus a significant number
of methods have been proposed, some have been collected in different surveys,
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Figure 2.5: Space-time volumes of “jumping-jack”, “walk”, and “run” activities
from [Gorelick et al., 2007].
[Weinland et al., 2011] [Ke et al., 2013]. The usual grouping of descriptors
includes two methodologies: global descriptors and local or low-level descriptors.
Global Features
Global features are extracted from the whole body of the subject during the
time the action is performed, and the descriptor encodes the activity in a holis-
tic representation. The usual process of extraction starts detecting a region
of interest (ROI) defined by a bounding box tightly enclosing the subject or a
contour of the person body while performing the activity, and continues com-
puting the descriptor in the ROI. Silhouette extraction is a method used to
detect the contour and then the ROI, and it can be obtained by background
subtraction. Early works used the silhouettes sequentially in Hidden Markov
Models as [Yamato et al., 1992] and more recently [Wang and Suter, 2007] in
a graphical model. Not only silhouettes have been used to obtain ROIs, but
also other approaches as the extension to activity recognition of the adaboost-
based face detector of Viola-Jones used in [Ke et al., 2005]. In addition to the
sequential approach, ROIs and specifically silhouettes have been used to create
volumetric descriptors as the proposed by [Bobick and Davis, 1996] [Bobick and
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Figure 2.6: Space-time interest points detected in two frames of “hand-shake”
and “get-out-car” activities from [Laptev et al., 2008].
Davis, 2001], where they accumulate the silhouette information throughout the
clip creating Motion History Images (MHI) or Motion Energy Images(MEI).
Other volumetric approaches track the body contours creating spatio-temporal
shapes [Yilmaz and Shah, 2005] or obtain spatio-temporal volumes spanned by
silhouette images [Gorelick et al., 2007]. A representation of this last method is
depicted in Figure 2.5 as representative of global features.
Although global features encode powerfully the activity information, they
rely on accurate localization, background subtraction or tracking, being more
sensitive to variations in viewpoint, illumination changes, noise and partial oc-
clusions which can be experienced in unconstrained scenarios. These problems
has been fought by dividing the ROI into spatio-temporal grids obtaining the de-
scriptors in the defined cells. There are several works in this trend, for example
[Danafar and Gheissari, 2007] that compute the optical flow per cell, or [Dalal
and Triggs, 2005] that obtain Histograms of Gradients (HOG). This solution has
partially solved the problems and is a step towards the local spatio-temporal
representation that currently has produced better performances.
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Local Features
Without relying on the body detection or any part of it, the local features are
extracted from the surrounding of any spatio-temporal point of the video that
fulfils the interest conditions defined in the specific method. Local descriptors
can be roughly categorised as: (i) image descriptors encoding information from
patches surrounding the desired pixels or (ii) space-time descriptors encoding
information from spatio-temporal volumes. As non assumption of the global
structure of the activity is made, local descriptors are robust to unconstrained
videos with challenging variations in background, viewpoint, illumination and
so on. Therefore, recent researchers have mainly focused on local descriptors.
Some descriptors only encode the image appearance in a patch like SIFT de-
scriptor [Lowe, 1999] [Lowe, 2004] or Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG)
[Dalal and Triggs, 2005] which, captured sequentially, can be used in activity
recognition. The Histogram of Optical Flow (HOF) descriptor proposed by
[Chaudhry et al., 2009] encodes the optical flow value between two frames, con-
sidering pixels inside a patch around a key point, into a histogram, capturing
mainly temporal information. Spatio-temporal descriptors, like the extensions of
spacial descriptors as 3D-SIFT [Scovanner et al., 2007], HOG3D [Kla¨ser et al.,
2008] and spatio-temporal Harris interest points STIP [Laptev, 2005] or the
previously mentioned HOF, have been proven more efficient than only spatial
descriptors. On the other hand, some local spatio-temporal descriptors have
been designed so to capture directly the video information as [Laptev and Lin-
deberg, 2004], Motion Interchange Patterns (MIP) [Kliper-Gross et al., 2012],
SCISA [Le et al., 2011] or HOG-HOF [Laptev et al., 2008] do. A representation
of this last method is depicted in Figure 2.6 as example of local features. The
selection of key-points around where descriptors are computed has been also a
field of study and [Wang et al., 2009] concluded that a dense sampling obtains
better results than current key-points detectors at that time.
Recent approaches have obtained state-of-the-art results by expanding the
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local features to in-between models where the spatio-temporal interest points are
tracked during some frames obtaining a trajectory around which the descriptor is
computed. [Gaidon, 2012] call their method trackelets while [Wang et al., 2013]
and [Jiang et al., 2012] define theirs as Dense Trajectories. The current state-
of-the-art in several unconstrained and challenging datasets has been obtained
with the Improved Dense Trajectories (IDT) of [Wang and Schmid, 2013].
2.3.2 Encoding
Global descriptors are usually well formatted so as to be used in a classification
process whereas local descriptors suffer for excessive data that sometimes is
irregular along the video and then need an encoding process that converts them
into a manipulable format. Two encodings stand out in the literature: Bag of
Words (BoW), also called Bag of Features (BoF), and Fisher Vectors (FV). Both
of the encodings can be considered as global descriptors as they are a holistic
representation of the videos, although they are composed from local features.
Bag of Features
This encoding was originally designed to efficiently represent textual documents
as frequency of words [Salton and Buckley, 1988], thus the name Bag of Words.
Later on, the computer vision community adopted it initially for modelling
images as bags of patches[Sivic and Zisserman, 2009] [Cula and Dana, 2001],
and finally in videos as bag of local spatio-temporal features, which has been
the de facto standard until recently. There is an extensive literature using it in
video-based recognition, being [Schuldt et al., 2004] [Dollar et al., 2005] [Laptev
et al., 2008] [Niebles et al., 2008] [Kliper-Gross et al., 2012] [Wang et al., 2013]
just a small portion. Due to this evolution of BoW, the method is also called
Bag of Features (BoF) or other variants.
The method is simple, having a dictionary of “visual words” (the terminol-
ogy is partially maintained from the original text documents but the “words”
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represent prototype features and sometimes the dictionary is referred as code-
book or dictionary of features), the features present in a document (a video
for instance) are counted in histogram bins, representing the “visual words”
in the dictionary. Usually, such a dictionary is created using clustering of the
extracted features in the training examples. In the case of BoF every feature
is roughly assigned to a word of the dictionary. However, quantization errors
are caused, being specially important when only a small amount of samples are
used. Soft-assignment approaches have been proposed to deal with this problem
[van Gemert et al., 2010] [Zhu et al., 2011].
Fisher Vector
The soft-assignment proposed for BoF partially solves the information loss pro-
duced by the BoF encoding however, Fisher Vector is a more effective method
although using a smaller dictionary. This dictionary, also called codebook, is
modelled as a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) that makes a better representa-
tion of the features space than a codebook composed by centroids obtained from
a clustering process like K-means. FV stores second order information in large
vectors of K(2d+1) dimensions, much larger than BoF, where K is the number
of Gaussians and d is the dimension of the local descriptors. This encodings
have been recently used in state-of-the-art methods in both image classification
[Sanchez et al., 2013] and human activity recognition in videos [Oneata et al.,
2013] [Wang and Schmid, 2013].
An important drawback of FV, that also affects BoF, is the loss of global
structural information, spatial and temporal, produced because the encodings
are obtained from an unordered collection of local descriptors. Thus, they are
not designed to classify classes characterized by their structure, and more com-
plex encodings should be used in those cases. For instance, Spatial Pyramid
Matching (SPM) [Lazebnik et al., 2006] and the extension to video in Spatio-
Temporal Pyramid Matching (STPM) [Choi et al., 2013] divide the data into a
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grid and compute the encoding in each cell of the grid, keeping the structural
information.
2.4 Classifiers
Once performed the activity representation the recognition process becomes a
classification problem. Using a Bayes formulation, a classifier calculates the con-
ditional probability p(y|x) of having the label y given the input x. Classifiers are
then divided into two groups in relation of the way they obtain this probability.
Generative methods that learn a model of the joint probability p(x, y) used later
with the Bayes rules to obtain the conditional probability, and discriminative
methods that directly learn the conditional probability [Ng and Jordan, 2002].
2.4.1 Discriminative Classifiers
Discriminative methods focus on separating the different classes, rather than
learning their model. One of the simplest methods performs a direct classifica-
tion by selecting the class of the Nearest Neighbour (NN), the class of the closest
training sequence based in some distance measure. In order to avoid noise pro-
duced by spurious samples, k-NN methodology selects the most common label
of the k closest sequences [Bobick and Davis, 2001] [Batra et al., 2008]. Some
works compute the distance considering the temporal domain as Dynamic Time
Warping (DTW) does, [Veeraraghavan et al., 2005] [Yao and Zhu, 2009]. Among
discriminative models, Support Vector Machine (SVM) is widely used. It learns
an hyperplane in feature space that discriminates between two classes [Schuldt
et al., 2004] [Wang and Schmid, 2013]. SVM has been usually combined with
BoF or FV encodings. Working with sequences, some discriminative methods
have been designed taking into account the sequential information as Condi-
tional Random Fields (CRF) [Sminchisescu et al., 2006] [Lafferty et al., 2001]
and its evolution Hidden CRF (HCRF)Quattoni et al. [2007] do.
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2.4.2 Generative Classifiers
On the other hand, generative classifiers learn the model of each class. In addi-
tion to their use in classification, they can be used to generate novel examples of
a class. A simple generative model is the Naive Bayes classifier, that learns the
joint probability of discrete inputs with their corresponding class, and uses this
information to predict the conditional probability. In activity recognition they
have been used in sensor-based environments with constrained inputs [Singla
and Cook, 2009]. In more complex environments, the generative method Hid-
den Markov Model (HMM) has been widely used in classification for temporal
series [Rabiner, 1989]. It models the class with several states, each one having
two probability distributions: one modelling the transition among states and
the other modelling the observation emissions. There is an extra probability
distribution used to predict the initial state. The learning of these distribu-
tions is performed through and Expectation-Maximization (EM) method that
facilitate the HMM application.
HMM have been used in activity recognition for several years as well [Yam-
ato et al., 1992]. In addition to the basic applying of HMM for classification
several variants have been proposed. The original [Rabiner, 1989] paper already
proposed some, for instance some intelligence can be introduced in the transi-
tion distribution using an ergodic model if it is possible to transit from one
state to any other, or a left-to-right model forcing the transition without re-
turn possibility. Moreover, two emission models where defined: one for discrete
distributions in a Probability Mass Function (PMF) and other for continuous
distributions in a Probability Density Function (PDF) with a Gaussian Mixture
Model (GMM). Along years more variants have been introduced: [Feng and
Perona, 2002] force a learning of the PMF outside the EM process, [Lu and
Little, 2006] combine two Markov processes with a single observation in order
to recognize the activity and track the subject, [Li et al., 2015] present an adap-
tive HMM where the emission function is adapted to the data. HMM has been
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used as well to combine classification and segmentation as in [Lv and Nevatia,
2006] where several weak HMM classifiers are learnt and combined using Ad-
aBoost. Another well known variant is the Hierarchical HMM (HHMM), [Fine
et al., 1998], where each emission probability of a main HMM is modelled by
another HMM. [Karaman et al., 2014] used HHMM to combine segmentation
and recognition in a single method.
2.5 Transfer Learning
As explained in the introduction, one of the goals of this thesis is the train-
ing of a human activity recognition system stable with scarce data. In this
regard, Transfer Learning (TL) can be an adequate tool. Transfer learning is a
straightforward concept, but an exact definition may clarify its use in machine
learning. Having a source domain DS with a learning task TS and a target
domain DT with a learning task TT the use of the information learnt in the
source domain is transferred to the target domain in order to improve TT . This
idea has received a great attention from the machine learning and data mining
community as showed in survey [Pan and Yang, 2010]. Depending on the way
the transferred information is used the TL algorithms can be divided into three
categories. Inductive TL operates with different source and target tasks, so the
target task should be learnt in the target domain, but complemented with the
source domain information, [Raina et al., 2007]. Transductive TL woks with
equal source and target tasks, while source and target domains are different,
[Daume´ and Marcu, 2006]. In this case, there is not labelled data in the target
domain, and the information of the source task is transferred. Finally, Un-
supervised TL works with unlabelled data in both domains, implementing an
unsupervised learning, such as clustering, in the target domain complemented
with unlabelled data from the source domain, [Dai et al., 2008].
Transfer learning applied in human activity recognition has experimented a
great increase of interest, reviewed in a recent survey [Cook et al., 2013]. A
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new attempt to organizing the different strategies is proposed in this survey. In
[Liu et al., 2011] the authors use an inter-lingua in order to merge data from
source domains and target domain, considering labelled data available only in
the source domain, which classifies their method as uninformed supervised (US).
In [Bian et al., 2012] a similar approach is implemented by creating a cross
domain codebook where labelled actions from both domains are modelled with
BoW, being an informed supervised (IS) transfer learning method. Authors
in [Zhu et al., 2011] create a codebook with unlabelled data from the source
domain and train the recognition with labelled data from the target domain,
being an informed unsupervised (IU) transfer learning method. The literature
is really extensive, but most of the methods use similar approaches [Hu et al.,
2011] [Fei-Fei et al., 2006].
2.6 Learning with Limited Examples
Little research has been done in training an activity recognition system with
limited number of labelled examples although being an essential feature in many
practical situations. Some solutions propose the use of invariant features, for
instance [Sun and Aizawa, 2013], or the application of Transfer Learning in a
cross domain evaluation like [Cao et al., 2010] [Hu et al., 2011] [Bian et al.,
2012]. These solutions reduce the number of labelled sequences in the target
domain but still need some information. The limit of this information is the
one-shot learning approach where only one example from the target scenario
is needed. Some examples of it are found in [Seo and Milanfar, 2011] [Fanello
et al., 2013] [Yang et al., 2013].
In the ideal case, only one sequence per class should be enough for activity
representation, calling the learning from only one example as one-shot learn-
ing. Moreover, it is important to mention that the description of a one-shot
learning approach differs among papers in the literature. In order to have a
better understanding of the meaning we introduce two concepts that define two
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Table 2.1: Strict One-shot Learning VS. Relaxed One-shot Learning
min no examples learn class min no examples learn recognition
Strict 1 no classes
Relaxed no classes no classes
different one-shot learning approaches. First, the strict one-shot learning as-
sumes only one training example available which is used to model a single class.
After training several models (one per available example) of different classes
separately, it is possible to combine these models in order to train a recognition
systems, which would be a generative one by nature. [Seo and Milanfar, 2011]
proposed a nearest-neighbour classification using a strict one-shot learning ap-
proach. Second, the relaxed one-shot learning process uses simultaneously
multiple training examples available, assuming one per class. This relaxation al-
lows sharing some information among the examples in order to model the classes
or directly training a recognition system, which would be a discriminative one
by nature. The relaxed approach usually gives better results but at the expense
of retraining the system with each new inclusion and with the inconvenience of
requiring several examples from the beginning. [Yang et al., 2013] and [Fanello
et al., 2013] approaches follow this description, the former method creates a
vocabulary of features using sequences of the different classes while the latter
trains a SVM with sub-sequences of the activity example as positive examples
and sub-sequences of different classes examples as negative examples. We depict
the properties of both models in Table 2.1, highlighting the difference. The strict
method models a class with only one example while the relaxed approach needs
information form one example per class. The strict approach is more versatile
when including new examples as they are all independent and can be added to
the system at any time. The relaxed approach usually gives better results but
at the expense of retraining the whole system with each new inclusion and with
the inconvenience of requiring several examples from the beginning.
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2.7 Recognition using Temporal Information
Many approaches have been designed to account complex temporal structures
recognizing complex human activities defined as composite multimedia seman-
tics (e.g., birthday party, wedding ceremony) where orderless sub-actions appear
in the video. These approaches consider the order of sub-actions as a distracter
(not a discriminant) and hence they perform an alignment of similar sub-scenes
disregarding their order. For instance, [Xu and Chang, 2008] divide the clips into
sub-clips which later are matched with other sequence using the earth mover’s
distance (EMD). [Cao et al., 2012] have designed a kernel that makes a pool-
ing of the frames into a fixed number of scenes called Scene Alignment Pooling
(SAP). In [Vahdat et al., 2013] a detection of sub-scenes categories and a global
scene category are combined in a Multiple Kernel Latent SVM where several
features are used. In the work of [Li et al., 2013] the proposed method identifies
the most representative segments of the actions using a dynamic pooling with
a latent variable.
As opposed to the previously explained works, the temporal order of the sub-
actions performed in an activity is considered essential to achieve the second goal
of this thesis, as the objective is to distinguish between complex activities that
can be composed of same sub-actions but in different order, even opposite. For
instance the activities shown in the Introduction “Getting Out of Vehicle” and
“Getting Into Vehicle” in Virat dataset depicted in Figure 1.3.
State-of-the-art results in activity recognition have been achieved using SVM
classifiers, but some constraints inherent to SVM should be overtaken in order to
include the temporal information for recognizing the class. Thanks to the kernel
trick, used to compute an inner product in some arbitrary space, the SVM can
classify in a dimensional space where samples may be linear-separable, different
from the original one where the samples are not linear-separable. The standard
kernel methods assume a fixed length D-dimensional vector per sample which is
projected into a different space where the inner product is performed. However,
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this is not straightforward in activity recognition videos where the long-term
activity dynamic information remains in the encoding because lengths of se-
quences may be arbitrary. Two solutions have been proposed in the literature:
(i) obtaining some sort of inner product by aligning the sequences lengths of
the patterns, as Dynamic Time-Alignment Kernel [Shimodaira et al., 2002] or
Fast Global Alignment Kernel [Cuturi, 2011] do and (ii) training a HMM with
a single sequence and posterior obtaining a Probability Product Kernel (PPK)
[Jebara et al., 2004] like in [Jebara et al., 2007]. Both solutions have been used
in sequence clustering tasks [Zhou et al., 2013] [Jebara et al., 2007] [Rodriguez-
Serrano and Singh, 2012]. Sequence alignment enforces a common start and
end of the segmented event which is not always the case. On the other hand,
the PPK of HMMs implies that each HMM is trained with only one sequence
which does not offer sufficient information to train properly the parameters of
a complex model. Moreover, the optimization process in the HMM training is
performed with the Baun-Welch algorithm which only assures a local optimum.
The long-term temporal information has been used in some other methods.
A recent one is the extension of the work of Spatial Pyramid Matching (SPM)
[Lazebnik et al., 2006] called Spatio-Temporal Pyramid Matching (STPM) [Choi
et al., 2013]. The method suggests dividing the videos into equal number of
spatio-temporal volumes at several scales, called pyramids, computing in each
volume a BoF, and finally obtaining a similarity between two video clips by
comparing the corresponding volumes. Fixing the number of divisions and com-
paring volumes one-to-one constrain the method to regular paced actions losing
flexibility. In [Ryoo and Aggarwal, 2009] they encode each video into a 3D his-
togram with spatio-temporal information and design a specific kernel for the 3D
histogram, but their pairwise feature comparison is not suitable for dense fea-
tures extraction which recently have provide the state-of-the-art results. Using
HMM, the authors of [Tang et al., 2012] propose to learn the temporal struc-
ture, including latent variables that determine the expected time to stay in a
state. [Todorovic, 2012] keeps the long-term information using graph models
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of the video foreground and with a Kronecker product constructs a Kronecker
graph model per action class used in the classification. In [Niebles et al., 2010]
the sequences length is not constrained and the authors use a framework where
appearance and temporal position of motion segments is included, however, due
to high computational load, their learning process finds a local optimum.
2.8 Datasets
Once a method is proposed it should be carefully evaluated, verifying its benefits
and finding its drawbacks. In this regard, from the large amount of available
datasets, we have selected some public ones that fulfils the needed requirements.
On the one hand they are adequate for the methods proposed, and on the
other hand they are commonly used by the computer vision community and
specifically for the objective tasks.
We have selected 9 different datasets because of their properties and their
popularity. Weizmann, IXMAS and KTH offer several sequences recorded from
the same point of view, what is ideal for validating our proposals in one-shot
learning. Moreover, these datasets are among the most popular ones in activity
recognition. On the other hand, recent researches have focused in challenging
datasets where there is not control in scenarios, viewpoints and even movement
of the cameras. HMDB51, UCF11, UCF50 (which is an extension of UCF11)
and OlympicSports are among the most used, and Virat Release 2.0, although
being recorded from fixed cameras as it is composed from surveillance videos, it
offers a high variability in the classes and includes several viewpoints. Moreover,
Virat offers labelled activities defined by their order of sub-actions. In addition,
we use the ViHASi dataset for training in some experiments as being a synthetic
one represents the possibility of creating training examples indefinitely. We can
see some samples of these datasets in Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.7: Samples of the datasets used in this thesis. UCF50 is an extension
of UCF11 and the depicted images are representative enough of the kind of
videos available in both datasets.
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Weizmann [Gorelick et al., 2007] The Weizmann dataset is composed by
93 low-resolution (180 x 144, 50 fps) video sequences from the same view-
point showing nine different people, each performing 10 natural activities: bend,
jumping-jack, jump-forward-on-two-legs, jump-in-place-on-two-legs, run, gallop-
side-ways, skip, walk, wave-one-hand and wave-two-hands.
IXMAS [Weinland et al., 2006] The IXMAS dataset is composed by 5 cam-
era viewpoints (390 x 291, 23 fps) of 11 actors performing 3 times each of the
13 activities included: check-watch, cross-arms, scratch-head, sit-down, get-up,
turn-around, walk, wave, punch, kick, point, pick-up and throw.
KTH [Schuldt et al., 2004] The KTH dataset has been captured in 4 different
scenarios where static cameras have recorded, at low-resolution (160 x 120,
25 fps), 25 subjects performing several times six types of activities: walking,
jogging, running, boxing, hand-waving and hand-clapping.
ViHASi [Ragheb et al., 2008] The ViHASi dataset has been virtually cre-
ated with 20 action classes, 9 different actors and 40 perspective camera views.
HMDB51 [Kuehne et al., 2011] The HMDB51 dataset is one of the most
challenging datasets nowadays. It contains a collection of videos obtained from
a variety of sources ranging from digitized movies to YouTube videos. The total
of 6766 video clips contains 51 distinct activity categories each one represented
by at least 101 examples. The dataset is divided by the authors into 3 splits,
each one containing 70 training clips and 30 testing clips in order to display
a representative variability of the recording sources. The dataset includes a
stabilized version of the videos.
UCF11 [Liu et al., 2009] The UCF11 dataset, also called UCF YouTube, is
obtained from YouTube videos. It contains 1160 video clips of 11 different activi-
ties, basketball-shooting, biking/cycling, diving, golf-swinging, horse-back-riding,
soccer-juggling, swinging, tennis-swinging, trampoline-jumping, volleyball-spiking
and walking-with-a-dog.
UCF50 [Reddy and Shah, 2013] The UCF50 dataset is obtained from
YouTube videos and is an extension of UCF11. It contains 6681 video clips of
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50 different activities. Some of these videos are segmentations of a longer one,
so it is important to follow the authors’ protocol. The authors suggest a division
into 25 groups in order to apply a leave-one-group-out cross-validation strategy.
OlympicSprots [Niebles et al., 2010] The OlympicSprots dataset contains
783 videos of athletes practising 16 different sports. All video sequences were
obtained from YouTube and have been annotated with the help of Amazon Me-
chanical Turk. The authors suggest a split for training and testing the recogni-
tion system.
Virat Release 2.0 [Oh et al., 2011] The Virat Release 2.0 dataset has been
recorded in 11 different scenes of video surveillance, captured by stationary
HD cameras (1080p or 720p). There are 11 different classes of activities anno-
tated where persons and vehicles appear Loading, Unloading, Opening Trunk,
Closing Trunk, Getting Into Vehicle, Getting out of Vehicle, Entering Facil-
ity, Exiting Facility, Gesturing, Carrying and Running. The authors suggest a
scene-independent learning and recognition mode of evaluation.
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Activity Encoding
As stated before, activity encoding is a middle process used to format the infor-
mation available in a video clip in order to feed the classifier. Sometimes this
stage is named feature extraction but we use this term for the initial process
of extracting the information into local or global descriptors which latter are
processed into a holistic encoding understandable by the classifier. The objec-
tive is to keep as much discriminative information as possible avoiding clutter
and redundant information and being manageable by the classifier. A brief de-
scription of the encoding and slight variations of existing algorithms described
in Annexe A is introduced below.
As shown in the related work the feature extractor can obtain global and local
descriptors but, at the end, most classifiers work with holistic representations
so, when working with local descriptors a second stage is applied in order to
model the video into a holistic representation used in the classification process.
Moreover, some post-processing may be applied to global descriptors as well
in order to normalize or quantize the extracted data forming the final holistic
representation.
Some holistic representations lose long-term temporal information, therefore
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Figure 3.1: Frame-windowed video clip framework.
we have followed a common framework in every encoding which divides video
clips into frame-windows, depicted in Figure 3.1, so to keep this important infor-
mation used in all our methods. Each extracted descriptor qn, being global or
local, is computed through a temporal window ∆nl of length Nl. The most tem-
porally local descriptors use information of a single frame so Nl = 1, while the
most temporally global descriptors cover all the frames of the activity, therefore
Nl = F , being F the number of frames of the video-clip. On the other hand, we
use a sliding frame-window process designed to capture the long-term temporal
information by computing holistic descriptors in each frame-window. ∆tw is the
t-th window with a duration of Nw frames. Finally, the windows stride is Nd
frames, parameter used to define the overlapping of the windows. The values Nl,
Nw and Nd are generally different and therefore the holistic descriptor should
be accordingly computed as we explain later in this chapter.
At the end of the video encoding we obtain a time-series of observations
O = {O1, · · · , OT }, where T is the number of windows, ready to be processed
by the classifying algorithm.
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3.1 Descriptors
From the different available methods in the literature we have selected two global
descriptors ant two local spatio-temporal descriptors. Many more are described
in the literature, [Weinland et al., 2011] [Ke et al., 2013], but the selected ones
cover our needs as they include both worlds, local and global, and the last one
has been reported as the state-of-the-art in many scenarios.
As global descriptors we have used human silhouettes and Motion History
Images, described in A.1.1. Both, silhouette and MHI descriptors are matrices
of a large size, equal to the raw frames. In order to feed the classification
system every extracted descriptor should have the same size so, the bounding
box cut image is resized to a common size. Moreover, the number of pixels can
be excessive without contributing with discriminant information, so to reduce
the computational cost and maximize the discriminant information we apply
the trustworthy method Principal Component Analysis (PCA), [Pearson, 1901],
trained with the descriptors extracted from the training video clips, codifying
each descriptor in a single vector of a reduced dimensionality.
On the other hand, there are several low-level space-time features used in
the literature, but we have selected two of them in order to evaluate short-term
as well as medium-term local features. In the short-term range, we have se-
lected the Motion Interchange Patterns (MIP) since they have been reported
to provide some good results when dealing with HMDB51 and UCF50 datasets
[Kliper-Gross et al., 2012], improving the method of [Laptev et al., 2008], STIP
points with HOG-HOF descriptors, which has been a baseline in many experi-
ments. For the sake of clarity we introduce a brief description of its extraction
in A.1.2. At the moment of writing this thesis, Dense Trajectory (DT) [Wang
et al., 2013], and the later version Improve Dense Trajectory (IDT) [Wang and
Schmid, 2013] have achieved the state-of-the-art results in most of the current
challenging datasets, for instance: HMDB51, UCF50 and OlympicSports. For
this reason, we have selected this descriptor as the baseline of our systems in
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Figure 3.2: Soft-assignment of descriptor qn in a clustered space, obtaining
vector sn.
the final versions of our approaches. We introduce a brief description in A.1.3.
3.2 Holistic Encoding
After the feature extraction process, we propose to combine all the extracted
features into a holistic descriptor per frame-window ∆tw so that to keep the
long-term temporal information. Global descriptors already obey the holistic
descriptor paradigm however we propose to apply the same proposed formula-
tion for local descriptors just with the characteristic that there are much less
global descriptors in a window than local descriptors, usually only one. This
transformation of global descriptors quantize the information reducing the vari-
ability. We have selected two of the most common encodings to apply in a
window, Bag of Words and Fisher Vectors. To perform them, both processes
compute a clustering of the descriptors extracted from training examples in or-
der to define the feature space. This clustering represents the “dictionary” of
features used as scaffold of the descriptors.
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3.2.1 Clustering
Despite the large number of methods available in the literature, the needed
characterization of the features space is suitably obtained using K -means or
Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) optimization. Multiple works demonstrate
their validity, including [Kliper-Gross et al., 2012] [Wang et al., 2013] and [Wang
and Schmid, 2013]. K -means creates a Voronoi Tessellation of the features space
through an iterative optimization method, explained in A.2.1, while the GMM
is created usually with an Expectation Maximization process that maximizes
the likelihood of the model, explained in A.2.2. The result of both methods are
hyperellipsoidal clusters. On the other hand, both optimization algorithms only
assure the finding of local optima [Jain, 2010].
Clustering is useful for a quantization of the feature space so to give a compa-
rable structure of data obtained from the extracted descriptors. Using a function
for obtaining a belonging measure of a descriptor to any cluster is possible to
make a hard-assignment or a soft-assignment of descriptors. A hard-assignment
uses the winner-takes-it-all rule so the cluster with highest belonging measure is
assigned to the evaluated descriptors. On the other hand, the soft-assignment
uses directly the value of the function, having every cluster a belonging value. In
the proposed encodings, descriptors, qn, are extracted for every frame-window,
∆tw, which are soft-assigned to the clustering obtaining the vector sn.
3.2.2 Bag of Features
The fundamentals of BoF are described in A.3.1 and based on those fundamen-
tals we adapt them to the windowed sequence. As we have seen at the beginning
of this chapter, the descriptors are computed through a temporal frame-window
of length Nl, generally different to the length of the windows where holistic
descriptors are computed, Nw. Each descriptor, qn, has associated a temporal
window ∆nl and therefore this descriptor influences proportionally to each ∆
t
w
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window given the Equation 3.1
ρnt =
|∆tw ∩∆nl |
Nw
(3.1)
Each observation Ot is a holistic descriptor, BoF (t), calculated using Equa-
tion 3.2 in window ∆tw.
BoF (t) =
1∑N
n=1 ρnt
N∑
n=1
ρntsn (3.2)
where sn is the soft-assignment vector of each descriptor qn.
We finally convert the raw data into a new time-series of observations O =
{O1, · · · , OT } adequate for the following processes as we will see in next chap-
ters. Depending on the working data, the possible
∑N
n=1 ρnt = 0 would cause
numerical problems so, it is important to cope with those cases, for instance
eliminating the corresponding Ot or giving a default value.
The vocabulary can be obtained with both, K -means algorithm or GMM
optimization, and both, hard and soft assignment computed. However, the
most common algorithms combine hard-assignment with K -means and soft-
assignment with GMM.
3.2.3 Fisher Vectors
The fundamentals of FV are explained in A.3.2, but in order to cope with the
windowed sequences we introduce some modifications.
Given the set of features Q = {q1 . . .qN} and a GMM λ = {ωk, µk,Σk}
describing the features space, the associated FV is computed as follows.
First, the posterior probability of sample qn to Gaussian λk is computed:
snk =
e−
1
2 (qn−µk)Σ−1k (qn−µk)T∑K
j=1 e
− 12 (qn−µj)Σ−1j (qn−µj)T
(3.3)
As FV encoding faces the issue of a sliding frame-windows, the length of the
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window Nw and the length of the descriptor Nl do not generally coincide, we
introduce the factor of intersection ρnt obtained with Equation 3.1. Modifying
the deviation vectors as follows:
ujk =
1∑N
n=1 ρnt
√
ωk
N∑
n=1
ρntsnk
qjn − µjk
σjk
(3.4)
vjk =
1∑N
n=1 ρnt
√
ωk
N∑
n=1
ρntsnk
[(
qjn − µjk
σjk
)2
− 1
]
(3.5)
3.3 Summary
Thanks to the proposed encodings we cover a wide spectrum of possibilities
using both global and local descriptors. In Figure 3.3 we summarize the followed
encodings through a diagram.
Global descriptors are transformed to a soft-assignment BoF. To do so, we
first model the features space with a GMM. On the other hand, local descriptor
encoding into a holistic one is more varied. Firstly, the features space is modelled
with a GMM, but also it can be done through K -means. If K -means is used,
then a hard-assignment BoF is performed. In the case of GMM, it is possible
to perform hard and soft assignment BoF as well as FV.
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Figure 3.3: Summary of the encoding techniques and their combination followed
in this thesis.
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Relaxed One-Shot Learning of Activities based
on Soft-assignment and HMM
The easiness of acquiring and placing video cameras in almost any location
has encouraged the advances in automatic human activity recognition and its
application in many smart systems. Specifically, there are several applications
based on fixed camera systems where each camera records the scenario always
from the same viewpoint. We can think about all the surveillance cameras
we have around us in our daily life, being in public transport, work places,
bank offices, public buildings and even particular houses among others. All
these cameras mainly record the scenario and are checked only after something
happens, but rarely prevent any undesirable event. This performance could
be improved if the surveillance systems were able to recognize activities and at
least trigger an alarm after detecting a suspicious behaviour. Other applications
are being created based on fixed cameras in devices like personal computers or
consoles, mainly used for human-machine interaction, for instance by controlling
the device or by improving interactivity in games. An additional scenario, still
less developed because of privacy concerns, is the installation of fixed cameras at
home which would improve the performance of Ambient Assisted Living (AAL)
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systems. Strategically placed cameras at home, for instance in the kitchen,
could distinguish how daily activities are performed, helping the subject in
some important tasks like cooking, cleaning or tidying, triggering alarms if risky
behaviours are detected or telling the subject about some oversight or the next
step to perform in an activity. Although for most users this helping may look
unnecessary, many elderly or disable people might benefit from it by making
their lives less handicapped providing an extension of our independent lives, as
most people will became handicapped sooner or later.
A common pattern is present in all the previous applications, the need to
deploy the system in each new scenario placing the cameras with fixed viewpoint,
unique per scenario. And this pattern is the seed for our research in one-
shot learning activity recognition systems. But, why the training with limited
number of examples is important there?
In the activity recognition field, most of the proposed recognition approaches
are trained with a large amount of labelled examples using large databases. In
practice, this is reasonable for applications with unconstrained scenarios such
as searching specific activities in movies, or indexing Internet videos, where the
training examples can be obtained relatively easy from on-line videos. Results
in large and unconstrained datasets such as HMDB51 [Kuehne et al., 2011] or
OlympicSports [Niebles et al., 2010] are useful for general evaluation, because
their examples have been collected from diverse sources, for instance Youtube
or extracted from movies, but accuracy of algorithms is not yet at the level
required in many commercial applications.
Higher accuracy can be achieved in constrained scenarios and with fixed
cameras, such as the ones we have as goal, and they can be represented by
the Weizmann [Gorelick et al., 2007], KTH [Schuldt et al., 2004] or IXMAS
[Weinland et al., 2006] datasets. However, these good results are obtained as-
suming the availability of several labelled examples for training, which in many
situations is impractical.
Recognizing in a fixed scenario has the advantage of suppressing in some
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degree the clutter introduced by the change of background and viewpoint and
therefore higher reliability may be achieved. However, after the installation, the
system should be re-trained again as any previously collected sequences may not
be representative of the new scenario. Although the performance is constrained
by the number of labelled sequences used for training, collecting and labelling
large amount of data for the particular scenario is infeasible, as it is laborious
and may require the involvement of the user and here comes the importance
of training with limited number of examples. Reducing the number of training
examples to a minimum for a suitable method reduces the set-up time of the
system. Little research has been done in training an activity recognition system
with limited number of labelled examples although being an essential feature in
many practical situations, two examples are [Seo and Milanfar, 2011] and [Yang
et al., 2013].
As we have already explained, we pursue a system able to operate from the
first recorded sequence. A system like this implies the use of a strict one-
shot learning scheme. It is not possible to use a discriminative recognition
system at this stage, as we do not dispose of examples from different classes,
instead, we have chosen the Hidden Markov Model generative method in order
to build our system. However, as we will see, the traditional models suffer form
some drawbacks when working with scarce data. Moreover, although the main
goal is the use of a strict one-shot learning method, we have experimented with
relaxed one-shot learning methods for two reasons: first, they have better
performance as they dispose of more initial information and may be attainable
in some cases and second, there are some previous works using the relaxed
approach that allows us to check our proposals comparatively.
In this chapter we present a preliminary approach analysing some strategies
for a suitable one-shot learning method. In this regard, we perform the work
in a relaxed one-shot learning scenario but with the intention to migrate the
learnt strategies to a strict one-shot learning method. We first start the chapter
explaining briefly the HMM principles, and their use for a generative recogni-
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Figure 4.1: A first order Markov chain of latent variables Z that produces a
series of observations O.
tion system in Section 4.1. Later, in Section 4.2, we explain a soft-assignment
encoding method of the activities and a specific HMM approach, called Fuzzy-
discrete-HMM (FDHMM), which represents a stable solution for the defined
encoding. We will see how the system needs the creation of a codebook and
how we have designed two methods for its computation that represent the two
approaches analysed in this chapter. Later, we present the experiments validat-
ing the approaches in Section 4.3. Finally, in Section 4.4, we conclude the results
and expose the drawbacks of the systems that are addressed in next chapter,
focusing there on a strict one-shot learning approach.
4.1 Hidden Markov Model
Hidden Markov Models are generative approaches designed to characterize se-
quential data. Specifically, the topic of this thesis is the understanding of human
activities, which are encoded in time series as shown in Section 3. Being HMM
a generative approach, and using the traditional training of the model, it is
possible to compute the learning of the model using only one sequence example
therefore, it fulfils the requirement for strict one-shot learning.
HMM supposes that any given time series of observations, O = {O1, · · · , OT },
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is produced by a series of latent (or hidden) variables, Z = {z1, . . . , zT }, that
form a first order Markov chain, as shown in Figure 4.1. These latent vari-
ables are discrete multinomial variables describing which state is responsible
for the generation of the observations. Formally, the parameters of the HMM
are θ = {N,A,B, π}. N is the number of states, i.e., S = {S1, . . . , SN}. Each
observation, Ot is the emission produced by the hidden state zt. The set of
hidden states forms a sequence, Z = {z1, . . . , zT } where zt ∈ S. A = {aij} is
the state transition matrix where aij represents the transition probability from
state i to state j, aij = p(zt+1 = Sj |zt = Si). π = {πi} is the initial state prob-
ability distribution where πi = p(z1 = Si), 1 ≤ i ≤ N being Si the state at the
beginning of the time series. Finally, B represents the observation probability
distribution in every state where bj(Ot) = p(Ot | zt = Sj).
There is not restriction on the observations nature as long as their emission
can be modelled. Traditionally the HMM have been divided into two groups
attending to the way the B parameters are modelled: the discrete HMM for cat-
egorical observations where B represents a Probability Mass Function (PMF)
per state, and the continuous HMM for multivariate continuous observations,
where a Probability Density Function (PDF) is defined per state. The contin-
uous HMM usually uses a GMM per state in order to define the PDF of the
observations.
Given the previous definition of HMM, two of the three basic problems of
interest defined in [Rabiner, 1989] need to be solved in order to use them for
recognition.
Problem 1: Given an observation sequence O = {O1, · · · , OT } and a model
θ = {N,A,B, π}, what is the probability of the observation sequence given the
model p(O|θ). The solution to this problem allows for applying a classification
criterion. Suppose W different classes and then W different models, θw, 1 ≤
w ≤ W , one per class. The most likely class is then selected through w∗ =
argmaxw(p(O|θw)).
Problem 3: Before the p(O|θ) computation is possible, the adjustment of
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the model parameters θ = {N,A,B, π} to some observation sequences available
for training is necessary.
The Problem 2 that identifies the most probable state sequence is irrelevant
for our objective.
Problem 1 can be efficiently solved using the forward-backward procedure. In
particular, it is solved using the forward variant of the procedure. In this regard
the method defines the forward variable αt(i) as
αt(i) = p(O1, · · · , Ot, zt = Si|θ) (4.1)
Using the forward procedure, p(O|θ) is solved inductively as follows:
1. Initialization:
α1(i) = πibi(O1) (4.2)
2. Induction:
αt+1(j) =
[
N∑
i=1
αt(i)aij
]
bj(Ot+1) (4.3)
3. Termination:
p(O|θ) =
N∑
i=1
αT (i) (4.4)
Additionally, a backward procedure is defined in a similar manner which
is used in the resolution of Problem 3 as we will see later. In this regard the
backward variable βt(i) is defined as
βt(i) = p(Ot+1, · · · , OT |zt = Si, θ) (4.5)
And the computation of βt(i) is inductively solved as follows
1. Initialization:
βT (i) = 1 (4.6)
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2. Induction:
βt(i) =
N∑
j=1
aijbj(Ot+1)βt+1(j) (4.7)
A solution to the Problem 3 is the optimal adjustment of the HMM pa-
rameters to the training observations through the maximum likelihood, θ∗ =
argmaxθ p(O|θ). In this case O may represent one or several training sequences
although, for the sake of clarity, we only refer to one in the formulation. Be-
ing the adaptation to several sequences direct through a summation term. The
computation of the global optimum is analytically impractical and therefore an
acceptable estimation has been proposed becoming standard process. Given one
or several training observations, the HMM parameters can be estimated finding
a maximum in the Likelihood function through a Baum-Welch algorithm. This
process maximizes the Baum’s auxiliary function Q(θˆ, θ), Equation 4.8 through
an iterative estimation [Rabiner, 1989] [Bishop, 2006].
Q(θˆ, θ) =
∑
Z
p(Z|O, θ) ln p(O, Z|θˆ) (4.8)
Defining γt(i) = p(zt = Si|O, θ) and ξt(i, j) = p(zt = Si, zt+1 = Sj |O, θ),
the function Q can be expressed as:
Q(θˆ, θ) =
N∑
j=1
γ1(j) lnπj +
T−1∑
t=1
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
ξt(i, j) ln aij+
T∑
t=1
N∑
j=1
γt(j) ln(bj(Ot)) (4.9)
The mentioned Baum-Welch algorithm can readily be interpreted as an Ex-
pectation Maximization (EM) algorithm as we following present it.
E-step: The expectation step implies the calculation of functions ξt(i, j) and
γt(i), with which the auxiliary function Q(θˆ, θ) is calculated. Their computation
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is performed making use of the forward-backward procedure
ξt(i, j) =
αt(i)aijbj(Ot+1)βt+1(j)
ΣNi=1Σ
N
j=1αt(i)aijbj(Ot+1)βt+1(j)
(4.10)
And γt(i) is obtained with Equation 4.11.
γt(i) =
N∑
j=1
ξt(i, j) (4.11)
M-step: The maximization step is implied to maximize Q(θˆ, θ) over θ =
{A,B, π}, performed using Lagrange multipliers. After this process πˆi, aˆij and
bˆj are obtained. The optimizations of πˆi, aˆij are independent of the emission
model and are obtained with Equations 4.12 and 4.13.
πˆi = γ1(i) (4.12)
aˆij =
∑T−1
t=1 ξt(i, j)∑T−1
t=1 γt(i)
(4.13)
On the other hand, the maximization of bˆj depends on the emission model
selected. In this regard, for a discrete HMM where the observations belongs to
a codebook C = {c1 . . . cK}, Ot ∈ V , it is easily obtained with Equation 4.14.
bˆj(vk) =
∑T
t=1 γt(j) · rtk∑T
t=1 γt(j)
(4.14)
where we use the parameter rtk ∈ {0, 1} where rtk = 1 if, when being in state
j, observation Ot is exactly vk and 0 otherwise.
For continuous HMM more complex optimizations are performed, but opti-
mization algorithms are available in the literature and several code libraries.
The main general drawback of the EM algorithm is as follows: there is in
general no guarantee of reaching a global optimum, and local optima can at
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times be problematic, particularly with small training sets. Additionally, we
have focused in small training sets which produce overfitting as we increase the
number of parameters to train. In discrete models the problem is less serious
as the number of parameters is smaller however, the lack of information may
produce incorrect estimations. On the other hand, the usual continuous HMM
approach that incorporates GMM distributions may lead to an unstable EM
algorithm as explained in [Shinozaki and Ostendorf, 2008].
4.2 Soft-assignment and FDHMM
In a pattern recognition system, when only limited information is available for
training, two unavoidable main problems should be addressed: first, the loss
of discriminative information in the different stages should be reduced to a
minimum as it cannot be compensated with extra data; second, the risk of
numerical instabilities in the training process if it is not properly designed.
Initially, we opted for representing each activity example as a sequence of
subject poses. In this regard, we selected the silhouette in each frame or the
MHI of a window of frames, as explained in Section A.1.1. The MHI is a richer
feature as it includes short term temporal information. However, the number
of frames of the window is a critical parameter as too many might suppose the
occlusion of some important information. On the other hand, as the tempo-
ral information is coped in the HMM, the simple silhouette may simplify the
method. We experimented both approaches in this preliminary exploration. It is
worth noting that the implementation of the proposed approach is independent
of the descriptor, as long as it is a global descriptor. Moreover, as explained
in the activity encoding, we use the training sequences for modelling a PCA
dimensionality reduction.
Using a pose sequence as descriptor of the activity, we opted for an imple-
mentation of the Fuzzy Discrete HMM (FDHMM) [Uguz et al., 2008] which,
as shown later, allows a stable training with scarce information preserving as
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discriminative information as possible by exploiting a soft-assignment of the
observations in a clustered pose space.
4.2.1 Soft-assignment
(a)
C1
C2
C3
C4 C5
C6 C7
(b)
C1
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C4 C5
C6 C7
(c)
Figure 4.2: Different observation parametrizations. Continuous using GMM
(a). Discrete (b). Soft-assignment(c).
After applying the PCA dimensionality reduction, the pose descriptors are
codified as D-dimensional real vectors. Afterwards, we model an activity class
with a HMM where each state needs a model of the observation probability
distribution in the space RD. We are dealing with a situation where a limited
number of labelled sequences are available for training and therefore, scarce
number of pose examples are available. In this case both classical approaches,
continuous and discrete HMM, suffer from limitations in the training.
Working with real values, it would seem reasonable to use the continuous-
HMM designed to deal with this kind of data but the limited training data
produces some unwanted results. Looking at the continuous example in Figure
4.2a we see red dots representing the training observations and two ellipses
surrounding them representing a 2 Gaussians GMM that models the observation
probability distribution. With an adequate number of training observations it is
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possible to train the GMM and to obtain a reliable distribution however, as we
dispose of sparse information, the obtained model is over fitted and therefore
unreliable. Human motion has a high variability and the probability that at
least one pose in validation examples reach values far from the model is too
high for a robust system as it would produce an almost zero likelihood in the
Problem 1 of HMM explained in Section 4.1.
The discrete-HMM, on the other hand, constrains the freedom of a real
vector to a specified dictionary (also named codebook or vocabulary). In Fig-
ure 4.2b we see the same red dots in the same data space represented in the
continuous example, but in this case we force the observation to belong to a
specific codeword of a designed codebook. A codebook is a quantization of the
data space so a hard-assignment may suppose the loss of some information. On
the other hand, this constraint may force the limited information to be more
meaningful as similar data would belong to same codeword. In the figure, every
codeword is represented with an ellipse, and the training observations in a spe-
cific state are used to obtain the observation probability distribution using the
winner-takes-it-all rule, which means that one observation belong to the closest
codeword. The advantage of grouping similar data is lost when training a PMF
with limited data as there is a high probability that none of the training obser-
vations land on some codewords whereas some of the validation ones do. Again
a high number of training examples would minimize this performance but, as
this possibility is discarded, a different approach should be used. The effect of
a zero likelihood is usually minimized using a regularization that assigns a min-
imum probability to every codeword, therefore there is not zero likelihood, but
it is clear that with few examples and taking into account the high variability
of human motions this improvement is limited and the information loss using a
hard-assignment could be reduced using a soft-assignment approach.
Finally, in Figure 4.2c we can see a modification in the use of the observations
for training and testing the HMMs based on a Soft-assignment. In this approach,
we use a similar type of model as the discrete one, using the same codebook
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but applying it in a different way. Working with D-dimensional real vectors
the winner-takes-it-all rule removes much of the position information, so we
replace this rule with a soft-assignment. Every observation has a probability of
belonging to every codeword depending on the distance to the specific codeword.
With this modification we solve the problem of zero likelihood but also we assign
a more reliable probability in the codewords because some examples may land
in an unclear place that the winner-takes-it-all rule forces to a specific codeword
and the fuzzy observation distributes among every codeword. It is worth noting
that this is just an improvement and it is not possible to make a robust system
with limited information.
Assuming an existing dictionary composed by a GMM, it is possible to as-
sign a belonging probability from a sample to every Gaussian as shown in the
posterior probability in Equation 3.3. The set of features Q = {q1 . . .qT } is now
the sequence of dimensionally reduced poses and the GMM λ = {ωk, µk,Σk} is
the clustering describing these features space, where the weights are discarded.
The number of clusters K defines the size of the codebook (i.e., the number
of observation symbols). If K is too small it might not explain some important
differences that should be detected in the temporal features. A large K avoids
this performance but in the limit, when the number of training samples is too
small, the training of the GMM is not possible and we force that every sample
constitutes a cluster ck, being its model defined by its own value mk. The
soft-assignment of a new observation qt to every sample (cluster) is computed
as:
stk =
e−∥mk−qt∥
2∑K
i=1 e
−∥mi−qt∥2
(4.15)
After the assignment of a pose to the clusters we obtain a vector st =
{st1 . . . stK} where
∑K
k=1 stk = 1. Although it represents a real vector, a modi-
fication on the discrete-HMM assures a stable solution.
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4.2.2 Fuzzy Discrete HMM (FDHMM)
Given a set of observation symbols C = {c1 . . . cK}, the sequence of observations,
O = {O1, · · · , OT }, in a discrete-HMM corresponds to a hard-assignment, O =
{r1, · · · , rT }, and the computation of Problems 1 and 3 of the HMM has been
already explained in Section 4.1. In an FDHMM the sequence of observations
corresponds to a soft-assignment, O = {s1, · · · , sT } to a set of Gaussians λ =
{λ1 . . . λK}, and the observation model is defined as follows:
bj(Ot) =
K∑
k=1
stkmjk (4.16)
where Ot = {s1 . . . sK} and
∑K
k=1mjk = 1.
The codebook creation should be addressed in advance in order to define the
model, but for the time being we assume its existence, dealing with this issue in
next section. On the other hand, the change of the observation model implies
some modifications in the HMM algorithms.
We first define the vector Hk = {h1 . . . hK} where hi ∈ {0, 1} and hi = 1 if
i = k and 0 otherwise. Therefore, Hk is a vector of zeros with a one in a specific
element defined each time and mjk = bj(Hk).
The forward procedure is modified as follows:
1. Initialization:
α1(i) = πi
K∑
k=1
s1kbi(Hk) (4.17)
2. Induction:
αt+1(j) =
[
N∑
i=1
αt(i)aij
][
K∑
k=1
s(t+1),kbj(Hk)
]
(4.18)
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3. Termination:
p(O|θ) =
N∑
i=1
αT (i) (4.19)
The same is applied to the backward algorithm.
Additionally, the Baum-Welch algorithm is modified accordingly.
E-step: The computation of the ξt(i, j) and γt(i) values is performed with
the new forward and backward procedures.
M-step: The computation of πˆi, aˆij values is unmodified while the compu-
tation of mˆjk = bˆj(Hk) suffers the following modification.
mˆjk =
∑T
t=1 γt(j) · stk∑T
t=1 γt(j)
(4.20)
In this sense, we change the winner-takes-it-all rule, given by rtk in Equation
4.14, for a distributed probability of membership, given by stk. As
∑K
k=1 stk = 1,
all the probability conditions are fulfilled and therefore, the convergence of the
Baum-Welch algorithm to a local minimum is guaranteed.
4.2.3 Codebook creation
So far, an existing GMM has been taken for granted but, as its obtaining is a
critical step when limited training examples are available, we define two code-
book creation strategies. These two strategies define the difference between the
two followed methodologies using FDHMM in the experiments.
Shared poses approach (FDHMM)
Inspired by codebook approaches in speech recognition, where one phoneme can
be used more than once in a word and additionally different words can share
several phonemes in common, we propose to use this idea in activity recogni-
tion changing phonemes by poses and words by activity examples. In a relaxed
one-shot learning approach one activity example is available per class and we
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can transfer poses information among all the classes in order to construct the
codebook by applying a clustering algorithm to all poses extracted form the
examples. All these examples are initially used for training the PCA reduction
that is subsequently applied to them. So, the input to the clustering algorithm
is a set of vectors Q = {qi} ∋ qi ∈ RD, where we assume that some activities are
composed by poses repeated in different times, and there are some activities of
different classes that share same poses. Although there is an information trans-
ferring among activity examples, all the examples belong to the same domain
and therefore we call the method directly FDHMM.
C1 C2
C3
C4
C6
C7
C5
Figure 4.3: Codebook creation with Transfer Learning
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Transfer learning approach (FDHMM+TL)
The limited number of labelled data for training gives rise to a sparse projected
data space, which produces at least two problems: first, the data space is not
conveniently modelled with the obtained clusters and second, the system needs
several sequences in the initial training stage, although could be only one per
class, in order to include the variability of the activities. The second problem
implies a rigid system where the introduction of a new activity class may suppose
the repetition of the complete training process including this new class.
Attending to the large amount of human activity videos already available
in the Internet and the easiness to record the new ones, and the premise of
existing many shared poses among activities we propose the extraction of poses
descriptors in the source domain and the transferring to the target space using
the PCA trained with Q. After this process we obtain a new set of vectors P =
{pi} ∋ pi ∈ RD, which we merge with the target domain ones, Q, creating an
extended set E = {Q,P} which is now clustered in order to obtain the codebook,
as shown in Figure 4.3. The idea is to introduce poses information from source
datasets, being any external video, so to make a general pose model which
provides a freedom of introducing new classes without a clustering retraining.
As the original approach is complemented with a transfer learning process we
call the method FDHMM+TL.
Attending to the HMM recognition task and following [Pan and Yang, 2010]
definitions of transfer learning, we propose an inductive TL stage where the
task in the target domain is the classification while the data from the source
domain is using only for clustering. However, the real use of the source domain
information is the clustering in the target domain mixing unlabelled data from
both domains, so, form this point of view we are proposing an unsupervised TL
. Using [Cook et al., 2013] definition, our method is an IU transfer learning,
although in the clustering poses form source and target domains are unlabelled.
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4.3 Experiments and Results
FDHMM
We start the experiments with the Weizmann dataset, which is a small dataset,
given the average length of activity datasets currently available. The authors
of the dataset provide the mask of the silhouettes for all the activity videos ob-
tained by background subtraction. We use these silhouettes for creating MHIs,
as introduced in A.1.1, with temporal frame-windows of 5 frames, Nl = Nw = 5.
The window stride is the minimum of one frame, Nd = 1. After applying the
PCA, where we include a 85% of the data variance, to each MHI, and once
a codebook has been created with the shared poses approach, each activity is
codified by the soft-assignment of poses, O = {s1, · · · , sT }.
The experiments follow the one-subject-out model: sequences from one sub-
ject are selected for testing and num training sequences per class are randomly
selected from the remaining subjects. The value of num goes from 1 to the max-
imum available sequences that in the Weizmann dataset case is 8. We compare
the classification performance with several methods proposed in the literature
in addition to our proposed framework based in FDHMM.
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW): DTW was firstly introduced by [Sakoe
and Chiba, 1978]. Given two time series, O1 = {O11, · · · , O1T1} and O2 =
{O21, · · · , O2T2}, DTW aligns the two series so that their difference is minimized.
DTW provides a way to align both temporal series by obtaining a warping path
that has the minimum distance between both series. At the same time DTW
provides a way to quantify the goodness of the matching by means of an ac-
cumulative cost along the warping path. The label for an unknown sequence
O is estimated by assigning the label of the training sequence with the lowest
accumulative cost.
Conditional Random Fields (CRF): Introduced in [Lafferty et al., 2001].
They are generative undirected graphical models which provide an estimated
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class per observations. In comparison to HMM, the estimation is not based only
in the current observation but can also consider any combination of past and
future observations. In this case, the CRF predicts labels for each observation in
a sequence, not one for the entire sequence. Therefore, during evaluation using
a Viterbi algorithm, the optimum path is found, and the label of the sequence
is assigned to the most frequently occurring label. We have tested different long
range dependencies, denoted by w. This parameter w accounts for the amount
of past and future history to be used when predicting the state at time t.
Hidden Conditional Random Fields (HCRF): HCRF was first introduced by
[Gunawardana et al., 2005] for phone-conversation/speech classification and has
later been applied to gesture and object recognition in [Quattoni et al., 2007].
The authors argued that CRFs are limited in the sense that they cannot capture
intermediate structures using hidden-sate variables. HCFRs use intermediate
hidden variables to model the latent structure of the input domain. In a more
recent work, [Zhang and Gong, 2010] have presented a method for action cat-
egorization with a modified HCRF. With a single HCFR it is possible to train
a classifier where the class selection is performed by ω∗ = argmaxω(p(ω|O, θ)).
Where θ are the model parameters. We also conducted experiments that incor-
porated different long range dependencies in the same way done with CRF.
continuous-HMM : We train a continuous-HMM per class, where the obser-
vation PDF per state is computed with only one Gaussian so to limit the number
of parameters to train. Therefore, the training with limited number of training
examples is eased.
discrete-HMM : We train a discrete-HMM per class. We solve the effect of a
zero likelihood produced in some clusters when training the PMF with limited
data by regularizing the minimum value of the PMF. The minimum value in
any cluster is at least a threshold which is obtained in relation to the number
of words K in the codebook, th = 1/(100K).
FDHMM : Finally we tested our framework with a FDHMM per class.
The HMM approaches are 2 states models with an ergodic transition matrix
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Figure 4.4: (Left) Average accuracy (over 93 test sequences of the Weizmann
dataset) provided by FDHMM approach with a single training sequence per class
for different number K of clusters. (Right) Average accuracy for all methods
obtained by increasing the number of training sequences.
randomly initialized and the initial probabilities π1 = 1 and π2 = 0.
As shown in Figure 4.4 (left), we ran several experiments with FDHMM
using different number of clusters, starting from a single training sequence per
class. The number of training poses in different trials were around 400, so the
maximum number of clusters is limited to this amount. The graph shows how
the increase of the number of clusters has the tendency to improve the accuracy,
although after reaching around 100 clusters the improvement is slight. After
realizing this performance, and in order to introduce a FDHMM proposal free
of any parameter and independent of any clustering process, we carry out the
next experiments with the number of clusters K exactly equal to the number of
samples obtaining a 81.1% of accuracy which is among the best results in the
previous experiments, being the maximum 84.3% for K = 290. For a K equal
to the number of samples, the soft-assignment is performed with Equation 4.15.
Figure 4.4 (right) shows the average accuracy over 93 testing sequences in
Weizmann dataset using the literature methods DTW, CRF, HCRF, continuous-
HMM and discrete-HMM in comparison to our proposal using FDHMM. The
num training sequences per class goes from 1 to 8. Our method converges to
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Table 4.1: Comparisons of recognition performance (average percentage accu-
racy) for action recognition using only 1 sequence for training
Models DTWcHMMdHMM CRF CRF CRF HCRFHCRFHCRFFDHMM
(w=0)(w=1)(w=2) w=0) (w=1) (w=2)
Avg.(%) 38.4 29.9 54.2 54.8 57.0 55.9 45.1 40.8 34.4 81.1
an average accuracy maximum value of 98% with only 5 training sequences. As
it can be noticed in Figure 4.4 (right), no other method outperforms FDHMM
using up to 8 sequences. It is worth noting how HMM methods exhibit the
best improvement when the number of sequence increases, dHMM reducing the
gap with FDHMM till a close result while increasing the number of training
sequences and cHMM reducing the gap from being the worst method with one
example to tie in the third position using 8 sequences.
Focusing our experiments on using one training sequence per class, Table 4.1
shows the average accuracy for all methods, where the CRF and HCRF have
been trained with different values for the long rage dependencies parameter w.
As mentioned before, this parameter takes into account the amount of past and
future samples used when predicting the state at a particular time. Clearly our
approach provides the best result with just one training sequence per class, i.e.,
81.11%, followed by CRF (w=1) with 56.99%.
FDHMM+TL
So far, we have seen how a relaxed one-shot learning activity recognition method
can be successfully implemented using FDHMM. However, the need of one ac-
tivity example per class constrains the method. We deal with this issue by using
a transfer learning stage in the clustering process named FDHMM+TL.
For the new experiments we have selected the IXMAS dataset as target
domain, specifically only the camera 1. By choosing only one camera we simulate
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Figure 4.5: Mean filter in a window of Nw soft-assigned silhouette frames.
a fixed camera scenario. Following the authors of the IXMAS dataset suggestion
we discard two of the actors due to their irregular performance, so we dispose
of 27 repetitions per action which is a much larger dataset than Weizmann.
Additionally, we discard 2 classes suggested as well by the authors so we dispose
of 11 actions.
In these experiments we simplify the descriptor extraction by using the sil-
houettes directly, however we have visually realized how some of the extractions
fail significantly, thus the p(O|θ) computation in a HMM might be highly unsta-
ble due to spurious. Therefore, we apply a mean filter to the soft-assignations
st as shown in Figure 4.5 and detailed in Equation 4.21.
s′tk =
∑t+Nw−1
j=t sjk
Nw
(4.21)
As MHI case, Nl = Nw and the window stride Nd = 1.
The initial experiments are carried out over 5 diverse classes of IXMAS (sit
down, walk, wave, punch and kick) so as to recreate a scenario with few initial
training classes and then we can simulate later the inclusion of 6 new classes
not used in the codebook and PCA training.
As we have changed the dataset, we first apply directly the FDHMM frame-
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Figure 4.6: (a) Accuracy while increasing the window size. (b) Comparison of
cHMM, dHMM and FDHMM increasing the training sequences.
work without transfer learning. Results shown in Figure 4.6a are used for se-
lecting the window size. We can observe how the use of a window improves the
results over using directly one frame, and how after reaching Nw = 5 there is
not clear improvement. Although FDHMM has been already proved as a good
method for training limited labelled datasets, we carried out a new experiment,
shown in Figure 4.6b, comparing its results with cHMM and dHMM. In this
comparison FDHMM and dHMM use the same codebook. The interest of this
experiment lies in the large number of training sequences available in IXMAS
comparing with Weizmann in addition to the confirmation of the method per-
formance. We observe that FDHMM improves both methods when training
with few sequences as expected from the previous experiments and as previ-
ously suspected cHMM overtakes it when using a lot of them (over 24 for this
experiment). On the other hand, dHMM appears to maintain an offset with
respect to FDHMM after initially reduce the gap.
We continue the experiments evaluating the transfer learning improvement
using IXMAS dataset as target domain and ViHASi dataset as source domain.
The ViHASi dataset has been virtually created, see Section 2.8, so if necessary
it would be easy to implement new examples.
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Figure 4.7: (a)Average distance between estimated and actual pose vectors.
(b) Use of clusters ordered by theirs domain proportion.
We first design an experiment that provides an idea of how well the clustering
after the transfer learning represents the poses space. Considering the original
pose vector et (column vector), we can compare it with a reconstruction based
on its soft-assignment representation, st. If st is considered a sparse coding
of et, having m a matrix which columns represent the cluster centroids, we
can estimate the original pose vector with Equation 4.22, which is a linear
combination of the cluster means
eˆt =mst (4.22)
We use the euclidean distance between the estimated pose vector eˆt and the
actual pose vector et to estimate how good the codebook is. We have carried out
an experiment evaluating the average distance in all the IXMAS pose vectors
but those from the 5 initial IXMAS sequences. We have trained the PCA and
the codebook with the initial sequences. The codebook has been trained with
one random sequence per IXMAS class and adding each time from the ViHASi
dataset all the sequences from a new class up to 20.
The average distance results using up to 300 clusters are depicted in Figure
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Figure 4.8: Accuracy increasing the number of classes not used in the codebook.
4.7a where we observe how the inclusion of source actions decreases the distance
(improving the representation), but after 5 classes it does not decrease or even
increases. There are several possible reasons, like the inclusion of not represen-
tative poses, but also the use of the same number of clusters when increasing
the number of source data can imply a worse clustering and then a worse rep-
resentation. In Figure 4.7b we show how the clustering is conformed and used.
From the previous experiment we select the case with 7 actions from ViHASi
(collapse, grenade, hero door slam, jump kick, punch, walk and walk turn 180).
In the graph we observe the result of obtaining the Fuzzy Observation from the
6 actions remaining unused in IXMAS, which are composed by 43728 poses.
The bars graph shows how each cluster is activated by the soft-assignments of
those poses, and we have ordered them attending their proportion of target and
source domain composition. We can observe how the most used clusters are
found along all proportions and we can not conclude any correlation between
use and proportion.
Finally we want to compare the recognition rate between the use of Transfer
Learning and the original FDHMM, where the only difference is the codebook.
Comparing both cases when recognizing the 5 target sequences of IXMAS we
obtain a slight difference between the use of Transfer Learning (FDHMM+TL)
and the direct use of FDHMM. In the first case we obtain a 61% of recognition,
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Figure 4.9: (a) Confusion Matrix with 5 classes and (b) with 11 classes
and with FDHMM a 59%. From this results we might conclude that the transfer
learning only complicates the process without any benefit. But the strongest
point of the method is the availability to train new sequences using the original
codebook. Using the remaining 6 actions in IXMAS, we include one by one
and we test the results in both methods, shown in Figure 4.8. Although the
starting point of both methods is close, when the number of actions increase
we detect how the lines separate, obtaining FDHMM+TL the best results. The
method is a relaxed one-shot learning approach but, on the other hand, it is
more constrained and more similar to a strict approach.
In Figure 4.9 we show the confusion matrices using Transfer Learning in two
cases, classifying 5 and 11 IXMAS classes respectively. We can see how the
initial classes are worse recognized when including new classes as expected, but
in Figure 4.9b we can observe as well how the initial five classes keep a better
recognition rate in comparison to the new ones. So, the average recognition
rate of the initial 5 classes shown in the (b) confusion matrix is a 42% while the
overall recognition rate is close to 35%. This is explained considering that the
codebook includes points from those initial classes.
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4.4 Conclusions
This preliminary approach validates the use of FDHMM applied to a relaxed
one-shot learning and the Transfer Learning stage shows how the enrichment
of the information improves the performance. FDHMM is a stable solution for
training a HMM with limited training examples. On the other hand, the use of
source domain information improves the pose space modelling and consequently
the accuracy of the classification. However, some issues arise and should be
addressed.
The first issue in the previous approach is the feature extraction. We have
dealt with two different configurations, MHI and mean filter of silhouettes, both
using extracted silhouettes from rgb images. The extraction of robust silhouettes
is difficult in many scenarios and it is highly dependent to background changes,
illumination changes and occlusions. Additionally, they have been clearly over-
taken by local spatio-temporal features, much more stable in the mentioned
situations. As the experimentation presented in this section is a preliminary
approach, we have not completed a comparison between MHI and the mean
filter of silhouettes as both are currently overtaken by other approaches and the
needed time to implement the experiments is not worthy. For instance, Improve
Dense Trajectories are currently the state-of-the-art [Wang and Schmid, 2013]
obtaining far better results. However, the change to IDTs implies a different
type of encoding which is not directly compatible with FDHMM as the soft-
assignment of a global feature is. We explain a different approach in Chapter 5
which deals with the issue.
On the other hand, the transfer learning proposed lies in the manually se-
lected source domain. This approach is useful to corroborate the enhancing
produced with a transfer learning but it lacks of generality. Moreover, it would
be better to make a smart domain transformation of the transferred data instead
of the direct projection.
Furthermore, several activity examples are used for the codebook creation
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and even with the transfer learning five initial examples are proposed in order
to obtain a meaningful codebook. It would be interesting to reduce this to only
one, so from the first recorded sample it is possible to train the method, and
therefore to apply a strict one-shot learning method.
As with the comparison between descriptors, the experiments are not com-
pleted using both datasets in all the approaches. However, the results are con-
vincing enough to assure the previous conclusions and they lead us to look for a
more robust approach. Thus, the solution proposed in Chapter 5 looks forward
to the solving of the arisen issues.
This preliminary work were presented in two communications [Orrite et al.,
2011] and [Rodriguez et al., 2013a].
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5
Strict One-Shot Learning of Activities with an
MAP adapted GMM and Simplex-HMM
In the previous chapter we have presented some advances using a solution of
HMM for limited training sequences where, thanks to a transfer learning stage,
we have reduced the number of activity examples needed in a relaxed one-shot
learning framework. We can extract two important ideas from these methods:
first, a properly designed HMM can be stably trained with limited training
examples and second, the existing activity videos available on-line can enrich
the system minimizing the target scenario examples needed. In this chapter we
constrain the method to a strict one-shot learning of human activities framework
progressing in both ideas. In this regard, we have designed a novel framework
which only uses one sequence for activity representation. To carry out with this
restriction we propose the transfer learning of a Universal Background Model
(UBM), as done in [Reynolds et al., 2000]. The UBM is trained with features
extracted from extensive datasets available on-line and later transferred to the
target scenario where only one, or just a few, labelled sequence is available. The
transferred vocabulary is used for a sequence of BoF encoding which feeds the
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Figure 5.1: Flow diagram of the proposed approach, highlighting in red the
stages where the main novelties are introduced.
training and testing of a new specially designed case of a HMM which provides
a stable solution with limited training data.
A flow diagram of the proposed approach is depicted in Figure 5.1. From
the wide range of features extractors available in the literature, IDT [Wang and
Schmid, 2013] have shown state-of-the-art performance in several challenging
datasets and so we use them in the Feature Extraction stage. The proposed
method extracts the IDTs from videos in public datasets of human activities,
considered the source domain, and creates a UBM vocabulary modelled with
a GMM as done by [Reynolds et al., 2000], representing general, person and
scenario independent features. Unlike [Reynolds et al., 2000], the trained UBM
represents a universe of features, and not a universe of activities (or speakers in
their case). Once selected the target scenario, an initial labelled training video
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is recorded. The corresponding IDTs are extracted from this video and used in
a twofold task. First, with the unordered IDTs, the UBM vocabulary is trans-
ferred to the target scenario using a Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) Adaptation,
and obtaining a sequence specific vocabulary. Second, the IDTs are grouped
into temporal windows where they are soft-assigned to the adapted vocabulary,
obtaining a BoF per window. The BoF histogram is normalized so that it sums
one, equivalent to say it belongs to a unit simplex. This way, the video is en-
coded as a sequence of BoF, and the activity is then modelled with an HMM
which is a well known generative approach applied on time series.
The EM algorithm is used to solve the difficult task of estimating a HMM.
However, as mentioned before, EM has some complications. EM does not guar-
antee reaching a global optimum, and local optima can at times be problematic,
particularly with small training sets. Moreover, small training sets produce
overfitting as we increase the number of parameters to train and the usual con-
tinuous HMM approach that incorporates GMM distributions may lead to an
unstable EM algorithm [Shinozaki and Ostendorf, 2008]. In order to obtain a
reliable system, the proposed Simplex-HMM is numerically stable, even with a
single training sequence. Besides, the soft assignment that leads to BoF seems
more suitable than a hard assignment for the case of scarce training data.
Testing follows a process flow similar to training. First the IDTs are ex-
tracted and a sequence of BoFs is obtained using a temporal sliding window.
The encoded video is then evaluated, given the Simplex-HMM, as described in
Section 4.1 for the Problem 1. Maximum Likelihood Classification is used to
identify the model that fits better the observation and therefore to assign an
activity label. Using the defined one-shot learning system we have obtained
state-of-the-art results in the public datasets Weizmann, KTH and IXMAS.
The two main contributions of this framework are summarised below:
1. A video encoding based on Transfer Learning where a UBM vocabulary
is obtained training a GMM with features from sequences in the source
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domain, and adapted to the feature space extracted from the target sce-
nario by a MAP adaptation of the GMM, conforming a target domain
vocabulary.
2. The definition of an HMM constrained to a sequence of vectors in a Sim-
plex (Simplex-HMM), avoiding the numerical problems produced in the
HMM training with scarce data.
5.1 Video Encoding
Following the diagram depicted in the Video Encoding section of Figure 5.1 we
can observe that video encoding comprises two different tasks. Firstly, a UBM is
modelled by a GMM using source videos, widely available, and afterwards, the
adaptation of this UBM-GMM takes place on the target scenario. Secondly, as
explained in Section A.3.1 a BoF video encoding looses the temporal information
of the activity and therefore, a temporal sliding window is used to recover this
kind of information.
5.1.1 Transfer Learning with MAP adaptation
The need of a codebook trained with scarce data has been shown a difficult
task and the use of only one activity example is clearly insufficient. The naive
Transfer Learning previously proposed is now replaced with a MAP adaptation
of the source domain information.
As mentioned before, although few samples are available in the target do-
main, plenty of videos can be obtained on-line as source domain from where
the learning is transferred to the target domain. Some machine learning meth-
ods have used this approach being the speaker verification systems based on
UBM-GMM especially successful in this regard. The improvement in activ-
ity recognition systems using target domain information that complements the
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Figure 5.2: Source GMM and MAP adapted GMM
source domain information has been proven in previous researches being [Cao
et al., 2010] and our proposal [Rodriguez et al., 2013a] two of them.
Figure 5.2 represents the proposed Transfer Learning process showing a sim-
plified 2D GMM trained in the source domain and adapted to the target domain.
From the source domain a large number of IDTs is randomly selected from the
extracted ones, P = {pj}, pj ∈ RD, being unlabelled data, and then used in a
EM process to train the GMM which represents the UBM. The general model of
GMM supports full covariance matrices, but diagonal covariance matrices can
satisfactorily approximate the original density modelling with a higher order
GMM and they are computationally more efficient. Therefore, the framework
uses diagonal covariance matrices and in addition it disregards GMM weights
obtaining a simplified model λ = {µi,Σi}. This UBM is later MAP adapted
to the target domain using only the available samples in this domain, they can
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be as few as the extracted from a single sequence, Q = {qj}, qj ∈ RD. For
Gaussian λi in the UBM, the probabilistic alignment of the feature vectors is
computed with Equation 5.1.
p(λi|qj) =
N (qj |µi,Σi)∑K
k=1N (qj |µk,Σk)
(5.1)
These probabilistic alignments and the features vectors are used to compute
the sufficient statistics of the mean with Equations 5.2 and 5.3. Weights have
been disregarded so every Gaussian has the same weight, and covariance adap-
tation has been proven to be dispensable in most of the systems, so the system
keeps the original covariance matrices in every new adapted GMM.
ni =
M∑
j=1
p(λi|qj) (5.2)
Ei(Q) =
1
ni
M∑
j=1
p(λi|qj)qj (5.3)
The sufficient statistics, computed with the target domain training data, are
used to update the UBM, estimating the new means with Equation 5.4.
µˆi = αiEi(Q) + (1− αi)µi (5.4)
The parameter αi (0 ≤ αi ≤ 1) is an adaptation coefficient controlling the
balance between old and new estimates and can be obtained through Equation
5.5
αi =
ni
ni + rM
(5.5)
where r is the controlling variable for adaptation and the rM term assures an
equal adaptation independent on the number of IDT samples per example. After
the MAP adaptation, a new GMM is obtained per video activity, λˆ = {µˆi,Σi},
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Figure 5.3: GMM representation and Soft-assignment-BoF. Grey bars represents
the BoF while white highlighted bars represents the qj sample contribution.
representing the new codebook used in the encoding.
5.1.2 Temporal Windowed Soft-assignment-BoF
Over the past several years, many methods have modelled activities by encoding
the extracted features in a single BoF, obtaining the codebook bins through a
clustering algorithm of the training samples. Two of the most common clus-
tering algorithms are the ones explained in Section A.2, K-means and GMM.
The former is defined only by the mean while the latter encodes second order
information as includes both, the mean and the covariance and even a weight
of the cluster. The proposed encoding uses the IDT features extracted from
the activity videos and models the features space through the simplified GMM,
λˆ = {µˆi,Σi}. The number of clusters K can vary a lot in different approaches
and empirically has been proven that a large number, in the order of thousands,
is appropriate for BoF encoding of local features, see [Wang et al., 2013].
From each video activity, a set of IDT feature vectors Q = {qj}, qj ∈ RD
is extracted. After using them for MAP adapt the UBM, each sample is soft
assigned to the Gaussians using the Equation 3.3, which coincides with Equa-
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Figure 5.4: BoF sequence of Windowed video
tion 5.1. Figure 5.3 shows a sample evaluated in every Gaussian of the GMM
used to encode the data in a Soft-assignment-BoF. With many feature sam-
ples, the proposed soft-assignment is unnecessary and the winner-takes-all rule
usually applied in BoF approaches is sufficient. However, the one-shot learning
objective is to obtain a representative model with only one activity example
which contains few feature samples, therefore keeping as much information as
possible, as a proper soft-assignment does, is essential. Moreover, in order to
keep the long-term temporal information of the activity, a temporally windowed
Soft-assignment-BoF encoding is proposed, as shown in Figure 5.4.
Every Nd frames a new BoF is obtained in a window of Nw frames, keeping
the long-term temporal information in a sequence of BoF, O = {O1, · · · , OT }.
We use the encoding explained in Section A.3.1, using IDT as descriptors which
are computed through a temporal window of length Nl, generally different to
Nw. Each IDT, qj , has associated a temporal window ∆
j
l and influences pro-
portionally to each ∆tw window given the Equation 3.1. Each bin value, v
t
λi
,
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associates to a specific BoF, Ot, is then calculated using Equation 5.6
vtλi =
1∑M
j=1 ρjt
M∑
j=1
ρjtN (qj |µˆti,Σi)∑K
k=1N (qj |µˆtk,Σk)
(5.6)
Thanks to the applied normalizations every Soft-assignment-BoF, we denote
as BoF (t) in Equation 3.2 and in general denoted as Ot, belongs to the unit
simplex, ∆ = {vt ∈ RK : vtλi ≥ 0 :
∑K
k=1 v
t
λk
= 1}.
5.2 Activity Representation and Recognition us-
ing Simplex-HMM
Given an activity video, the encoding represents the activity as a sequence of
normalized BoF, O = {O1, · · · , OT }, each one belonging to the unit simplex
∆. These observations are RK vectors although the real dimensionality of the
space is (K − 1). In Figure 5.5a, a simplex of 3 dimensions is represented, and
it can be observed that it is a triangle in a plane, so in reality it has only 2
dimensions. The Activity Representation and Recognition step shown in Figure
5.1 depicts the flow chart of a classifier where the sequence of normalized BoF
is used to feed a Simplex-HMM, which is explained later in this section.
An HMM is formally represented by the parameters θ = {N,A,B, π}, as
explained in Section 4.1. In the simplex space, the emission probability can
be modelled for instance with a Dirichlet distribution. However, the high di-
mensionality of the space causes numerical problems [Minka, 2009]. To exem-
plify these problems, we consider the simple case of a uniform distribution. In
Equation 5.7 we observe how a uniform distribution would require the PDF
f(x) = (K−1)!, x ∈ ∆, so that the integral in the simplex is 1. So, with a high
K any PDF is numerically infeasible.
∫ 1
0
∫ 1−x1
0
· · ·
∫ 1−∑K−2i=1 xi
0
(K − 1)!dxK−1 . . . dx2dx1 = 1 (5.7)
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Figure 5.5: (a) 3-dimensional simplex representation and (b) unit sphere portion
encompassing the square root transformation of the simplex.
The emission probability can be modelled in the RK space, where there is
no variance in the perpendicular dimension to the plane, or in a RK−1 space ob-
tained for instance by performing the Aitchison’s solution to the compositional
data. However, both cases suffer for the same problem produced when samples
have a high dimensionality and their number is limited for training. The lack of
available data produces overfitting of the parameters, and the high dimension-
ality of the data intensifies the problem, so the training of any sort of parameter
related to covariance is hopeless. We have corroborated this performance with
some preliminary experiments with the continuous HMM and one Gaussian per
state, obtaining numerical problems as the log-likelihood has always gone to
−∞.
Making the assumption of having an emission function that does not rep-
resent a PDF but is numerically manageable, we have found a stable solution
in spite of the high dimensionality. We define the function having a maximum
in a specific point of the simplex equal to 1, and decreasing its value while dis-
tancing from this point, but always with a positive or zero value in the simplex.
Doing this, the training parameters of the B function are reduced to only a RK
vector. This assumption defines a generic Simplex-HMM approach but, in order
to apply it, we need to define this function.
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There are infinity functions that fulfil the requirements from where we have
selected one with which we study the validity of the framework. Specifically,
we simplify the observation model by defining the exponential of the Euclidean
distance between a mean vector and the observations. Thus, we apply the
observation model defined in Equation 5.8.
bj(Ot) = e
−ϕ
√∑K
k=1 (v
t
λk
−mjk)2 (5.8)
Equation 5.8 shows ϕ and mjk as free parameters but, as there are few sam-
ples in training and it is important to reduce as much as possible the parameters
to learn, we experimentally fix the value of ϕ.
Considering that each vtλk is an element in a histogram and represents the
frequency of a specific feature model, it is possible to appreciate a drawback
in the direct use of the Euclidean distance. Considering two normalized his-
tograms of the same dimensionality, A = {ai} and B = {bi}, 1 ≤ i ≤ N and∑N
i=1 ai =
∑N
i=1 bi = 1, if aj = 1, so ai = 0,∀i ̸= j, and bj = 0, then the
dissimilarity between A and B should be maximum independent on the values
of bi,∀i ̸= j, and then the distance from A to B should remain constant for
all values of bi,∀i ̸= j. In Figure 5.5a this distance would be represented by
the distance from point a to any point in segment bc, which is not constant
and the middle point of the segment is closer to a than the edges, being more
significant with high dimensionality. To tackle this drawback, we propose to
replace the Euclidean distance with the Hellinger distance, which is equivalent
to transforming the points in the simplex to a portion of a hypersphere of unit
radius by applying the square root of the vector element (vtλk →
√
vtλk), as
shown in Figure 5.5b. The Hellinger distance implies the same transformation
in the free parameters (mjk → √mjk). However, for the sake of simplicity we do
not impose the condition that
∑K
k=1mjk = 1 in the optimization process so we
avoid the square root notation without loss of generalization. Moreover, we can
change the notation in variables vtλk avoiding again the square root by imposing
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the condition of
∑K
k=1 v
2
λk
= 1 for Hellinger distance instead of
∑K
k=1 vλk = 1
for the Euclidean distance. These changes in notation make the formulation
equivalent in both Euclidean and Hellinger distances. In order to differentiate
both observation models we name them accordingly: EOM, for the Euclidean
observation model, and HOM, for the Hellinger observation model.
Although the function bj(Ot) prevents the numerical problems, it is not a
PDF and some characteristics should be analysed for validate its utility. First,
if bj(Ot) is not a PDF then equation 4.4 is not a probability and then we can
not assure that the comparison made in a maximum likelihood classifier is valid.
In spite of this issue, we proved its validity experimentally but as it is not a
likelihood we call it pseudo-likelihood. On the other hand, we need to assure
the adequate training of the model, so we prove the EM convergence to a local
maximum in the Annex B.1.
The EM algorithm is adapted to this new emission model. As explained in
Section 4.1, the maximization of the likelihood function is performed by maxi-
mizing the Baum’s auxiliary function Q(θˆ, θ), equation 4.9. This maximization
is performed in an iterative process composed by two steps.
E-step: This step implies the calculation of functions ξt(i, j) and γt(i). Us-
ing the proposed observation model bj(Ot), the equations are the same explained
in the original case.
M-step: This process calculates the πˆi, aˆij and mˆjk that maximize Q(θˆ, θ).
The optimizations of πˆi, aˆij and mˆjk are obtained by maximizing Equation 4.9.
In our method the optimizations of πˆi, aˆij are the same as in the traditional
method but mˆjk has a specific computation. Equation 5.9 has to be maximized
with respect to mjk:
∑
t
∑
j
γt(j) ln(bj(Ot)) =
∑
t
∑
j
γt(j)
⎛⎝−ϕ
√ K∑
k=1
(vtλk −mjk)2
⎞⎠ (5.9)
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By setting ∂∂mjk = 0, the following equation is obtained:
ϕ
T∑
t=1
γt(j)
(vtλk −mjk)√∑K
k′=1 (v
t
λk′
−mjk′)2
= 0 (5.10)
Since mjk does not depend on t and γt(j) are treated as constants in the
M-step once computed in the E-step, equation 5.11 can be easily derived:
mjk =
∑T
t=1 γt(j)
vtλk√∑K
k′=1 (v
t
λk′
−mjk′)2∑T
t=1 γt(j)
1√∑K
k′=1 (v
t
λk′
−mjk′)2
(5.11)
Then, since mjk is on the left and on the right side, the equation is solved
by a fixed point iteration, obtaining mˆjk when convergence is achieved.
Each Simplex-HMM trained with a single video has a specific GMM com-
puted with the MAP adaptation, so the Simplex-HMM model is defined by
Γ(A,B, π, µˆi,Σi). As each training sequence is modelled with a Simplex-HMM
the inclusion of new training sequences implies a linear increment on the storage
space and the required computational power for testing.
5.2.1 Experiments and Results using an HOM in a Simplex-
HMM
This work focuses on human activity recognition applied on constrained scenar-
ios, where videos are obtained by fixed viewpoint cameras. The model of the
feature space is trained using human motion information from external video
and MAP adapted to the target domain, as described in Section 5.1.1. Later,
the target domain is used for both, training and testing the algorithm. Our
method is evaluated using several datasets that accomplish the source and tar-
get domain constraints which description is found in Section 2.8.
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Source Domain Datasets In a previous approach we used a virtually created
dataset easily scalable if needed however, the realism of the movements is du-
bious. On the other hand, the quantity of available human motion examples
in the Internet is measureless and therefore we can extract the needed informa-
tion from on-line videos, being real human movements. We have selected three
source domain datasets including a high variability in unconstrained video clips
that simulate the easily obtainable ones from the Internet: HMDB51, Olympic-
Sprots and Virat Release 2.0. They include a high variability of movements in
several locations. The three datasets combined have 79 different activity classes
extracted from Youtube, movies and surveillance cameras in 7878 video clips.
Target Domain Datasets We have selected three popular datasets in the
human activity recognition field as target domain where the videos are recoded
from fixed cameras, namely: the Weizmann dataset, the IXMAS dataset and
the KTH dataset. Additionally, a dataset with unconstrained video recording
has been selected as target dataset in order to evaluate the performance of the
algorithm in general purpose applications. In this regard the UCF11 dataset
has been chosen.
All videos are processed by means of the state-of-the-art IDT extractor.
From the extracted IDTs in the Source Domain datasets, 100000 are randomly
selected and used for the GMM training, obtaining 5000 Gaussians, which rep-
resent the UBM vocabulary, later MAP adapted to the target domain. On the
other hand, sequences from the target domain are used for learning the activity
models using a Simplex-HMM (SHMM) and for testing the classifier perfor-
mance. We have defined an SHMM in a generic manner without specifying
the observation model and we have described two possible observation models.
Based on the analysis performed in the Section 5.2, we are going to select the
HOM for the following experiments. Moreover, we define the SHMM as an er-
godic two-state model and set ϕ = 1.5, as experiments have shown that the
performance is rather insensitive when ϕ is in the range (1, 2). We perform the
following initialization for the EM algorithm used in the SHMM with 2 states:
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π1 = 1 and π2 = 0, the transition matrix is randomly initialized, and finally the
initial mean vectors, m1 and m2, are the observations closest to times
T−1
4 + 1
and 3(T−1)4 + 1 of the training sequence.
Below we detail the performed experiments using both approaches: strict
one-shot learning and relaxed one-shot learning.
Strict One-shot Learning
Considering the proposed activity representation, there are two possible ways
of modelling an activity. First, the simplest and fastest method uses the orig-
inal UBM trained with the source datasets, which is represented by a GMM
λ = {µi,Σi}. An SHMM is then trained per example obtaining the model
Γ(A,B, π, {µi,Σi}) where µi and Σi is shared by all models. The second ap-
proach, on the other hand, adapts the UBM vocabulary to a specific GMM per
example using the explained MAP adaptation. In [Reynolds et al., 2000] they
suggest the insensitivity of the method to the parameter r that we experimen-
tally corroborate, selecting finally r = 0.014, where only the mean is modified.
Again, the previous configuration of SHMM is trained per activity example,
but each activity model is represented in the adapted UBM vocabulary, which
implies different GMM means per example as specific information and only Σi
is shared among models, Γˆ(A,B, π, {µˆi,Σi}). In the experiments we call both
approaches HOM and MAP+HOM respectively.
In addition to the previous representations, a special instance of the SHMM
approach is performed in Weizmann dataset in order to validate the proposed
algorithms. If the source dataset used to train the UBM is the whole target
domain, including both, train and test examples, then the obtained UBM is the
optimal that can be reached with the method configuration, so this special case
is considered the UBM ground truth and is labelled with the name Opt+HOM
in the experiments. It is worth noting that in a real world application this
is infeasible and the Opt+HOM configuration is only used to represent the
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Figure 5.6: Strict one-shot learning results in Weizmann dataset. (Left) Ac-
curacy obtained with different number of training examples per class. (Right)
Confusion Matrix of the MAP+HOM method using only one example per class
in training
experimental ceiling of our methodology.
The experiments in this section are conducted again with the one-subject-
out model. The examples form one subject are selected for testing and from the
remaining subjects, num sequences per class are randomly selected for training.
The value of num goes from 1 to the maximum available sequences. The result
per subject are the average of 100 runs, and the final result is the average of all
subjects.
Figure 5.6 shows on the left a graph with the performance of the method pro-
posed in this paper using the three activity representations described previously.
It is worth noting the Opt+HOM results because they justify the suitability of
the selected activity representation, i.e. the IDT features encoded in a sequence
of BoFs which trains a Simplex-HMM based on a HOM. The results are im-
pressive with only one sequence of each class, as it reaches a 91.8%, and when
using the 8 sequences available it almost reaches the 100%, which is comparable
to the state-of-the-art results. However, as explained before, this is only possi-
ble if the feature space is properly modelled with a GMM, and in this case we
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have used information from the whole dataset. We can conclude from this re-
sult that a proper feature space representation becomes an important objective
to be achieved. Thus, we have trained a UBM vocabulary, represented with a
GMM of IDTs, obtained from a set of videos as diverse as possible (using the
three source domain datasets). Applying the HOM configuration with the GMM
trained with three source datasets, the method performance falls significantly
against the Opt+HOM configuration, although it still obtains a satisfactory
80.11% using only one sequence per class. Finally, the results are improved by
adapting the GMM to the scenario, but as each model uses a single example
available, the MAP adaptation has to be performed to this limited available
data using the MAP+HOM configuration. Figure 5.6 demonstrates how this
adaptation improves the results during all the series, which implies that the
adaptation to the target scenario improves the features representation. On the
right of Figure 5.6, the Confusion Matrix of the MAP+HOM method using only
one sequence for training is depicted. From all the classes the greatest confusion
is produced among activities that involve subject displacement (jump, run, side,
skip), caused by the model giving more importance to the displacement informa-
tion than the limbs movements. Some works as the one proposed by [Gorelick
et al., 2007] incorporates a preprocessing that compensates the displacement,
but because of the use of background subtraction and its complications in some
scenarios we have opted to avoid it.
Figure 5.7 shows the performance of our proposed method on KTH dataset,
only including results for HOM and MAP+HOM representations. In this case
we use up to 70 examples for training, and as the graph shows there is a con-
stant gap between HOM and MAP+HOM almost independent on the training
examples, which clearly demonstrates the improvement obtained using the pro-
posed adaptation to the scenario. Attending to the Confusion Matrix we can
observe the same phenomenon produced in Weizmann dataset, the classes with
displacement (walk, jog, run) are mainly confused among them. Additionally,
we observe in this dataset how the “static” classes (boxing, wave, clap) are con-
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Figure 5.7: Strict one-shot learning results in KTH dataset. (Left) Accuracy
obtained with different number of training examples per class. (Right) Con-
fusion Matrix of the MAP+HOM method using only one example per class in
training
fused as well among them. Unlike Weizmann, the “static” activities in KTH
are all described by the movement of the subject arms, which results to the
difficulty to distinguish them.
Finally, we repeat the experiments using the IXMAS dataset but avoiding
the point and throw activities as suggested in [Weinland et al., 2006] and Figure
5.8 shows these results. It is worth noting that IXMAS dataset is recorded
simultaneously with 5 fixed cameras each one with different viewpoint. We
conduct the experiment separately per camera and the shown results is the
average of these experiments. Due to the free subject position in the scenario
some activities, like check-watch, cross-arms but also others, are occluded by
the subject body in some cameras generating a worse performance in comparison
to the other datasets. However, we ratify the suitability of the MAP Adaptation
in the graph. The Confusion Matrix highlights two phenomena: First, the walk
activity is always right but several other activities are confused with it, which
indicates a bias in that model that could be compensated but potential solution
is beyond the scope of this work. Second, there are four activities (check-watch,
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Figure 5.8: Strict one-shot learning results in IXMAS dataset. (Left) Accuracy
obtained with different number of training examples per class. (Right) Con-
fusion Matrix of the MAP+HOM method using only one example per class in
training
cross-arms, scratch-head and wave) that are mainly confused among them. The
lower amount of movement in these activities contributes to a higher dependence
in the camera viewpoint and therefore their confusion.
As the experiments in IXMAS have been performed per camera we can
evaluate them separately. The results of each camera accuracy is shown in
Table 5.1 using only one example per training class or using the maximum
of 27. In addition to the MAP+HOM improvement, we can highlight that
this improvement is more significant in camera 5, which is a zenith camera.
The viewpoint of this camera is rarely used and then the movements are worse
represented in the UBM. Thus, the MAP Adaptation produces a greater impact.
We have found only one paper covering the strict one-shot learning paradigm
[Seo and Milanfar, 2011], although indirectly. They propose a sequence repre-
sentation based on their defined local space-time descriptors. Afterwards, com-
puting a distance among sequences they select the class of the closest one, being
a strict one-shot learning as the representation do not need information of other
sequences. The experimental results are presented by two graphs, one for Weiz-
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Table 5.1: Accuracy using strict one-shot learning in each of the IXMAS cameras
using 1 and 27 examples for training.
camera1 camera2 camera3 camera4 camera5
1 27 1 27 1 27 1 27 1 27
SHMM 45.7 73.6 44.5 71.5 43.1 69.7 48.5 69.7 30.6 50.6
MAP+SHMM 48.3 78.5 45.8 76.1 44.7 71.5 50 74.8 34 61.2
mann and other for KTH, that show the performance obtained using only one
sequence per class in the training. In Table 5.2 we compare our results with this
work, extracting their results approximately from the graphs, showing clearly
how our approach improves the previous results significantly in the two com-
parable datasets. In IXMAS we compare with our previous work explained in
the section 4.2 of relaxed one-shot learning and published in [Rodriguez et al.,
2013a], where silhouettes ware used as descriptors. In that work, only cam-
era1 was used, and the method is not a strict one-shot learning but a relaxed
one-shot learning constrained to 5 sequences initialization where the inclusion
of new activity classes is studied approximating the method to a strict config-
uration. The new proposed method clearly overcame the results using the five
cameras (camera5 gives the worst results), and learning from the first sequence.
Moreover, we include in the experiments the stable HMM solution, FDHMM,
of section 4.2 using the sequence of vectors in a unit simplex encoding, based on
BoF of IDTs. However, FDHMM does not consider the histogram distribution
and therefore it fails in the experiments as shown in Table 5.2 where we conduct
the FDHMM experiments with and without the MAP adaptation. In the three
target datasets we obtain the best results using the MAP+HOM configuration,
what encourages the use of this configuration.
After proving the suitability of the method for constrained scenarios, we
evaluate the strict one-shot learning in the unconstrained dataset UCF11. We
randomly chose 1, 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 video-clips of each class for training
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Table 5.2: Strict one-shot learning with one example per class.
Weizmann KTH IXMAS
FDHMM 68.17% 67.16% 25.36%
MAP+FDHMM 69.61% 67.6% 33.7%
HOM 80.11% 67.53% 42.47%
MAP+HOM 81.88% 70.39% 44.58%
[Seo and Milanfar, 2011] 75% 65% -
[Rodriguez et al., 2013a] - - 35%∗
∗Not directly comparable as they use only one camera and 5 initial sequences,
which is less restrictive.
(-) Lack of results in the referenced papers.
Table 5.3: Strict one-shot learning for UCF11 dataset. Results for our approach
compared with [Yang et al., 2013].
1 10 20 30 40 50
HOM 30.7% 59.2% 69% 75% 79.2% 82%
[Yang et al., 2013] 19.3% 31.3% 39.2% 46.3% 50% 51%
and we test the rest. The average of 50 runs is the result shown in Table 5.3.
This experiment follows the same configuration found in [Yang et al., 2013].
Initially, when choosing 1 sequence for training, we compare HOM with MAP-
HOM, obtaining similar results (30.67% and 30.83% respectively). As sequences
belong to unconstrained scenarios the UBM adaptation does not improve the
accuracy and we discard it. On the other hand, we verify how our approach has
a good performance compared with [Yang et al., 2013].
Relaxed one-shot learning
As the literature is scarce in one-shot learning methods for human activity recog-
nition, we add a new experiment using the relaxed one-shot learning methodol-
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Table 5.4: Relaxed one-shot learning with one example per class. Results of our
approach and two state-of-the-art methods.
Weizmann KTH IXMAS
HOM 84.18% 76.65% 52.84%
MAP+HOM 87.12% 80.21% 56.43%
[Yang et al., 2013] 80% - -
[Orrite et al., 2011] 81.1% - -
(-) Lack of results in the referenced papers.
ogy. In this experiment we select the video examples of one subject, and from
them only one example per class. These examples are used for training one
Simplex-HMM per class, and all the other subjects are used in testing. The re-
laxed one-shot learning allows us to apply the MAP adaptation to the features
extracted from all the training examples, which implies a better adaptation in
comparison to the previous experiments. Moreover, the GMM is now shared
among the Simplex-HMMs as in the HOM method. However, this process has
some constraints in comparison to the Strict methodology as a sequence per class
is necessary from the beginning, which initially can be expensive to obtain, and
implies a less flexible addition of new examples and classes.
Table 5.4 shows the results in relaxed one-shot learning using our method
in comparison with some results found in the literature. In [Yang et al., 2013],
spatio-temporal sub-actions based on optical flow are defined and modelled from
all the sequences available for training. In our previous approach of FDHMM
without Transfer Learning of section 4.2, published in [Orrite et al., 2011], the
descriptors are MHIs based on silhouettes computed in a fixed temporal window.
MHIs from all the sequences in training are used to model the feature space.
Both methods are outperformed, demonstrating the suitability of the proposed
method. Again, it is shown the improvement achieved by the use of the MAP
Adaptation to the scenario. The improvement of these results compared to the
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Strict methodology happens not only because of the adaptation, as the HOM
method does not benefit from it, but also because every Simplex-HMM uses the
same actor, and therefore the difference is not on the actor features but only on
the activity.
5.3 Extended Study for One-shot Learning of
Human Activity by a Simplex-HMM
In previous section we have defined the Simplex-HMM and we have analysed
its working performance using the Hellinger observation model. The possibility
of using different emission functions opens the framework to different perfor-
mances. Therefore, this section extends the analysis by studying four different
emission functions based on an exponential of the Euclidean distance, the men-
tioned exponential of the Hellinger distance, the Bhattacharyya coefficient and
the Manhattan distance. None of them is a PDF but as proved in Annexe B.1
the EM algorithm converges.
Moreover, the original MAP adapted Simplex-HMM approach is computa-
tionally expensive and the cost increases linearly with the number of training
sequences. Therefore, two modifications are proposed here: first, reducing the
dimensionality of the simplex and second, accelerating the optimization process
without a reduction in accuracy.
5.3.1 Observation Models
In order to minimize the training instabilities of the HMM training process we
have proposed the use of a numerically manageable observation model. There-
fore, we have designed bj(Ot) as a decreasing function with a maximum equal to
1 in a point in the unit simplex, and its value decreases while it separates from
that point, being always greater or equal to 0. The training of an HMM is com-
puted by maximizing the likelihood, traditionally obtained with the EM itera-
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tive algorithm. This maximization can be processed by maximizing the Baum’s
auxiliary function, Q(θˆ, θ), where different observation models only modify the
last term of Equation 4.9 expressed in Equation 5.12:
∑
t
∑
j
γt(j) ln(bj(Ot)) (5.12)
Below, we define the four studied observation models. The maximization
processes of those with analytic solution are described in Annexe B.2.
Euclidean Observation Model (EOM)
A function that decreases exponentially based on the euclidean distance be-
tween the observation, Ot, and the trained point in the simplex for each state,
mj , as expressed in Equation 5.13. A drawback is present in this function as
the observations are histograms while the euclidean distance makes an unfair
comparison between histograms.
bj(Ot) = e
−ϕ
√∑K
k=1 (v
t
λk
−mjk)2 (5.13)
where ϕ is a constant and vtλk the bin values of the histograms.
The optimization of the model can be obtained by an iterative process of
fixed point optimization.
Hellinger Observation Model (HOM)
The drawback present in EOM due to the comparison of histograms can be
solved by computing the square roots of each element in the vectors. With this
transformation the Hellinger distance is calculated which is a fair comparison
between histograms.
bj(Ot) = e
−ϕ
√∑K
k=1 (
√
vtλk
−√mjk)2
(5.14)
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We already have analysed the HOM model and how it can be optimized with
a fixed point iteration.
Bhattacharyya Observation Model (BOM)
Another fair comparison between histograms is the Bhattacharyya coefficient
which is used in this new emission function.
bj(Ot) =
K∑
k=1
√
vtλk
√
mjk (5.15)
This model can be optimized as well with a fixed point iteration.
Manhattan Observation Model (MOM)
Finally, a decreasing function based on the Manhattan distance is considered.
As the maximum Manhattan distance inside a Simplex is 2, we use this factor
in the observation model described in Equation 5.16.
bj(Ot) =
2−∑Kk=1 |vtλk −mjk|
2
(5.16)
No analytical solution for the maximization of MOM is available, instead
general purpose maximization methods implemented in the fmincon function of
Matlab is used.
5.3.2 Computational cost reduction
In the MAP-Adapted Simplex-HMM framework we have identified two pro-
cesses that may be computationally expensive. First, the previously explained
optimizations are based on iterative processes and, if no analytical solution is
available, general purpose optimizations usually lead to slower processes. Sec-
ond, the soft-assignment of the local features in a high dimensional space is
performed for every Simplex-HMM trained with each training sequence. Such
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Figure 5.9: Difference between the maximum of Equation 5.12 and the fast
estimation provided by Equation 5.17, for the four methods studied (EOM,
HOM, BOM and MOM). The green cross is the estimation and the function is
evaluated all over the simplex, with red colours representing the highest values.
a high dimensionality not only slows down the soft-assignment but also any
computation in the method. We propose an estimation of the optimum and a
reduction of the dimensionality based on the MAP-adaptation in order to reduce
the computational cost.
Fast Estimation of the Optimal Parameters
It is worth noting that in one-shot learning paradigm the activity model is
optimised using a single sequence which might lead to an overfitting. Then, we
propose to avoid the optimization methods and substitute them with a direct
estimation of the maximum of Equation 5.12.
The maximum value of Equation 5.12 might be estimated using a trade-off
among all the training observations, when higher values of ln bj(Ot) are weighted
by higher values of γt(j). Although the trade-off can be different depending on
the emission function, we propose the simple direct weight of the observations
with the γt(j) values through (5.17).
mˆjk =
∑T
t=1 γt(j)v
t
λk∑T
t=1 γt(j)
(5.17)
Experimentally we have observed that this method not only is faster, but
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also maintains the performance of Simplex-HMM. Figure 5.9 shows the repre-
sentation of this approach, in a 3D simplex, for the four methods under study.
We have designed an experiment where γt(j) values and Ot observations are
randomly obtained, and we have sample the ln bj(Ot) along the whole simplex,
represented by the figure colours being red the maximum and blue the mini-
mum. Additionally, we have added a green cross in the estimated value. The
figure shows that the direct estimation provides a satisfactory approximation.
Since only one sequence is available for training, the optimum is found for this
specific sequence, which may not be the optimum for the activity class and the
use of an approximation may not suppose a performance deterioration. It is
worth noting that this estimation is not optimal and it may lead to a decrease
in the log-likelihood of the EM process. Therefore, we have included a con-
dition in the algorithm so that the iterative process will be terminated if the
log-likelihood decreases.
Reduced MAP Adaptation
One of the pillars that supports Simplex-HMM framework is the MAP adap-
tation of the features space. In the strict one-shot learning process the MAP
adaptation is processed for every training sequence in the target scenario, ob-
taining a GMM per sequence λˆn(µˆn,Σ), 1 ≤ n ≤ N . The proposed framework
assumes shared covariance matrices among models and no weights for the Gaus-
sians, restricting the modification per model to the centroids only. For a BoF
encoding the number of Gaussians, K, is several thousands and if we have N
training examples we need to store KN centroids. But the computational cost
is even more restricting. These KN centroids suppose that the evaluation of
every new descriptor should be made against all of them to obtain the soft-
assignation. Given the set of descriptors Q = {qm}, qm ∈ RD, 1 ≤ m ≤ M ,
for Gaussian λˆni in the MAP-adapted UBMs, the probabilistic alignment of the
feature vectors is computed with Equation 5.18. If Q represents the test set of
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descriptors, this equation should be processed KNM times.
p(λˆni|qm) =
N (qm|µˆni,Σi)∑K
k=1N (qm|µˆnk,Σk)
(5.18)
On the other hand, if Q represents the set of descriptors of a training exam-
ple then, the MAP Adaptation uses this same probabilistic alignment for the
calculus of the GMM transformation. In this case the UBM is represented only
by one GMM, λ(µ,Σ). These probabilistic alignments and the feature vectors
are used to compute the sufficient statistics and an initial step is the calculus of
the global probabilistic alignment with Equation 5.19.
ni =
M∑
m=1
p(λi|qm) (5.19)
For each Gaussian λi in the UBM the global probabilistic alignment gives
the information on how related are the training data to the specific Gaussian.
A large ni means that there are some qm samples close to the Gaussian and
then this Gaussian is representative for the data, a small ni means that the
data is separated from the Gaussian and this Gaussian has low relevance to the
samples in Q. Therefore, we can use ni not only for the MAP-adaptation but
also as an activation parameter per Gaussian. Thus, we use a threshold over
ni. If ni ≥ ξ the Gaussian is active and MAP adapted and discard otherwise.
Finally, the MAP-Adapted GMM is composed by the adapted Gaussians that
fulfil the threshold restriction as described in Equation 5.20.
λˆ = {λˆi}, ∀i ∋ ni ≥ ξ (5.20)
Depending on the threshold ξ the computational cost and storage are more
or less reduced and we need to find a trade-off between cost and accuracy. After
the reduction each model has a different number K of Gaussians, and if the
average number is K < K then, the final number of times the probabilistic
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alignment equation should be processed is KNM < KNM .
5.3.3 Experiments
So far, we have presented four observation models and we have defined two
modifications that reduce the computational cost. To validate them we divide
the experiments into three sets. First, modifying the approach based on HOM
we introduce the fast estimation and the reduced MAP adaptation, comparing
the accuracy performance of different combinations. Second, after the validation
of the two improvements, we extend the experiments to the other three models:
EOM, BOM and MOM. Finally, we check the time reduction achieved by the
proposed improvements.
Fast estimation and reduced MAP adaptation
HOM is used in all experiments of this section to evaluate the performance of the
techniques that reduced the computational cost, proposed in section 5.3.2. Two
subset of experiments are performed. First, no MAP adaptation is applied,
to evaluate the fast estimation of the optimal parameters (Fast) against the
original approach (Orig). Second, MAP adaptation is applied to compare the
reduced MAP adaptation (K), also in combination with the fast estimation of
parameters (K+Fast), against the original MAP adaptation. The average num-
ber of Gaussians used after reduction is different en each dataset. Considering
an original UBM of K = 5000 Gaussians and using a threshold of ξ = 10−10,
K = 373 in Weizmann are obtained, K = 712 in KTH and K = 1155 in IX-
MAS. Two justification may be given for the variety of the K values: first,
activities with varied movements have more Gaussians activated; second, longer
sequences have more extracted features increasing the activated Gaussians as
the activation equation is a direct addition without normalization.
Table 5.5 shows the results of this set of experiments in the strict one-
shot learning framework. In Weizmann dataset the original approach obtains
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Table 5.5: Accuracy in strict one-shot learning using the proposed improve-
ments.
Weizmann KTH IXMAS
Orig Fast K K+Fast Orig Fast K K+Fast Orig Fast K K+Fast
UBM 80.1 79.9 - - 67.5 72.4 - - 42.5 44.3 - -
MAP 81.9 - 81.1 81.5 70.4 - 71.8 74 44.6 - 46.6 47.4
Table 5.6: Accuracy in strict one-shot learning using the four observation models
studied for direct UBM (Fast) and MAP-adapted UBM (K+Fast).
Weizmann KTH IXMAS
UBM MAP UBM MAP UBM MAP
HOM 79.9 81.5 72.4 74 44.3 47.4
EOM 78.1 80.7 72 73.5 45.8 46.5
BOM 79.2 81.8 71.8 73.5 46.3 47.4
MOM 79.5 82.1 72.8 74.1 50.3 51.2
Bold for maximum and Italic for minimum
better results, although close to the others, while in KTH and IXMAS both,
fast estimation and reduced MAP adaptation outperforms the results obtained
without their use. From these results we can conclude that both modifications
not only maintain a similar level of performance but in most cases even improve
it. The reduction of Gaussians and the Fast approximation are likely to decrease
the clutter originated from an over-fitting of the one-shot learning.
Observation Models
Table 5.6 compares the four observation models applied for strict one-shot learn-
ing. The experiments include the direct use of the UBM, assuming fast estima-
tion of parameters (Fast), and the MAP adaptation, assuming fast estimation
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of parameters and reduction of Gaussians (K+Fast). Attending these two ap-
proaches, in every case the reduced MAP adaptation improves the accuracy of
the method. On the other hand, comparing among observation models differ-
ences are insignificant but the trend is that MOM achieves the best performance
and EOM the worst. The drawback previously explained for EOM about the
comparison between histograms might explain its worse results however, the
difference with the other methods is tight.
Computational cost
In order to encourage the use of the proposed improvements we evaluate the
computational times in three stages of the algorithms. Every value is obtained
using the Weizmann dataset and the experiments are run in Matlab in an Intel
i7-4790 CPU at 3600 GHz. In the case of K = 5000 we have obtained the
computational times when applying the direct use of the UBM without MAP
adaptation but as the process is the same results should be also the same.
First, the time spent in the training of the Simplex-HMM for different ob-
servation models (EOM, HOM, BOM and MOM) is evaluated. Table 5.7 shows
how both, the reduction in the number of Gaussians, and the use of the fast
approximation reduce the time consumed. The fast approximation is clearly
useful if a good optimization method is lacked, like in MOM, where the training
is terminated after 100s. In the rest of methods the improvement is still clear as
the time required is in average a 57% of the original one although with a high
variability, being as low as a 23% for HOM and as high as a 85% for BOM. Since
training is not highly restrictive in time we can use the real optimization but
results show how the fast approach obtains even better accuracy. On the other
hand, the reduction of Gaussians increases the speed of training significantly
reducing the time in average a 75%.
In both stages, training and likelihood evaluation, the cluster assignment is
equivalent and the computational cost is highly dependent on the number of
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Table 5.7: Average time (s) consumed for training the Simplex-HMM in the
different observation models using Weizmann dataset. Comparison of methods
that use all the Gaussians or the reduced number, and optimizing Equation 5.12
(Orig) or using the fast approximation (Fast).
K = 5000 K = 373
Orig Fast Orig Fast
EOM 0.4636 0.2644 0.1073 0.0766
HOM 0.7035 0.1631 0.1324 0.0313
BOM 0.1224 0.1145 0.0376 0.0289
MOM >100 0.1076 >100 0.0383
Table 5.8: Average time (s) spent in the activity encoding (after the IDT have
been extracted).
K = 5000 K = 373
0.8653 0.042
clusters. Table 5.8 shows that using a reduced set of the dictionary (K = 373),
leads to more than 95% efficiency, compared to using the whole dictionary (K =
5000). It is worth noting that this time is computed per model, so the time is
increased linearly with the number of training examples in the target domain.
Finally, Table 5.9 shows the time spent for obtaining the log-likelihood in a
single Simplex-HMM once the encoding has been computed, usingK = 5000 and
K = 373 in the four observation models. Results confirm that the reduction of
the number of Gaussians reduces the computational time in the Simplex-HMM
evaluation, with a 87% of efficiency. It is worth noting again that the times
are reported for a single training sequence, therefore they should be multiplied
appropriately for multiple training sequences. On the other hand, the whole al-
gorithm is highly parallelizable, therefore a proper implementation could further
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Table 5.9: Average time (s) spent in log-likelihood computation using different
number of Gaussians.
K = 5000 K = 373
EOM 0.0141 0.0014
HOM 0.0054 0.0012
BOM 0.0105 0.0016
MOM 0.0151 0.0009
minimise the computational time.
5.4 Conclusion
It is worth noting the shortage of relevant work about one-shot learning for
human activities available in the literature. Especially, in the strict one-shot
learning paradigm very little work has been done, and our point of view is that
it is the most appropriate in many real world applications thanks to its flexibility
including new examples and classes. Although the human activity recognition
community is tending to focus in large unconstrained datasets, more research in
this field can accelerate the installation of recognition systems in new scenarios
incorporating scenario based information and therefore reducing the clutter.
In this topic, we have been able to design a framework that gives good results
in the three tested datasets, and even in the unconstrained dataset UCF11. The
introduced Simplex-HMM facilitates the modelling of an activity using limited
amount of data, as few as one example per class, thanks to the reduction of pa-
rameters to train. Moreover, in the Weizmann dataset, we have seen how these
representation obtains great results if the feature space is properly modelled
with a GMM. The difficult to properly model the features space with only one
sequence is reduced by using a MAP adaptation of a UBM trained with source
domain datasets. The experiments performed in all datasets have confirmed
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that the adaptation of the model to the specific scenario improves the method
accuracy.
It is worth noting that the more labelled sequences, the more storage space
and computational power is required for inferring sequences. This problem is
reduced by applying two modifications in the algorithm. An estimated opti-
mization and a reduction of the transferred Gaussians form the UBM. Thanks
to these changes the algorithm modifications have reduced significantly the com-
putational cost facilitating the introduction of new sequences. Computational
times can be further improved, if more efficient languages as C or C++ are used
for the implementation, instead of Matlab.
The proposed algorithm assumes a limited number of available labelled se-
quences from the target dataset. So, in spite of the significant efficiency achieved
with the modifications, computational cost will still increase linearly with the
increase of the training sequences in the target scenario.
The learning of human activities with MAP adaptation and Simplex-HMM
was communicated in the journal paper, [Rodriguez et al., 2016a], and another
communication has been submitted to the international journal IEEE Transac-
tions on Cybernetics.
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Time Flexible Kernel
Significant research effort has been invested in video-based activity recognition
during the last few years, supported by the widespread availability of video
cameras and by the benefit it may suppose to many applications. In chapters
4 and 5 we have focused in scenarios where the scene is recorded form a fixed
viewpoint however, if we spread the recognition to unconstrained scenario new
possibilities appear. For instance, classification methods can be used for video
indexing where source videos are unconstrained, such as film scenes or clips in
video-sharing websites. Furthermore, the use of moving cameras, such as ego-
centric or attached to drones, can be used in surveillance or entertainment tasks.
As well some AAL approach are benefited from robust recognition systems in
unconstrained scenarios. As mentioned before, one field of study in AAL gain-
ing momentum is the one based on egocentric cameras which are less intrusive
than classical approaches from fixed cameras although, they imply several issues
such as the camera movement or the absence of the subject in the image. A
comprehensive review by [Nguyen et al., 2016] has been recently published.
The design of sophisticated low-level descriptors, mentioned for instance in
[Laptev, 2005] [Scovanner et al., 2007] or [Kla¨ser et al., 2008], has been central
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in recent advances for this research challenge. Specifically, space-time feature
codification has been present in the state-of-the-art approaches where video se-
quences are represented by a Bag of Features (BoF) or a Fisher Vector (FV),
encoding the extracted features. The recognition process is carried out after-
wards by applying a multi-class Support Vector Machine (SVM) [Oneata et al.,
2013], which takes advantage of the kernel trick. Despite the promising per-
formance of these approaches there are two drawbacks due to the characteris-
tics of the descriptors: (i) using image or short-term descriptors, the lack of
explicit temporal information withhold them from reliable recognition of ac-
tivities [Kliper-Gross et al., 2012], and (ii) mid-term descriptors may describe
better the activities [Wang and Schmid, 2013] but still lack of information of the
whole temporal structure making them unreliable for complex activities where
the order of sub-actions describes the activity.
On the other hand, some state space models such as HMM [Yamato et al.,
1992] or more recent Conditional Random Fields [Wang et al., 2011], codify the
long term temporal information of the sequences. Although they have provided
satisfactory results in human activities they usually work in constrained sce-
narios where there is no camera motion and the point of view is fixed, as the
work we have presented in chapters 4 and 5 for one-shot learning. Due to these
restrictions it is possible to train states encompassing common characteristics
among the videos and thus to achieve high accuracy. However, when working
with unconstrained scenarios their results decrease. Moreover, in the case of
our proposal, large training datasets are computational expensive and therefore
we advise against its use. In Table 5.3 we shown results in the unconstrained
dataset UCF11, which where good for one-shot learning but are still far from
recent methods using the discriminative SVM classifier.
New databases, such as HMDB51, UCF50, OlympicSports and Virat Re-
lease 2.0 have been produced aiming at challenging tasks such as the previously
mentioned. These datasets were recorded in unconstrained environments with
random viewpoints, camera movements and/or dynamic changes in the back-
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Figure 6.1: Graphical Abstract: (i) sliding frame-windows are used to encode
the low-level descriptors information obtaining a sequence of vectors, (ii) two
different kernels between sequence elements are computed using video and struc-
ture information and (iii) a multiple kernel learning is calculated in order to
recognize using a SVM.
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ground and the recognition methods should be designed accordingly. ahSome
of the best results in these challenging benchmark datasets have been obtained
with variations of the mentioned SVM approach [Gaidon et al., 2012] [Oneata
et al., 2013] [Wang and Schmid, 2013], which has been proven to be a convenient
method in spite of the lack of long-term dynamic information. Nevertheless, the
long-term temporal information is important in the description of complex ac-
tivities and thus, we propose the recognition framework depicted in Figure 6.1
where such information is maintained. Using any of the encodings based in BoF
or FV, we create sequences of BoFs or FVs as explained in Section 3.2. These
sequences preserve the long-term dynamic information needed for the recogni-
tion of complex activities. However, as the sequences length and the pace of
actions are variable, standard kernels obtained between vectors of same length
are not applicable and novel approaches, like Spatio-Temporal Pyramid Match-
ing (STPM) [Choi et al., 2013], keep the long-term information, but they rely on
perfect alignment of the sequences with regular pace of actions. Nevertheless,
it is worth noting the improvement achieved using several encoding scales, pro-
posed in STPM, that we also apply into our work. So, our contribution includes
the design of a novel kernel formulation between arbitrary length sequences that
allows the use of the long-term dynamic information in a SVM with matching
flexibility, named Time Flexible Kernel (TFK). In order to validate our con-
tribution we have carried out several experiments in four challenging datasets:
HMDB51, UCF50, OlympicSports and Virat Release 2.0.
The rest of the chapter is divided as follows. First, we make an introduction
of the SVM in Section 6.1. Section 6.2 explains the proposed framework: the
Time Flexible Kernel, as well as its application for activity recognition. Section
6.3 presents our experimental validation and section 6.4 concludes the work.
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Figure 6.2: SVM binary decision hyperplane that maximizes the margin.
6.1 Support Vector Machines
Support Vector Machines are supervised learning algorithms used for solving
classification and regression problems. In this thesis the different goals share
the objective of obtaining better recognition rates of activity classes and there-
fore this short introduction to SVMs is focused in the classification task. The
original SVMs only provide a binary classifier however different techniques have
been implemented in order to extend their use for multi-class classification. In
this section I am going to give some general ideas of how SVM techniques work
in order to ease the understanding of the TFK contribution. Thus, this intro-
duction lacks of an in deep analysis and therefore I recommend to go to the
literature to find out the whole working of the method. A good start is the
work of [Campbell and Cristianini, 1998].
Given a set of labelled input vectors {X,Y } = {(xi, yi)}, 1 ≤ i ≤ M , where
xi is the vector and yi ∈ {+1,−1} the label, the binary classifier is represented
by an hyperplane in the vectors’ space that separates vectors from one class to
vectors from the other, as shown in Figure 6.2. This classifier can be represented
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through the decision function in Equation 6.1.
D(z) = sign (w · z+ b) (6.1)
where w is a weight vector, b a bias and z the vector to classify.
If the classes are linearly separable, every sample from one class would be in
one side of the hyperplane and every sample from the other class would be in
the other side, as shown in the Figure 6.2. Being linearly separable, the SVM
learning maximizes the margin of the classifier which is defined as
γ = min
x∈X
|w · x+ b| (6.2)
The margin maximization can be proven to be obtained by maximizing the
following function which includes the Lagrange multipliers αi in order to intro-
duce some constraints:
L =
1
2
(w ·w)−
M∑
i=1
αi (yi [w · xi + b]− 1) (6.3)
Solving the saddle point equations ∂L∂b and
∂L
∂w gives respectively:
M∑
i=1
αiyi = 0 w =
M∑
i=1
αiyixi (6.4)
If we substitute these solutions in Equation 6.3 then we obtain:
L =
M∑
i=1
αi − 1
2
M∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
αiαjyiyj(xi · xj) (6.5)
subject to constraints:
αi ≥ 0
M∑
i=1
αiyi = 0 (6.6)
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Figure 6.3: Transformation of non linearly separable 2D vectors into linearly
separable 3D vectors.
The literature provides information of how this optimization is solved. I
would only like to note that the function is convex and therefore there is only
one solution to the optimization problem therefore, independently of the opti-
mization process or the starting point we will always reach the same solution
(or a close to the optimum one if an iterative process has a stop condition).
Remembering the HMM classifiers, with which we have previously work, the
EM only assured local optimums therefore, in this regard, SVM supposes an
advantage. After maximizing Equation 6.5, the decision function with maximal
margins is:
D(z) = sign
⎛⎝ M∑
j=1
αjyj(xj · z) + b
⎞⎠ (6.7)
This solution is only useful when data is linearly separable, but real world
data do not use to be so nice, and some datasets give data samples that are
not linear separable. In order to solve this problem an elegant solution is the
transformation of the data vectors into a higher dimensional space (even in-
finity dimensional space) where the classes are linearly separable and then the
apply of the SVM is performed in the new space. In Figure 6.3 we observe a
representation of what is pursuit. However, this transformation is not always
possible and can be computationally very expensive. It is in this part where the
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kernel trick is used. If we check all the previous equations used for the binary
classifier we observe how the data is always used in a inner product. The kernel
trick assumes that, without making any data transformation, a inner product
in a different dimensional space (unknown for most of the cases) can be eas-
ily computed. This kernel is then computed and substituted in the previous
equations.
If the kernel function K(x,y) is semi-definite positive then, there exist a
function φ : Rd → RD, with x,y ∈ Rd and φ(x), φ(y) ∈ RD, defining a inner
product of the vectors:
K(x,y) = φ(x) · φ(y) (6.8)
There are several kernels defined in the literature and following we define
two popular ones:
Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel
K(x,y) = e−
||x−y||2
2σ2 (6.9)
and polynomial kernel
K(x,y) = (x · y+ 1)p (6.10)
Using the kernel trick in the SVM equations we obtain that the maximization
function is:
L =
M∑
i=1
αi − 1
2
M∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
αiαjyiyjK(xi,xj) (6.11)
subject to constraints:
αi ≥ 0
M∑
i=1
αiyi = 0 (6.12)
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After maximizing we obtain the decision function:
D(z) = sign
⎛⎝ M∑
j=1
αjyjK(xj , z) + b
⎞⎠ (6.13)
With the kernel trick the method solves the non-linear separable problem
by introducing non-linear transformations. However, real world classes have
additional issues produced by noise in the data and outliers. An SVM can
separate the data but this can lead to overfitting of the method and therefore a
poor generalization. In order to solve this problem there exist the soft margin
solution that consist in allowing some training samples to violate the margin
and even to be misclassified. We are not going to explain the process in this
introduction to SVMs as there are better tutorials in the literature. What it
is interesting for this thesis is to know that they allow the kernel trick and
therefore the proposed method that we explain in following sections.
We have seen how the SVMs provide of a binary decision function for classifi-
cation but, as we pursuit a multi-class classification we need a different solution.
Nowadays, there exist different schemes that provide appropriate multi-class
classification, as for instance the methods explained in [bo Duan and Keerthi,
2005]. In this regard two schemes are prominent:
• One-against-all This method trains every class independently in its own
SVM where the samples from that class are labelled as positive examples
and the samples form the rest of the classes are labelled as negative exam-
ples. The decision function of each class ω ∈ Ω is transformed to a weight
function by eliminating the sign:
Dω(z) =
Mω∑
j=1
αωj y
ω
j K(x
ω
j , z) + b
ω (6.14)
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And the class is decided by the maximum of all decision functions:
ω∗ = argmax
ω∈Ω
(Dω(z)) (6.15)
This is the scheme we use in our experiments as in the literature has
provide the best results for the datasets and descriptors evaluated.
• One-against-one For this method, an SVM is trained between each possi-
ble pair of classes, havingW (W −1)/2 SVM classifiers ifW is the number
of classes. The decision can be processed by organizing the pairwise SVMs
in a directed acyclic graph.
6.2 Activity Recognition Framework using a Time
Flexible Kernel (TFK)
In the previous section we have seen how the use of the kernel trick allows to
obtain a classifier in a dimensional space where the data samples are separable.
If we check the formulation of the two popular examples defined there we ob-
serve how they use samples of the same dimensionality. However, the activity
encodings we are working with, explained in Chapter 3, are sets of vectors of dif-
ferent lengths which difficult the use of kernels. It is worth noting that the sets
of vectors are sequences and therefore their order is important. Some solutions
proposed in the literature include dynamic alignment of the sequences or forcing
the encodings to sequences of the same length and afterwards the matchings of
the corresponding elements. These solutions force a perfect matching of the
sequence elements in contrast to our proposal where we provide a flexibility in
the matching.
Figure 6.4 summarises our proposed framework for activity recognition and
compares it to the standard approach. Specifically, it assumes a pipeline of
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Multi-class SVM
TFK Multi-class SVM
Figure 6.4: Standard (up) and proposed (down) approaches: The features ex-
traction and the clustering stages are common. The standard approach encodes
a video into a single BoF using hard-assignment to clusters or a single FV.
Our novel approach encodes the video splitting it into sliding frame-windows
(window duration, Nw frames, and window stride, Nd frames) obtaining a BoF
using soft-assignment or a FV in each window. The new encoding needs a spe-
cific kernel (TFK) instead of standard kernels, such as linear, RBF, etc. Finally
a multi-class SVM performs the recognition.
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feature extraction and clustering, video encoding using BoF or FV, applying
kernel and finally using multi-class SVM.
6.2.1 Video Encoding
In Chapter 3 we have explained two activity encodings using BoFs or FVs. We
use both approaches for encoding the activities in this work so we are able to
validate the suitability of the TFK in any of them. We use an encoding that
maintains the temporal information of sequences as shown in Figure 6.4 where
we can compare the standard approach (up) and our encoding method (down).
There is a common stage of features extraction and codebook generation by
clustering in the standard approach and in the proposed one, but the video is
represented differently. Our proposal keeps temporal information by computing
the FV or BoF on sliding frame-windows on the video. The width of the window
is Nw frames and it is displaced Nd frames each time.
A limitation may be introduced because of the width of the window, as
the narrower the window the sparser the data used for encoding. As shown
in the case of BoF a descriptor is commonly assigned to the closest cluster
which is a rough assignation because much of the spatial information in the
descriptors space is lost. FV, on the other side, keeps information related to
the mean and variance of each cluster which addresses this limitation. Soft-
assignment has been proven a good improvement representing continuous data
with a codebook model [van Gemert et al., 2010] and then in order to cope with
the BoF limitation a soft-assignment is proposed. Specifically, first the relative
distance between a descriptor qn ∈ Rd and a cluster centroid µk, 1 ≤ k ≤ K,
in relation to the nearest cluster centroid is obtained based on the euclidean
distance dE .
d (qn, µk) =
dE (qn, µk)
minj (dE (qn, µj))
(6.16)
But, instead of performing a hard-assignment (one for the closest cluster and
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zero for the rest), a soft-assignment is applied as follows:
snk =
(
1
d (qn, µk)
)β
(6.17)
We assure that the maximum value, maxKk=1 snk = 1, is obtained for the
closest cluster while smaller values are assigned for more distant centroids. Also,
high values of β approximate to the hard-assignment, which is achieved when
β →∞.
Finally, we obtain the observation sequence per activity example, O =
{x1, . . . ,xT }, being xt a D-dimensional vector. In the case of BoF xt ele-
ments are obtained applying Equation 3.2 and D is the number of clusters in
the codebook, while in the case of FV, where soft-assignment is not used, the ob-
servation sequence O is obtained using Equations 3.4 3.5 and A.18 and therefore
D = K2d.
6.2.2 Time-Flexible Kernel (TFK)
In the standard approach we have a fixed size D-dimensional vector per video so
only standard kernels (linear, polynomial, RBF, χ2, ...) may be applied before
using a multi-class SVM. In contrast, our encoding produces arbitrary length
sequences of vectors and therefore our novel formulation of a kernel between
sequences of different length is applied.
Having two sequences X = {x1, . . . ,xN} and Y = {y1, . . . ,yM} we define
the function space Γ : R −→ RD where F,G ∈ Γ:
F (t) =
N∑
i=1
fi(t)xi (6.18)
G(t) =
M∑
j=1
gj(t)yj (6.19)
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with xi,yj ∈ RD. We link each vector element with a specific function
fi, gj : R −→ R used to introduce the temporal position of each element. These
functions weigh each sequence element according to variable t.
The TFK is then defined as:
TFK(F,G) =
∫
t
F (t)
T
G (t) dt (6.20)
With the aim of demonstrating that TFK is indeed a kernel we reorder the
equation:
TFK(F,G) =
∫
t
N∑
i=1
(
fi(t)x
T
i
) M∑
j=1
(
gj(t)yj
)
dt =
N∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
(∫
t
(fi(t)) (gj(t)) dt
)((
xTi
) (
yj
))
=
N∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
KST (fi (t) , gj (t))KLIN
(
xi,yj
)
(6.21)
To prove that Equation 6.21 represents a kernel, we follow several steps.
First we check whether KST and KLIN inside the summation are indeed ker-
nels. The linear kernel, KLIN , is well known. On the other hand, to assure that
the structural kernel, KST , is a kernel we impose the following initial condi-
tions on fi and gj : First, they should be square integrable, so
∫
t
(fi(t))
2
dt and∫
t
(gj(t))
2
dt are well defined (not infinity). Second, fi(t), gj(t) ≥ 0,∀t. Thus,
fi(t) and gj(t) belong to the Hilbert-space L2, hence the kernel is semi-positive
definite [Jebara et al., 2004].
We still need to prove that the summation of these kernels is a kernel. In
this regard, we proceed with the following steps: First, we extend the vector
representing the shortest sequence with zeros. Without loss of generality, let’s
assume that N > M , so we extend yj in such a way that yj = 0 for j > M and
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we can use any function gj(t) for j > M that fulfil the initial conditions. We
also denote xpi the p − th component of the xi vector, and the N -dimensional
vector xˆp = (xpi , i = 1 · · ·N). Then, we develop the scalar product in Equation
6.21 as:
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
∑
p
K (fi (t) , gj (t)) (x
p
i )(y
p
j ) =
∑
p
((xˆp))TK(yˆp) (6.22)
where K is a N × N matrix Ki,j = K (fi (t) , gj (t)). The matrix K is a
positive semidefinite matrix, since it corresponds to a kernel in the space of
functions. Thus, each of the addends in Equation 6.22 is a kernel in a subspace,
and the sum of kernels in all the subspaces is also a kernel in the global space
[Bishop, 2006].
As xi,yj are vectors in an arbitrary RD space, we can consider any pro-
jection of them in a different RS space obtaining φ (xi) , φ
(
yj
)
. Then, we
can consider any kernel K
(
xi,yj
)
as a linear kernel in the projected space
KLIN
(
φ (xi) , φ
(
yj
))
so, in the previous proof, the linear kernel can be substi-
tuted by any arbitrary kernel.
6.2.3 Application of TFK in Activity Recognition
In a real world application there are video sequences with variable lengths, and
the recording or segmentation of same event classes are not perfect and then they
might start and end in different positions. This implies that when comparing
two repetitions of the same activity class it is possible that only a portion of the
sequence coincides. We can see this fact in Figure 6.5 where two sequences of
the same activity class (somersault), extracted from the HMDB51 benchmark,
coincide only in the final portions of the sequences.
Thanks to TFK we are able to compare sequences of different lengths and
by selecting the appropriate associated function we can deal with non perfect
alignment. In this regard we design the following framework.
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Figure 6.5: Activity correspondence: Two videos of somersault from HMDB51
where only the final portions of the sequences coincide.
Let X = {x1, . . . ,xN} and Y = {y1, . . . ,yM} be two sequences of vectors
representing two different activity executions (same or different class). These
sequences are obtained with the process explained in Section 6.2.1 so each vec-
tor of the sequence is a BoF or a FV. On the other hand, the proper alignment
between two sequences is unknown and the computation of an algorithm seek-
ing for this alignment can increase notably the computational cost. Moreover,
a proper segmentation is assumed in advance so the core of the activity is most
probably located in the middle of the sequences. Therefore, without an align-
ment process and simply ensuring that centres of both sequences coincide, the
proposed method uses the structural kernel of TFK to provide the desired degree
of flexibility in compression and stretching of the activity representation. As
depicted in Figure 6.6, we center both sequences and assign a Gaussian distri-
bution to each element of the sequences constrained to fixed temporal positions,
being fi(t) and gj(t) the probability density functions of Ni and Nj respectively,
fi(t) =
1
σx
√
2π
e
− (t−µi)2
2σ2x and gj(t) =
1
σy
√
2π
e
− (t−µj)
2
2σ2y being µi = (i− N+12 )∆xt and
µj = (j − M+12 )∆yt .
The associated Gaussians weigh the inner product between sequence ele-
ments in relation to their temporal position, obtaining a maximum when their
time coincides. These functions provide flexibility in the temporal position of
the elements, allowing an irregular expansion or narrowing of the sequences as
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Figure 6.6: Kernel structure: Two centred sequences. Every vector of both
sequences have a normal distribution associated. All the vector elements are
compared in t weighted with their respective Gaussian function.
well as a displacement. In order to define the functions fi(t) and gj(t) it is
possible to fix the vector spacing ∆t and then only the standard deviation of
the Gaussian σ modifies the precision of the sequence position. The smaller is
σ, the narrower are the Gaussians and then the lesser is the degree of temporal
flexibility. Moreover, as the number of elements in a sequence is variable and
each element has a Gaussian associated, it is possible to normalize the functions
so that the length of the sequence does not influence the kernel value using the
normalized Gaussians: f ′i(t) =
1
N fi(t) and g
′
j(t) =
1
M gj(t).
Taking into account all previous concerns, we use the following kernel:
TFK(F,G) =
N∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
KGAUSSρ
(
f ′i(t), g
′
j(t)
)
KLIN
(
xi,yj
)
(6.23)
We use the kernel between Gaussians that was proposed in [Jebara et al.,
2004] as KST in Equation 6.21, which in our one-dimensional case is simplified
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as:
KGAUSSρ
(
f ′i(t), g
′
j(t)
)
=
(2πσxσy)
(1−2ρ)/2
NM
√
2ρ
e
−∥µi−µj∥2
4σxσy/ρ (6.24)
Selecting ρ = 1/2 we obtain the Bhattacharyya kernel.
Inspired by the idea exposed in STPM [Choi et al., 2013], we explore the
addition of two levels of granularity in the sequence division. Therefore, using a
simple linear combination of kernels, that keeps the kernel property [Go¨nen and
Alpaydın, 2011], we combine the TFK previously explained with a linear kernel
between the vectors obtained from the feature extraction of the whole video. In
Figure 6.4 this would mean to combine the two pipelines of the diagram in the
following kernel.
CombK(v1, v2) = TFK(F,G) +KLIN (x,y) (6.25)
If the means and variances of the functions fi(t) and gj(t) are only dependant
on the length of the sequences it is possible to precompute in advance the
KGAUSSρ
(
f ′i(t), g
′
j(t)
)
values for most of the possibles combinations of N and
M , so the computational cost is only influenced by the kernel between the
vectors. Considering the computational cost of K
(
xi,yj
)
be O(D), the increase
is linear with the increase of one of the sequences length O(NM(D + 1)).
6.3 Validation
We test the performance of our framework in four challenging Activity-Recognition
benchmarks described in Section 2.8 (HMDB51, UCF50, OlympicSports, Virat
Release 2.0), and we compare the results against other published state-of-the-art
methods.
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6.3.1 Parameter Identification
The framework performance is tested using two different descriptors. First, as
representative low-level descriptor with short-term information we have selected
the MIP descriptor, shortly explained in Section A.1.2, which performs better
than other common short-term descriptors like SIFT or HOG-HOF. Second, as
state-of-the-art descriptor, and with mid-term temporal information captured,
we have selected the IDT descriptor, shortly explained in Section A.1.3. Once
we prove the suitability of TFK for short-term descriptors we carry out a more
exhaustive experimentation in the mid-term descriptors as they currently rep-
resent the state-of-the-art for activity recognition. Anyway, both cases need a
parameter tuning and, therefore, we proceed with a parameter analysis below.
The MIP descriptors are extracted with the original specifications proposed
by the authors. The video is encoded with a BoF approach creating a codebook
of 5000 codewords per channel obtaining a (8× 5000)-dimensional vector. Our
proposed video encoding depends on three parameters: β (in Equation 6.17)
controlling the softness of the assignment and Nd and Nw (in Figure 6.4) mod-
elling the sliding frame-windows. Fixing the temporal spacing ∆t = 1 we let σ
as the free parameter of the Gaussian functions.
We firstly perform experiments for multiple combinations of the parameter
β, the window width Nd, the window displacement Nw and the the standard
deviation σ of the Gaussian function of the kernel, using the first split of the
HMDB51 dataset.
From initial experiments we have found that a sliding frame-window without
overlapping provides best results, therefore we fix Nd = Nw and then only 2
parameters of the video encoding are analysed: Nw and β. We show in Figure
6.7 the results obtained by fixing two of the three analysed parameters to the
values finally selected, so the graphs represent the performance of the remaining
one.
We can observe the importance of using the soft-assignment approximation
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Figure 6.7: Parameters performance using MIP descriptors: Performance of the
system evaluated in the first split of HMDB51 in relation to three parameters:
(a) β, (b) Nw, and (c) σ.
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in Figure 6.7(a) where different values of β are evaluated. If we use a hard-
assignment with a window of width Nw = 15 the system performance declines
in relation to a proper soft-assignment, which can be explained by the lack of
sufficient data in a window. On the other hand, any of the three analysed values
of β (6, 8 and 10) gives better results than the hard-assignment, what implies
that the use of a soft-assignment is an adequate optimization in a wide range of
values.
The width of the window Nw, Figure 6.7(b), does not impose significant
variations in the system performance either, although the value Nw = 15 seems
to be optimal.
Figure 6.7(c), depicts the performance of the system while varying the stan-
dard deviation σ of the kernel Gaussian functions. The bigger it is the wider are
the Gaussians which means that the sequences are more flexible to asymmet-
rically expand or shrink but also that the temporal position is less influential.
Very small values of σ lead to low accuracy, but then the variation in perfor-
mance is minor and we find the optimum between σ = 1 and σ = 2.
After analysing the parameters influence in MIP descriptors, we extend the
parameters influence experiments to the IDT descriptors. In this case the encod-
ing is performed with FV using a mixture model of 256 Gaussians as, in addition
to the use of IDT, FVs provide better results than BoF in the literature. Hence,
the study is performed over Nw and Nd for the sliding frame-window and σ for
the temporal structure. We perform the analysis using the training examples
of the OlympicSports dataset, dividing it into two groups randomly selected:
70% for training and 30% for validation. The use of this subgroup have some
advantages in comparison to the analysis made with HMDB51 first split: first,
the group is smaller and then the computational cost is reduced, and second,
there is not a validation using test samples and therefore it is valid as a real
world implementation and the direct comparison with literature results is legit.
In Figure 6.8 we show three graphs fixing two of the parameters to the final
value selected and varying the remaining one.
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Figure 6.8: Parameters performance using IDT descriptors: Performance of the
system evaluated in the OlympicSports dataset in relation to three parameters:
(a) wK , (b) wD and (c) σ.
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Figure 6.8 (a) shows low variation in the performance of the system for
varying Nw except with short windows close to the IDT length, once reached
Nw = 25 the accuracy variation is produced only by two examples recognition,
slightly tending to the maximum when increasing the size until reaching the
whole video represented in the axes as Nw → ∞. The case where Nw → ∞
corresponds to the use of a single FV per video, which is the standard approach
of IDT presented in [Wang and Schmid, 2013]. Therefore, in order to compare
our framework with the original approach we carry out the experiments using
Nw = 30. The value of Nd has even a lower influence in the performance
and although the optimal value is between Nd = 5 and Nd = 15, it makes little
difference in the final result. The parameter σ has a similar behaviour to the one
in the MIP analysis, although we can consider that the optimum value extends
from σ = 1 to at least the maximum analysed σ = 3 because the accuracy
decreases only in one incorrectly recognized example.
6.3.2 Framework Validation
Our proposed framework is advantageous in two scenarios: (i) when using short-
term temporal descriptors, as it allows including longer temporal information in
the classifier and (ii) recognizing complex activities where the order of actions
may be crucial for correct recognition and therefore the temporal information
given by mid-term descriptors is still insufficient. In the latter scenario, our
framework can benefit even cases where longer time descriptors are used, as it
encodes all the temporal information of the activity. However, when dividing the
videos in small sub-clips the information can be scarce and produces unstable
encoding that leads to bad classification. This problem is overcome by com-
bining the two granularities of the video division proposed in Equation 6.25,
sequences with scarce data would be better encoded with a single descriptor
while sequences with enough data would be better encode in a sequence.
Our first experiment analyses the proposed framework performance using
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short-term descriptors. It is carried out using the MIP descriptor and the BoF
encoding over the datasets HMDB51 and UCF50. In the previous section, we
have seen that the performance of the framework is not significantly influenced
when parameters are chosen within acceptable ranges. For the following exper-
iments we select β = 8 for the soft-assignment, the width Nw = 15 and the
displacement of sliding frame-windows Nd = 15, so they are not overlapped,
and the standard deviation of the Gaussian functions of the structural kernel
σ = 1. We divided both datasets according to the authors’ recommendations:
3 splits in HMDB51 and 25 groups in UCF50. We have used publicly available
code for MIP 1 and SVM 2, using the default parameters. The randomness of
initialisation of the K-means algorithm justifies why our results do not exactly
coincide with those given in the MIP original paper. To ensure fair comparison
between the standard method and our proposed framework, clustering and fea-
tures extraction, as well as the one-against-all SVM classification, coincide in
both pipelines. The difference lays in the middle stages. The standard method
encodes the video with a single BoF obtained with a hard-assignment and ap-
plies a linear kernel between BoFs (BoF + LinK) as suggested by the authors
for best results in [Kliper-Gross et al., 2012]. The proposed framework encodes
each video in a sequence of BoFs (SeqBoF) using soft-assignment and applies the
proposed TFK (SeqBoF + TFK). In Table 6.1 we can see how the inclusion of
long-term temporal information using TFK clearly improves the results in both
datasets which validates our first assumption regarding short-term descriptors.
However, clearly better results have been obtained in the state-of-the-art us-
ing mid-term descriptors and specifically with IDT therefore, we continue the
experiments with these descriptors.
The second battery of experiments has been performed using the state-of-
the-art descriptor, IDT3, and comparing the novel framework against the origi-
1MIP descriptor code can be downloaded in
http://www.openu.ac.il/home/hassner/projects/MIP/MIPcode.zip
2SVM code can be downloaded in http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/∼cjlin/libsvm/
3IDT descriptor code can be downloaded in
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Table 6.1: Average accuracy (in %) in the HMDB51 and UCF50 datasets using
the splits suggested by the authors. First row: results provided in [Kliper-Gross
et al., 2012]. Second row: own implementation of [Kliper-Gross et al., 2012].
Third row: novel framework using TFK.
HMDB51 UCF50
[Kliper-Gross et al., 2012] 29.17 68.51
MIP + BoF + LinK 30.9 66.0
MIP + SeqBoF + TFK [OURS] 34.4 72.4
nal work in [Wang and Schmid, 2013] and other related works in Activity Recog-
nition. The sliding frame-window varies form the MIP experiments as Nw = 30
and Nd = 15. We compute the experiments in all the evaluation datasets:
OlympicSports, HMDB51, UCF50 and Virat Release 2. In all the experiments
we follow the authors’ recommendations: one division for training and testing
in OlympicSports, 3 splits in HMDB51, leave-one-group-out from 25 groups in
UCF50 and leave-one-scene-out with 11 scenes in Virat Release 2.0. As in the
literature we find mainly results of Accuracy (acc) or Mean Average Precision
(mAP), we compute both in the different approaches evaluated. Table 6.2 shows
the results obtained with the original IDT as well as our proposed frameworks.
To assure fair comparison we perform all the experiments using the same IDT
extraction and GMM estimation. First, we obtain an unique FV per Video and
apply a linear kernel for a SVM classification (IDT+FV+LinK), obtaining our
own implementation of the approach in [Wang and Schmid, 2013]. Following,
we use the extracted IDT features to obtain a sequence of FV (SeqFV) that
are used in our TFK approach (IDT+SeqFV+TFK). Finally, we combine both
approaches in the CombK kernel (IDT+CombK) following Equation 6.25.
The TFK approach is suitable in complex activities where the order of sub-
actions determines the class. This can be confirmed with the results in Virat
http://lear.inrialpes.fr/people/wang/download/improved trajectory release.tar.gz
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Table 6.2: Mean Average Precision (mAP) and average accuracy (acc) (in %)
results in the OlympicSports, HMDB51, UCF50 and Virat Release 2 datasets us-
ing the Improved Dense Trajectories. First row: own implementation of [Wang
and Schmid, 2013]. Second row: novel framework using TFK. Third row: novel
framework using the combination of TFK with [Wang and Schmid, 2013].
OlympicSports HMDB51 UCF50 Virat2
mAP acc mAP acc mAP acc mAP acc
IDT+FV+LinK 89.8 83.6 57.8 57.4 93.8 90.0 43.5 55.7
IDT+SeqFV+TFK 86.5 82.8 58.3 57.7 92.7 89.5 52.1 63.6
IDT+CombK 89.9 84.3 59.1 58.6 94.1 90.3 47.9 58.1
dataset where there are 4 activities with their respective “opposites”, depicted
in the second row, two last columns of Table 6.2. However, TFK also has some
drawbacks, as can be observed in the other three datasets where it performs sim-
ilarly to the original IDT method. TFK relies in the extracted features in each
window, and if they are scarce, the computed FV can be less robust to clutter.
These datasets have complex activities, but not all of them depend on the or-
der of sub-actions, therefore, although some activities are better classified with
TFK, others are worse. The solution for this lack of robustness against clutter
is the linear combination of both kernels. As we can see in the last row, this
approach improves the results in all datasets but Virat where, even improving
the original approach, the result is worse than the direct use of TFK because all
the activities but 3 have “opposite” counterparts and the combination of kernels
lowers the importance of order.
In Table 6.3 we observe a comparison of the proposed approach against
some of the best results in the literature. It is worth noting that there are two
rows representing the original approach with IDT [Wang and Schmid, 2013], the
third-to-last and the second-to-last. In the third-to-last row we show the results
provided in the original paper, but a direct comparison between this results and
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Table 6.3: Mean Average Precision (mAP) and average accuracy (acc) (in %)
results in the OlympicSports, HMDB51, UCF50 and Virat Release 2 datasets.
Comparison of the proposed framework (last row) with several state-of-the-art
approaches.
OlympicSports HMDB51 UCF50 Virat2
mAP acc mAP acc mAP acc mAP acc
[Tang et al., 2012] 66.8 - - - - - - -
[Niebles et al., 2010] 72.1 - - - - - - -
[Li et al., 2013] 76.2 - - - - - - -
[Gaidon et al., 2012] - 82.7 - - - - - -
[Cao et al., 2012] - - - 27.8 - - - -
[Kliper-Gross et al., 2012] - - - 29.2 - 68.5 - -
[Reddy and Shah, 2013] - - - 27.0 - 76.9 - -
[Wang and Schmid, 2013] 90.2 - - 55.9 - 90.5 - -
IDT+FV+LinK 89.8 83.6 57.8 57.4 93.8 90.0 43.5 55.7
IDT+CombK [OURS] 89.9 84.3 59.1 58.6 94.1 90.3 47.9 58.1
(-) Lack of results in the referenced papers.
our approach is not fair as several stages have some randomness and slightly
alter the final results. On the other hand, the second-to-last row shows our own
implementation of [Wang and Schmid, 2013] which share the features extraction
and the clustering with the TFK so the comparison is fair. We can see how our
novel approach overtakes all the compared methods in the “fair” comparison.
To our knowledge there is no method with better results for all the datasets.
The results on Virat Release 2.0 are further analysed using only the activities
with “opposites”, (Loading, Unloading, Opening Trunk, Closing Trunk, Getting
Into Vehicle, Getting out of Vehicle, Entering Facility and Exiting Facility). The
Confusion Matrices of the (IDT+FV+LinK) and (IDT+SeqFV+TFK) methods
are depicted in Figure 6.9. In addition to the improvement obtained with the
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Figure 6.9: Confusion Matrices in Virat Release 2.0 using activities with “oppo-
sites”: First the Confusion Matrix using IDT + FV + LinK approach, second
using IDT + SeqFV + TFK.
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Figure 6.10: Confusion Matrices in Virat Release 2.0 using two classes (IN and
OUT): First the Confusion Matrix using IDT + FV + LinK approach, second
using IDT + SeqFV + TFK.
proposed framework, these matrices confirm our premise that the TFK is suit-
able for better learning of complex activities defined with the sub-actions order.
The improvement achieved by the proposed framework is clear as every element
of the diagonal is greater or equal. But the improvement does not restrict to this
as in addition of a general improvement, the wrong classified activities are now
confused with activities with similar temporal structure. For instance, the two
first activities (‘Loading’ and ‘Unloading’) are mainly confused with (‘Getting
Into Vehicle’ and ‘Getting Out of Vehicle’). If we observe the Confusion Matrix
of the (IDT + FV + LinK) method, the confusion is more or less random, but
using TFK we can see how the structure is learnt and then “loading” is mainly
confused with “getting into vehicle” and “unloading” is mainly confused with
“getting out of vehicle”. We achieve a clearer representation of this idea by
gathering all the activities with similar temporal structure into one class so,
activities (Loading, Opening Trunk, Getting Into Vehicle and Entering Facil-
ity) with structure (approaching and opening-closing) are grouped in class IN
and activities (Unloading, Closing Trunk, Getting out of Vehicle and Exiting
Facility) with structure (opening-closing and moving away) are grouped in class
OUT. Figure 6.10 depicts the Confusion Matrices of these two classes. Here
it is clear how the TFK approach keeps better the temporal structure of the
activities.
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Finally, we introduce one more experiment in order to compare our frame-
work with the STPM approach which also preserves the temporal structure of
the activities. In [Choi et al., 2013], they designed an experiment called Qual-
ity of binary decision where one example is compared to other two, one with
the same class and other with a different class. Whenever the example of the
same class is more similar to the initial example than the other one, the binary
decision is correct. With this experimentation the authors obtains a maximum
of 95.3% of Precision. In order to get a similar process we select single-class
SVM to provide binary decisions between two randomly selected examples (one
form the same class and one from a different class). Whenever the example
of the same class has a greater note than the other one, the binary decision is
correct. Using this experimentation we obtain a 99.3% of Precision, which is
clearer better than the provided by [Choi et al., 2013].
6.4 Conclusion
We have introduced a new framework that improves accuracy in human activity
classification taking into account the long-term information. The framework can
be used with a wide variety of low-level feature descriptors, such as MIP and
IDT, and video encoding methods, such as BoF and FV. The specific technical
novelties of our work is a video encoding method that preserves the temporal
information and the Time Flexible Kernel that is able to compare sequences of
different lengths and random alignment.
Our experiments demonstrated the value of the novel framework in two cases:
First, low-level descriptors with short-term information lose the long-term tem-
poral information of the sequences. Our framework is able to consider such
temporal information and therefore can improve the performance in activity
recognition. Second, although modern state-of-the-art descriptors like IDT in-
clude some temporal information for recognizing several activities in spite of the
unordered encoding of BoF or FV, they fail in case of complex activities that
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are defined by the order of the same short events. Again, our framework is able
to preserve such complex temporal structure and distinguish between activities
that consist of similar events but in different order.
The novel formulation of TFK is not restricted to activity sequences but
it can be applied in any comparison between two sets that their structure of
information can be defined using the functions fi and gj . For instance, an
interesting extension for future research will be its application in image-based
recognition, where the spacial structure is an important source of information.
Finally, the TFK approach can introduce some noisy results if the number
of low-level extracted features is small in some windows. Using several levels of
granularity in window width reduces this effect.
The proposed approach and the obtained results have been published in the
journal paper [Rodriguez et al., 2016b].
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7.1 Conclusions
Along the previous chapters we have dealt with the initial objectives of this
thesis proposing and analysing some novel algorithms which improve the state-
of-the-art, as results have demonstrated.
The raw video obtained from the activity recordings possesses lots of infor-
mation unmanageable for most systems and some preprocessing may be useful
in order to obtain a correct encoding of the activities, reducing the clutter and
facilitating the differentiation among classes. Using some state-of-the-art en-
codings from the literature and adapting them to our objectives we have been
able to develop different strategies to provide the desired information in the
adequate format for each recognition method.
The learning of human activities with limited training examples has been
covered in chapters 4 and 5. Based on HMM we have applied two different
frameworks that assure a stable learning process of the activities. First, in
a relaxed one-shot learning structure we have applied the FDHMM and we
have been able to obtain encouraging results with FDHMM and with the use
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of a transfer learning stage. However, the used global features are difficult to
extract and their results are far from the state-of-the-art approaches. Thus, a
different framework is proposed to improve the results and reproducibility of
the approach. This framework is designed for the use of local spatio-temporal
features and applied to a strict one-shot learning, which is more useful in the
real world. Called Simplex-HMM, the proposed framework obtains great results
in the evaluated datasets and is an adequate method when working with limited
data. The Simplex-HMM provides an stable training of the model with limited
data and it benefits from a transfer learning of the features space trained with
source domain sequences. However, the increase in training examples supposes
a linear increase in computational cost and storage needs. We have reduced
this computational cost with some improvements without losing accuracy in
the classification but the linear increase of the cost is still present.
It is worth emphasizing the importance of an adequate modelling of the
features space, verified in the experiments. This modelling might be difficult to
obtain from limited information. Therefore, we propose the use of the extensive
information available on the Internet and transfer the learning of the features
space to the specific target scenario, which we have confirmed as a good solution.
The migration from fixed cameras to unconstrained video clips removes the
need of training with limited number of sequences as the Internet provides a lot
of video clips easily obtainable. In this case, the use of generative classifiers is not
recommended while discriminative ones like SVM are. The introduction of long-
term temporal information in a recognition system with unconstrained datasets,
absent in most methods, has been developed in Chapter 6. The Time Flexible
Kernel we have proposed allows a flexible alignment between sequences and the
posterior application of a multi-class SVM. Using this framework and combining
two levels of time granularity we have been able to outperform state-of-the-
art results in four challenging datasets, proving the suitability of the TFK for
differentiating among complex activities. The long-term temporal information
inclusion in the recognition system is especially useful when some activities are
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differentiated by the order of the atomic actions.
7.2 Future work
While researching, the given solutions, sometimes, are as important as the new
open questions that arise. In this regard, we continue with the reflection on
some future work that the current research has left open.
In this thesis, the pre-segmentation of the activities has been assumed, but
real world applications need to make this process. Thus, it would be interest-
ing to evaluate the performance of the Simplex-HMM in a continuous video,
segmenting the activities automatically. Moreover, the proposed learning of
new activities is supervised what should be avoided for instance with a novelty
threshold in the trained Simplex-HMM. So, future researches should focus on
sequences segmentation and unsupervised learning.
The linear increase of computational cost on Simplex-HMM when increasing
the training sequences should be avoided. Therefore, future work should inves-
tigate a smooth transition from the Simplex-HMM algorithm to other designed
for several training sequences so that the method can start working initially but
also adapt for new sequences while they are being recorded.
In the proposed TFK we have made a naive alignment between sequences
coinciding the center of the sequences in the same time and aligning the rest ac-
cordingly. The flexibility provided by the KST kernel, in our proposal modelled
with Gaussians, reduces the dependence of the alignment but a smarter align-
ment would improve the performance. In future work, it would be interesting to
analyse the sequences and incorporate some kind of intelligence to this process.
An interesting property of the TFK framework is that, although being de-
signed for time series, it can be adapted to any data structure just designing the
KST kernel suitable for the data. For instance, it would be interesting in activ-
ity recognition to augment the granularity not only in time but also in space so
time and space information is incorporated. Applications in image recognition
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would be a direct use of the adapted TFK as well.
Finally, it is worth noting that computationally expensive methods are get-
ting easier to implement thanks to the hardware evolution. For instance, Deep
Learning has gained interest since its great results in image recognition and cur-
rently is being applied in many fields of research. In activity recognition, Recur-
rent Neural Networks can be used for sequential data and Convolutional Neural
Networks are being used for feature extraction. Still the computational cost is
restrictive when working with videos although more methods are being imple-
mented, and in the near future the use of these technologies looks promising for
activity recognition. Attending to the proposals of this thesis, Deep Learning
could be used for feature extraction and applied in both Simplex-HMM and
TFK. It would be interesting to evaluate the performance of the systems using
the novel feature extraction. This implementation of Deep Learning would not
void the results of the thesis as it would be implemented in a stage where we
have used literature methods which are not our contribution.
7.3 Publications
This thesis has led to several publications, some directly associated to the main
objectives that has been already mentioned and some associated to side works.
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Discusio´n
7.4 Conclusiones
A lo largo de los cap´ıtulos previos hemos tratado los objetivos iniciales de la
tesis proponiendo y analizando nuevos algoritmos que mejoran el estado del
arte, como han demostrado los resultados.
Las grabaciones en crudo de las diferentes actividades poseen mucha infor-
macio´n que es inmanejable para la mayor´ıa de los sistemas, por lo que puede ser
u´til realizar un pre-procesamiento de los datos a fin de obtener una codificacio´n
de las actividades adecuada, reduciendo el ruido y facilitando la distincio´n entre
clases de actividades. hemos sido capaces de desarrollar diferentes estrategias
para codificar los datos deseados en un formato adecuado par cada me´todo de
reconocimiento, adaptando para ello codificaciones descritas en la literatura.
En los cap´ıtulos 4 y 5 encontramos descritas las propuestas para el apren-
dizaje de actividades humanas a partir de escasos ejemplos de entrenamiento.
Hemos aplicado dos estructuras diferentes basadas en HMM que nos aseguran la
estabilidad en el proceso de entrenamiento. Primero, hemos aplicado FDHMM
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en un escenario relajado de aprendizaje con una secuencia (relaxed one-shot
learning) y hemos observado las mejoras tanto al usar FDHMM directamente
como al an˜adir una etapa de transferencia de aprendizaje. Sin embargo, las car-
acter´ısticas globales empleadas son dif´ıcilmente extraibles y producen resultados
alejados del estado del arte. Por tanto hemos propuesto un modelo diferente
para mejorar los resultados y la reproducibilidad del me´todo. Esta nueva es-
tructura se ha disen˜ado para emplear caracter´ısticas espacio-temporales locales y
aplicar a un escenario estricto de aprendizaje con una secuencia (strict one-shot
learning), lo cual es ma´s u´til en el mundo real. El me´todo propuesto, llamado
Simplex-HMM, ha obtenido muy buenos resultados en las bases de datos evalu-
adas y por tanto es un me´todo adecuado para trabajar con pocas secuencias de
entrenamiento. Simplex-HMM ofrece un entrenamiento del modelo estable con
pocos datos y se beneficia de la adaptacio´n de un modelo del espacio de car-
acter´ısticas obtenido con datos externos. Sin embargo, al aumentar el nu´mero
de secuencias de entrenamiento en coste computacional y de almacenaje au-
menta linealmente. Hemos conseguido reducir este coste con varias mejoras y
sin perder eficacia aunque el aumento lineal del coste sigue existiendo.
Merece la pena destacar la importancia de modelar adecuadamente el espacio
de caracter´ısticas, algo que se puede verificar en los resultados experimentales.
Como la obtencio´n de este modelo puede ser complicada si se dispone de in-
formacio´n limitada, proponemos el uso de la vasta informacio´n disponible en
Internet y transferir el modelo aprendido al escenario objetivo, lo cual se ha
comprobado que es una buena solucio´n.
El cambio entre el uso de ca´maras fijas y la eliminacio´n de restricciones en
las grabaciones elimina la limitacio´n de secuencias de entrenamiento, puesto que
Internet provee de gran cantidad de v´ıdeos fa´cilmente accesibles. En este caso
se desaconseja el uso de clasificadores generativos en oposicio´n de los discrim-
inativos como SVM. En el cap´ıtulo 6 se desarrolla un me´todo de inclusio´n de
informacio´n temporal de larga duracio´n en el sistema de reconocimiento que
habitualmente es descartada. El me´todo Time Flexible Kernel que proponemos
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permite un alineamiento flexible entre secuencias y el uso de un SVM multi-
clase. Usando este sistema y combinando dos niveles de granularidad en el
tiempo hemos mejorado el estado del arte en cuatro bases de datos exigentes,
probando que TFK es adecuado para distinguir entre actividades complejas. El
uso de informacio´n a largo plazo es especialmente u´til cuando la clase de las
actividades se diferencia debido al orden de las sub-acciones que la conforman.
7.5 Trabajo Futuro
En investigacio´n, tan importante como las soluciones dadas son las nuevas cues-
tiones que surgen. A este respecto, presentamos a continuacio´n algunas reflex-
iones sobre posible trabajo futuro.
En esta tesis se ha asumido la pre-segmentacio´n de las actividades, algo
que en una sistema real debe ser hecho. Por lo tanto ser´ıa interesante evaluar
Simplex-HMM en un v´ıdeo continuo, donde la segmentacio´n se realizase de
forma auto´noma. Adema´s, el proceso de aprendizaje de nuevas actividades
propuesto es supervisado lo que deber´ıa evitarse, por ejemplo introduciendo un
umbral en el Simplex-HMM para deteccio´n de novedad. As´ı, un trabajo futuro
deber´ıa enfocarse en segmentacio´n y aprendizaje no supervisado.
En Simplex-HMM existe un incremento lineal del coste computacional al
aumentar el nu´mero de secuencias de entrenamiento, y esto deber´ıa ser evi-
tado. Para ello en el futuro se deber´ıa investigar una transicio´n suave desde
Simplex-HMM hasta otro algoritmo disen˜ado para muchas secuencias de entre-
namiento, de modo que el sistema pueda empezar a trabajar desde el principio
pero tambie´n adaptarse a las nuevas secuencias que se van grabando.
En el me´todo propuesto de TFK hemos realizado un alineamiento na´ıf entre
secuencias, haciendo coincidir el centro de ambas y alineando el resto correspon-
dientemente. Gracias a la flexibilidad aportada por el kernel KST , utilizando
nuestra propuesta de modelarlo como Gausianas, se ha conseguido reducir la
dependencia de un alineamiento correcto, pero un me´todo ma´s inteligente mejo-
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rar´ıa el funcionamiento. En un trabajo futuro ser´ıa interesante realizar un
ana´lisis de las secuencias previo para introducir algo de inteligencia a este pro-
ceso.
Tambie´n ser´ıa interesante aprovechar que TFK, aunque inicialmente disen˜ado
para series temporales, puede ser adaptado para cualquier estructura de datos
tan solo disen˜ando el kernel KST adecuado. Por ejemplo, ser´ıa interesante
an˜adir informacio´n tanto temporal como espacial para el reconocimiento de ac-
tividades. Su utilizacio´n en reconocimiento de ima´genes ser´ıa otro uso directo
adaptando los kernels de TFK.
Para finalizar es interesante destacar que la evolucio´n del hardware esta´ fa-
cilitando el uso de me´todos cada vez ma´s costosos computacionalmente. Por
ejemplo, el empleo de Deep Learning ha ganado intere´s gracias a los magn´ıficos
resultados que ha conseguido en el reconocimiento de image y actualmente esta´
siendo utilizado en muchos campos. En reconocimiento de actividades se pueden
emplear redes neuronales recurrentes para aprender series temporales o en la
etapa de extraccio´n de caracter´ısticas se pueden emplear redes neuronales con-
volucionales (CNN). El problema es que cuando se trabaja con v´ıdeos el coste
computacional sigue siendo excesivo en la mayor´ıa de casos, aunque poco a
poco van saliendo nuevos me´todos que hacen que esta tecnolog´ıa tenga un fu-
turo prometedor. Atendiendo a lo expuesto en esta tesis, Deep Learning podr´ıa
utilizarse para la extraccio´n de caracter´ısticas cuya aplicacio´n ser´ıa va´lida tanto
para Simplex-HMM como para TFK. Ser´ıa interesante evaluar el funcionamiento
de ambos me´todos con esta nueva extraccio´n de caracter´ısticas. Adema´s, esta
implementacio´n de Deep Learning mantendr´ıa la validez de los resultados ex-
puestos en la tesis puesto que afectar´ıa a etapas donde hemos utilizado me´todos
de la literatura que no son contribucio´n nuestra.
7.6 Publicaciones
Esta tesis ha propiciado varias publicaciones que se enumeran a continuacio´n.
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A
Video Encoding
This annexe describes the different base techniques used in the proposed algo-
rithms of the thesis for encoding the video clips.
A.1 Descriptors
Following we describe two global descriptors (human silhouettes and Motion
History Images) and two local spatio-temporal descriptors (Motion Interchange
Patterns and Improved Dense Trajectories).
A.1.1 Silhouettes and Motion History Images
We define the Human Silhouette descriptor as a binary image, I, with zeros
in the background pixels, I(x, y) = 0, and ones in the human body pixels,
I(x, y) = 1. The human silhouette can be extracted using complex and robust
methods, like the Laplacian fitting proposed by [Al-Maadeed et al., 2014], or
using specific cameras like Kinect, which provides a depth map, making easier
the segmentation of the human body, [Megavannan et al., 2012]. However, sim-
ple scenarios are needed for a proper running of the extraction and in many of
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Figure A.1: Visualization of a frame (left), the human silhouette extracted from
this frame (centre), and the MHI obtained from ten frames previous to this one
(right).
these scenarios the simple background subtraction is reasonably robust. Two of
the possible ways of modelling the background are using a mean filter or mod-
elling each pixel as a RGB Gaussian. Afterwards, when the distance between
the same pixel in a new frame and in the background exceeds a threshold we
consider the pixel as foreground and background otherwise. The directly ex-
tracted foreground with background subtraction produces noisy frames which
are cleaned with specific technique as for instance erosions and dilatations of the
foreground blobs. It is possible to compensate the global motion produced in
some activities (e.g., walking) so to emphasize the motion of the limbs and not
the global motion. One technique is done by fitting a 2nd order polynomial to
the center of mass trajectory, and aligning this trajectory to a reference point.
Sometimes a bounding box of centred silhouettes is selected, as can be observed
in Figure A.1.
The Motion History Image (MHI) [Bobick and Davis, 2001] technique cap-
tures motion information, specifically the history of motion in a sequence of
frames. The input of the method is a binary image I representing the movement
regions. However, as suggested by [Bobick and Davis, 2001], the computation
with human body templates gives better performance and thus, the use of I
representing the human silhouette is more appropriate. Therefore, we compute
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the MHI using the I binary frames obtained in the human silhouette extrac-
tion. Although MHI can be obtained from the whole video clip, we apply the
encoding in temporal frame-windows ∆nl of Nl frames, as shown in Equation
A.1. Large temporal frames-windows can produce excessive occlusions of the
older frames information and therefore Nl should be short enough to minimize
this problem.
hNl(x, y, t) =
⎧⎨⎩ 1 if I(x, y, t) = 1max(0, hNl(x, y, t− 1)− 1Nl
)
otherwise
(A.1)
A.1.2 Motion Interchange Patterns
For each pixel p = (x, y, t), in the current frame t, an encoding using a triplet
of frames (i.e., previous, current, and next) is obtained. As shown in Fig. A.2
these three frames are used to obtain the displacement of small patches of 3× 3
pixels. The location of the center of the patch in the current frame is considered
(0,0), and the eight possible locations in each of the previous and the next frames
are denoted i and j (respectively) and numbered from 0 to 7. The eight index
values correspond to center pixel locations of (-4,0), (-3,3), (0,4), (3,3), (4,0),
(3,-3), (0,-4), and (-3,-3).
The possible locations of the patch in the three frames is encoded by com-
bining i and j in a 64-trit (trinary digit) code denoted by S(p). The images are
considered as gray value images with intensities scaled between 0 and 255. Each
trit Sij(p) is calculated by obtaining the sum of squared differences between the
patch in previous frame located in i and the current patch (SSD1), and the
patch in the next frame located in j and the current patch (SSD2) with the
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Figure A.2: MIP Encoding. Using a triplet of frames each pixel is encoded
as a 8 × 8 matrix of 3 × 3 pixel patches displacements. Eight α channels are
coded with 2 UINT8, which can be represented as 512-dimensional code words.
Finally, using small 16× 16 pixel patches encodings, 8 bag of words of 512 bins
are created
following assignation:
Sij(p) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
1 if SSD1− θ > SSD2
0 if |SSD2− SSD1| ≤ θ
−1 if SSD1 < SSD2− θ
(A.2)
The threshold is selected as θ = 1296. The 64-trit matrix S(p) obtained
is divided into 8 channels each one representing a fix angle between i and j
denominated α = 0, 45 . . . 315. Each channel is processed separately. The 8-trit
per channel is represented separating the positive and negative parts obtaining
2 UINT8. Each UINT8 can be read as a number between 0 and 255 and con-
catenating them we obtain a 512 vector of zeros and 2 ones. Selecting patches
of 16 × 16 pixels we obtain a histogram of 512 bins per channel which repre-
sents the MIP descriptor in that region. We have described the MIP descriptors
slightly, but for a deeper understanding we refer to [Kliper-Gross et al., 2012].
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Figure A.3: Illustration of the Dense Trajectory extraction, [Wang et al., 2013].
Left Feature points are densely sampled on a grid for each spatial scale. Middle
Tracking is carried out in the corresponding spatial scale for Nl = L frames
by median filtering in a dense optical flow field. Right The trajectory shape
is represented by relative point coordinates, and the descriptors (HOG, HOF,
MBH) are computed along the trajectory in a N × N pixels neighbourhood,
which is divided into nτ × nσ × nσ cells.
MIP descriptor code can be downloaded in http://www.openu.ac.il/home/
hassner/projects/MIP/MIPcode.zip
A.1.3 Improved Dense Trajectories
IDT is a local spatio-temporal descriptor considered a mid-term temporal de-
scriptor as it is computed along a trajectory that last several frames, specifi-
cally in the original papers Nl = 15. Following, we briefly specify the extractor
method of this feature which is represented in Figure A.3.
The first process of the method is the tracking of densely sampled points
along Nl = 15 frames. To do this, the dense optical flow field of frame It
with respect to next frame It+1 is computed using [Farneba¨ck, 2003] algorithm
and obtaining wt = (ut, vt) where ut is the horizontal component and vt the
vertical component. Once the optical flow is computed, points can be tracked
without additional cost. The pixels are selected with a dense sampling of 5
pixels step at several scales incremented by a factor of 1/
√
2. Trajectories from
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points in homogeneous image areas, without displacement, with an excessive
displacement or truncated before the Nl frame are discarded. Once a trajectory
is discarded or reaches the end, a new point is sampled to start a new trajectory.
In addition, the improved version of DT compensates the camera motion
by estimating the background motion, assuming that two consecutive frames
are related by a homography. Therefore, the matching between two consec-
utive frames is performed by matching SURF points [Bay et al., 2006] with
nearest neighbour rule and matching points tracked with optical flow previ-
ously selected with the good-features-to-track criterion [Shi and Tomasi, 1994].
Then, RANSAC [Fischler and Bolles, 1981] is used to select the best matching,
discarding spurious, with which the homography is estimated. Using the ho-
mographies, consecutive frames are wrapped and the optical flow is computed
in those wrapped frames so to discard trajectories obtained by the camera mo-
tion. In the original paper of IDT, [Wang and Schmid, 2013] also use a human
detector to avoid interference between human motion and camera motion but,
as it implies a previous stage increasing the computational cost and complex-
ity, we avoid it in our implementation. Each extracted trajectory is encoded
concatenating the sequence of points obtained (Pt, Pt+1 . . . PtNl ).
The trajectory information is complemented with three descriptors obtained
in the surrounding cuboid. First, a cuboid ofN×N×Nl, withN = 32 pixels and
Nl = 15 frames is selected in the neighbourhood of the trajectory, and divided
into a spatio-temporal grid of size nτ×nσ×nσ, with nτ = 3 subdivisions in time
and nσ = 2 subdivisions in space. In each sub-cuboid of the grid HOGs, HOFs
[Laptev et al., 2008] and the Motion Boundary Histograms (MBH) descriptors
[Dalal et al., 2006] are computed. HOG orientations are quantized in 8 bins,
while HOF orientations are quantizing in 9 bins including a zero bin when the
displacement is small. Full orientation and magnitude of each vector is used for
weighting. The HOG descriptor adds 96 elements while HOF adds 108. MBH
is the histogram of the gradients of optical flow w = (u, v) and it is computed
twice, one per component. Therefore, quantizing the gradient into 8 bins, MHBx
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is obtained from horizontal component and MHBy from vertical component.
Each of the descriptors add 96 elements, obtaining at the end a descriptor of
size (30 + 96 + 108 + 96 + 96) = 426. The HOG descriptors are obtained in the
cuboid surrounding the original trajectory, as they only depend on the image
information, while HOF and MBH are obtained wrapping every two consecutive
frames. Finally, each of the descriptors components are individually normalized
using RootSIFT method [Arandjelovic´ and Zisserman, 2012].
For an in deep knowledge of the method it is better to read the original
papers of DT [Wang et al., 2013] and IDT [Wang and Schmid, 2013]. IDT
descriptor code can be downloaded in http://lear.inrialpes.fr/people/
wang/download/improved_trajectory_release.tar.gz.
A.2 Clustering
The information created and digitalized every day coming from multiple sources
like video recording, users meta-data, texting, etc, is laboriously manageable
and therefore, the automatic labelling of the information into meaningful groups
facilitates its usability. Clustering can roughly be defined as the discovering of
natural groups of samples coming from lager set of samples. However, there
is not a consensus of a specific definition and depending on the objective task
different clustering techniques are appropriate. Comprehensive surveys related
to this field are found in [Xu and Wunsch, 2005] [Schaeffer, 2007] and [Jain,
2010].
Despite the large number of methods available in the literature, we have use
the the traditional methods of K -means and Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM)
optimization. K -means creates a Voronoi Tessellation of the features space
through an iterative optimization method while the GMM is created usually
with an Expectation Maximization process that maximizes the likelihood of
the model. Both methods find hyperellipsoidal clusters and their optimization
processes only find local optima [Jain, 2010]. Figure A.4 depicts the Voronoi
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Figure A.4: First row: Voronoi tessellation of a K-means and K ellipsoids
representing the Gaussians of the GMM, in a 2-dimensional space with K = 5.
Coloured points represent the centroids means and black points represent the
samples to encode. Second row: 5-bins histogram representation of a BoF, and
2(mean)× 2(variance)× 5(cluster) vector of FV values.
tessellation created by a K -means clustering and the ellipsoid representation of
the Gaussians composing a GMM. We find an exhaustive study of both methods
in [Bishop, 2006], although we briefly describe them below.
A.2.1 K-means
Given a data set Q = {q1 . . .qN} of n-dimensional points, the goal of K -means
is to find a partition of K clusters that minimize the sum of squared errors
obtained between each data point and the centre of the assigned cluster. We
can use any error measure, but the most common, and the used by us, is the
Euclidean distance. We formally define µ = {µk}, k = 1 . . .K as the centres of
the clusters. We introduce the parameter rnk ∈ {0, 1} where n = 1 . . . N and
k = 1 . . .K which represents if the point n belongs to cluster k, rnk = 1, or not,
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rnk = 0. The objective function is therefore defined as:
J =
N∑
n=1
K∑
k=1
rnk∥qn − µk∥2 (A.3)
The minimizing of the objective function is a known NP-hard problem and
then a numerical iterative method is performed, which only assures the conver-
gence to a local minima:
1. Select initial values for the cluster centres µ1 and compute the objective
function J .
2. Assign each sample of the dataset to the cluster with the closest centre:
rnk =
{
1 if k = argminj ∥qn − µtj∥2
0 otherwise
(A.4)
3. Compute new cluster centres:
µt+1k =
∑N
n=1 rnkqn∑N
n=1 rnk
(A.5)
4. Evaluate the objective function J with the new centres and repeat from
point 2 until convergence.
The number of clusters K and the initial cluster centres µ1 are input param-
eters that should be provided to the method. The initialization of the centres
is a key factor for reaching the optimum and a usual method for reducing its
impact is to repeat the process with several randomly initializations, selecting
the trial that reaches the minimum in the objective function.
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A.2.2 Gaussian Mixture Model
A GMM is composed by K Gaussians {λk(µk,Σk)}, where µk represents the
mean of the k -th Gaussian and Σk the covariance, and the mixing coefficients
ω obeying
∑K
k=1 ωk = 1, where ωk is the k -th mixing coefficient. A GMM
is formally defined as λ = {ωk, µk,Σk}. and is a model more complex than
the clustering obtained with K -means, as in addition to the cluster centres µ
it includes covariances and mixing components. These additional parameters
complicate the training but provide a better modelling of the data space through
the marginal distribution of the random variable q.
p(q) =
K∑
k=1
p(λk)p(q|λk) =
K∑
k=1
ωkN (q|µk,Σk) (A.6)
Suppose that the dataset Q = {q1 . . .qN} is now used to train the GMM
λ = {ωk, µk,Σk}. This objective is fulfil by finding the GMM parameters that
maximize the log-likelihood of the dataset in the model, defined as:
ln(p(Q|ω,µ,Σ)) =
N∑
n=1
ln
(
K∑
k=1
ωkN (qn|µk,Σk)
)
(A.7)
Unfortunately, the solution of the likelihood maximization cannot be ob-
tained analytically and therefore, a suboptimal iterative process is used. The
elegant and powerful method Expectation Maximization (EM) is the most com-
monly used approach, although it only finds a local optimum following the
subsequent steps:
1. Initialize the GMM parameters. The mixing coefficients ω1, the means
µ1 and the covariances Σ1. Using these initial parameter, evaluate the
log-likelihood.
2. E-step. Evaluate the responsibilities γn(k), name given to the posterior
probability that component λk was responsible for generating qn, using
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the current parameters.
γn(k) =
ωkN (qn|µtk,Σtk)∑K
j=1 ω
t
jN (qn|µtj ,Σtj)
(A.8)
3. M-step. Re-estimate parameters using the obtained responsibilities.
Nk =
N∑
n=1
γn(k) (A.9)
µt+1k =
1
Nk
N∑
n=1
γn(k)qn (A.10)
Σt+1k =
1
Nk
N∑
n=1
γn(k)(qn − µt+1k )(qn − µt+1k )T (A.11)
ωk =
Nk
N
(A.12)
4. Evaluate the log-likelihood and repeat from step 2 until convergence.
Like in K -means, the EM algorithm needs the number of Gaussians K fixed
and the initialization parameters, conditioning the found optimum.
Both methods have been deeply study and several approaches developed.
As we are going to work with large datasets we have used developed code for
this problematic. In particular we have used the VLFeat library, available in
http://www.vlfeat.org/.
A.3 Holistic Descriptors
Two of the most common encodings are Bag of Words (BoW), also called Bag
of Features (BoF), and Fisher Vectors (FV). To perform them, both processes
compute a clustering of the descriptors extracted from training examples in
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order to define the feature space. This clustering represents the “dictionary” of
features used as scaffold of the descriptors. BoF can use any clusterings while
FV uses a GMM. Following we describe how BoF and FV work.
A.3.1 Bag of Features
BoF is a simple method coming from text documents classification, where orig-
inally was called Bag of Words, consisting in counting the frequency of word
appearance provided a vocabulary. In the video encoding process the words are
features and the vocabulary is created using a clustering of training features. A
graphical representation is shown at the beginning of the second row in Figure
A.4. Formally, let Q = {q1 . . .qN} be a set of features extracted from a video,
and C = {c1 . . . cK} the vocabulary created through a clustering algorithm.
We recover the parameter rnk ∈ {0, 1} where rnk = 1 if sample qn belongs to
cluster ck and rnk = 0 otherwise. Using K-means we have described how to
compute rnk in Equation A.4. We define the vector rn = {rn1 . . . rnK} which
obeys
∑K
k=1 rnk = 1. Therefore, the BoF value is calculated with:
BoF =
1
N
N∑
n=1
rn (A.13)
When the number of samples is reasonably large, the original BoF model
obtained with a hard-assignment is acceptable. However, in our approaches we
work with limited data as we compute the BoF in windows of size Nw where the
number of features N can be small and therefore, the loss of the spatial informa-
tion in the descriptors space produced by this rough assignation is unacceptable.
Soft-assignment has been proven a good improvement representing continuous
data with a codebook model [van Gemert et al., 2010] and then in order to cope
with the BoF limitation we apply a soft-assignment. We define snk as the value
assigned from sample qn to cluster ck. Similar to hard-assignment we define
the vector sn = {sn1 . . . snK} with snk ≥ 0 and
∑K
k=1 snk = 1. Therefore, the
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BoF value is computed accordingly:
BoF =
1
N
N∑
n=1
sn (A.14)
The vocabulary can be obtained with both, K -means algorithm or GMM
optimization, and both, hard and soft assignment computed. However, the
most common algorithms combine hard-assignment with K -means and soft-
assignment with GMM.
A.3.2 Fisher Vectors
Fisher Vector, [Perronnin and Dance, 2007] [Perronnin et al., 2010], is a feature
pooling technique used in document encoding that recently has gained attention
in image and video encoding, providing the best performance in recent works, as
for instance in [Sanchez et al., 2013], [Oneata et al., 2013] or [Wang and Schmid,
2013]. Unlike BoF, FV encodes both first and second order statistics between
the features and the GMM, recording for each Gaussian the mean and variance
statistics per dimension. A graphical representation is shown at the end of the
second row in Figure A.4.
Given the set of features Q = {q1 . . .qN} and a GMM λ = {ωk, µk,Σk}
describing the features space, the associated FV is computed as follows.
First, the posterior probability of sample qn to Gaussian λk is computed:
snk =
e−
1
2 (qn−µk)Σ−1k (qn−µk)T∑K
j=1 e
− 12 (qn−µj)Σ−1j (qn−µj)T
(A.15)
We can make a connection with the soft-assignment explained in BoF, as
the posterior probability is one of the possibilities there.
For each Gaussian k, the mean and covariance deviation vectors are com-
puted:
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ujk =
1
N
√
ωk
N∑
n=1
snk
qjn − µjk
σjk
(A.16)
vjk =
1
N
√
ωk
N∑
n=1
snk
[(
qjn − µjk
σjk
)2
− 1
]
(A.17)
Finally, the FV encoding is formed by the concatenation of the deviation
vectors, composing a vector of size 2KD.
FV =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
...
uk
...
vk
...
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(A.18)
In some cases the encoding is complemented with the information provided
by the soft-assignment BoF computed with the snk values in a vector of size
K(2D + 1). The FV can be improved trough normalizations as proposed by
[Perronnin et al., 2010] so, we apply a power and L2 normalizations.
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Simplex-HMM Analytical Demonstrations
B.1 Proof of EM convergence with a pseudo prob-
ability observation emission function in a
HMM
Given an observation emission function bj(Ot) ≥ 0 that does not represent a
PDF the convergence of the EM algorithm remains as proved below following
the proof given in [Bishop, 2006]. As bj(Ot) does not define a probability dis-
tribution we call it pseudo-probability distribution and change the notation to
bj(Ot) = Υ(Ot|zt = Sj , B). Using this notation, we define the joint pseudo-
probability distribution Υ(O, Z|θ) over the observed variable given the latent
variable Z and the HMM parameters.
Υ(O, Z|θ) = p(z1|π)
[
T∏
t=2
p(zt|zt−1, A)
]
T∏
t=1
Υ(Ot|zt, B) (B.1)
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and the pseudo-likelihood is defined as:
Υ(O|θ) =
∑
Z
Υ(O, Z|θ) =
∑
Z
πz1
[
T∏
t=2
azt−1zt
]
T∏
t=1
bzt(Ot) (B.2)
Using the previous definitions, we define the p(Z|O, θ) probability function
by normalizing EquationB.1.
p(Z|O, θ) = Υ(O, Z|θ)
Υ(O|θ) =
Υ(O, Z|θ)∑
Z Υ(O, Z|θ)
(B.3)
We introduce the distribution q(Z) defined over the latent variable. For any
choice of q(Z) we can decompose the pseudo - log likelihood as:
ln(Υ(O|θ)) = L(q, θ) +KL(q||p) (B.4)
where
L(q, θ) =
∑
Z
q(Z) ln
{
Υ(O, Z|θ)
q(Z)
}
(B.5)
KL(q||p) = −
∑
Z
q(Z) ln
{
p(Z|O, θ)
q(Z)
}
(B.6)
In order to prove this decomposition we apply the following process.
First, we derive from Equation B.3
Υ(O, Z|θ) = p(Z|O, θ)Υ(O|θ) (B.7)
and then the decomposition in Equation B.4 is verified by applying the
substitution of Υ(O, Z|θ).
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ln(Υ(O|θ)) =
∑
Z
q(Z) ln
{
p(Z|O, θ)Υ(O|θ)
q(Z)
}
−
∑
Z
q(Z) ln
{
p(Z|O, θ)
q(Z)
}
(B.8)
KL(q||p) is cancelled leaving the right-hand term as ∑Z q(Z) lnΥ(O|θ).
After noting that q(Z) sums to 1, the decomposition is proved.
KL(q||p) is the Kullback-Leibler divergence between q(Z) and the posterior
distribution p(Z|O, θ), being KL(q||p) ≥ 0 with equal to 0 if, and only if,
q(Z) = p(Z|O, θ). Therefore, L is a lower bound as L(q, θ) ≤ ln(Υ(O|θ)).
The EM algorithm uses two steps to perform the maximization. Using the
decomposition in Equation B.4 and following both steps we can demonstrate
the maximization of the pseudo-log likelihood. Supposing that θ is the current
value of parameters, the E step maximizes the lower bound L(q, θ) with respect
to q(Z). As ln(Υ(O|θ)) does not depend on q(Z) that maximization is achieved
by vanishing KL(q||p), which happens when q(Z) = p(Z|O, θ). At this point,
ln(Υ(O|θ)) = L(q, θ).
If we substitute q(Z) = p(Z|O, θ) in Equation B.4, considering Equation B.5
and Equation B.6, KL(q||p) disappears, leaving only the lower bound, L(q, θ).
As q(Z) is fixed to the old parameter θ we use the notation θ where q(Z) is
substituted by p(Z|O, θ) and θˆ otherwise.
L(q, θˆ) =
∑
Z
p(Z|O, θ) lnΥ(O, Z|θˆ)−∑
Z
p(Z|O, θ) ln p(Z|O, θ) = Q(θˆ, θ) + const (B.9)
In this equation the first term is the Baum’s auxiliary function and the
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second term is the negative entropy of the q distribution which is constant in θˆ.
The M step keeps q(Z) fixed and maximizes L(q, θˆ) with respect to θˆ ob-
taining θnew. This will increase L unless it is a maximum. Moreover, KL(q||p)
was vanished using the old parameters and the new p(Z|O, θnew) is different to
q(Z), giving KL(q||p) a positive value and increasing even more the value of
ln(Υ(O|θ)).
As we have seen in Equation B.9 the maximization of L(q, θ) is equivalent
to maximize the Baum’s auxiliary function, that for HMM is:
Q(θˆ, θ) =
N∑
j=1
γ1(j) lnπj +
T−1∑
t=1
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
ξt(i, j) ln aij+
T∑
t=1
N∑
j=1
γt(j) ln(bj(Ot)) (B.10)
B.2 Optimization of different observation mod-
els
In an HMM, different observation models suppose changes in the term of the
Baum’s auxiliary function defined in the following equation:
∑
t
∑
j
γt(j) ln(bj(Ot)) (B.11)
The maximization of the model likelihood given an observation implies the
maximization of Equation B.11 which varies with the observation model. Fol-
lowing we detail the optimization of this term of the Baum’s auxiliary function
for the observation models: EOM, HOM and BOM.
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B.2.1 Euclidean Observation Model (EOM)
bj(Ot) = e
−ϕ
√∑K
k=1 (v
t
λk
−mjk)2 (B.12)
where ϕ is a constant and vtλk the bin values of the histograms.
Substituting Equation B.12 into Equation B.11 we obtain:
∑
t
∑
j
γt(j)
⎛⎝−ϕ
√ K∑
k=1
(vtλk −mjk)2
⎞⎠ (B.13)
Then, Equation B.13 has to be maximized with respect to mjk. By setting
∂
∂mjk
= 0, the following equation is obtained:
ϕ
T∑
t=1
γt(j)
(vtλk −mjk)√∑K
k′=1 (v
t
λk′
−mjk′)2
= 0 (B.14)
Since mjk is independent on t and the γt(j) values are treated as constants
in the M-step once computed in the E-step, Equation B.15 can be easily derived:
mjk =
∑T
t=1 γt(j)
vtλk√∑K
k′=1 (v
t
λk′
−mjk′)2∑T
t=1 γt(j)
1√∑K
k′=1 (v
t
λk′
−mjk′)2
(B.15)
Since mjk is on the left and on the right side, the equation is solved by
a fixed point iteration, obtaining the optimal values mˆjk when convergence is
achieved. The process is explained in Algorithm 1.
It should be noted that the optimization process can be performed separately
for each j.
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Algorithm 1
Randomly initialize mjk ∋
∑K
k=1mjk = 1
ϵm =∞
while ϵm > ϵ do
m′jk =
∑T
t=1 γt(j)
vtλk√∑K
k′=1 (v
t
λk′
−mjk′)2∑T
t=1 γt(j)
1√∑K
k′=1 (v
t
λk′
−mjk′)2
ϵm = maxk |mjk −m′jk|
mjk = m
′
jk, k = 1...K
end while
B.2.2 Hellinger Observation Model (HOM)
bj(Ot) = e
−ϕ
√∑K
k=1 (
√
vtλk
−√mjk)2
(B.16)
Doing a change in notation Equation B.16 is equal to B.12 and the opti-
mization process is equivalent to the Algorithm 1 with the only change of the
vector constraints. The difference in the model is kept by these constraints.
The terms
√
vtλk can be named without the square root so
√
vtλk → v˜tλk . This
change implies a change in the constraints so
∑K
k=1 vλk = 1 →
∑K
k=1 v˜
2
λk
= 1.
On the other hand, the same change can be done for the terms
√
mjk, naming
them m˜jk directly.
B.2.3 Bhattacharyya Observation Model (BOM)
bj(Ot) =
K∑
k=1
√
vtλk
√
mjk (B.17)
It is possible to eliminate the notation of the square root in the free pa-
rameters transforming
√
mjk → m˜jk as long as
∑K
k=1 m˜
2
jk = 1 and m˜jk ≥ 0
without loss of generalization. Then, the substitution of Equation B.17 after the
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transformation into Equation B.11 leads to the objective function to maximize
Equation B.18:
∑
t
∑
j
γt(j) ln
(
K∑
k=1
√
vtλkm˜jk
)
(B.18)
The incorporation of the restriction
(
1−∑Kk=1 m˜2jk = 0 ∀j) into Equation
B.18 using Lagrange multipliers modifies the objective function to maximize as
follows:
∑
t
∑
j
γt(j) ln
(
K∑
k=1
√
vtλkm˜jk
)
+
∑
j
λj
(
1−
K∑
k=1
m˜2jk
)
(B.19)
This new function is analytically derived by setting ∂∂m˜jk = 0, obtaining the
following result:
∑
t
γt(j)
√
vtλk∑K
k′=1
√
vtλk′ m˜jk
′
− 2λjm˜jk = 0 (B.20)
later it is partially derived again by setting ∂∂λj = 0, obtaining the following
equation:
1−
K∑
k=1
m˜2jk = 0 (B.21)
As λj is independent on k it can be considered some sort of normalization
coefficient. Then, the maximization of Equation B.11 with the incorporated
restriction leads to:
m˜jk ∝
T∑
t=1
γt(j)
√
vtλk∑K
k′=1
√
vtλk′ m˜jk
′
(B.22)
and the maximization process can be solved with the fixed point iteration
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of Algorithm 2 until convergence (that is, when the difference between two
consecutive solutions is less than a predefined value ϵ):
Algorithm 2
Randomly initialize m˜jk ∋
∑K
k=1 m˜
2
jk = 1
ϵm =∞
while ϵm > ϵ do
γ′t(j) =
γt(j)∑K
k′=1
√
vtλk′ m˜jk
′
m˜′jk =
∑T
t=1 γ
′
t(j)
√
vtλk , k = 1...K
m˜′′jk =
m˜′jk√∑K
k′=1 m˜
′2
jk′
, k = 1...K
ϵm = maxk |m˜jk − m˜′′jk|
m˜jk = m˜
′′
jk, k = 1...K
end while
It should be noted that the optimization process can be done separately for
each j.
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